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1 Scientific Results 
The overall scientific objective of this research is to analyze queueing networks with blocking. These 
are networks with finite buffers where the blocking occurs when the flow of jobs through one station 
may be stopped for a moment if a destination station has reached its full capacity. One key aspect 
of our work is focused on investigating the deadlock freedom of these networks. Another aspect 
is to develop exact as well as approximate solution techniques for the analysis of these networks. 
Another goal is to find applications of these models and show that our results provide accurate 
performance results. Significant progress has been made along each of these fronts. 
2 Already Achieved Goals 
2.1 Deadlock Freedom 
Blocking can lead to a deadlock state due to the finite buffer capacities in queueing network models. 
In [1,2] we investigated the deadlock freedom in multiple chain queueing networks with blocking, 
and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock freedom. We presented an algorithm to 
find a deadlock free buffer allocation with the least number of buffers, thus the optimal allocation. 
The algorithm maps the queueing network into a directed graph. A procedure for finding a subset 
of all cycles in the directed graph is used to generate the conditions for deadlock freedom of the 
network. Finally, we obtained the optimal buffer allocation from these conditions by applying linear 
programming techniques. 
2.2 Application on ATM Switches 
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) is recommended as the basis for the future broadband ISDN. 
One of critical issue in designing and managing an ATM network is how to serve the network traffics 
of different types differently so as to meet each of their service requirements without the use of the 
unnecessarily large network capacity. In [2] we analyze an M1, M2/G1, G2/N push-out queueing 
model, which could be used to evaluate the performance of an output link of ATM switches with 
two-class priority traffics. Our model differs from the previous work in the following. General 
service time distributions, which could be different for classes 1 and 2, are allowed. A general 
2 
service discipline function, a1 ( i, j), is introduced where a1 ( i, j) is the probability with which the 
next service is for a class 1 packet, given that there are i and j class 1 and class 2 packets at the 
beginning of the service time. Many interesting service disciplines can be modeled with a1 ( i, j), 
and therefore, can be analyzed with the exactly same formula. Total buffer space N is divided as 
N = N1 + N2. An arrival of class 2 can take any unoccupied buffer space in the system upon its 
arrival. An arrival of class 1 can take only an unoccupied buffer space in N1 section. However it 
can push out a class 2 packet occupying a buffer space in N1 section and not being in service if 
there is no unoccupied buffer space in N1 section upon its arrival. All these mechanisms can be 
used individually or together to control the grade of service of an ATM network. 
We develop a solution by solving a set of N1 (2N- N1 + 1) /2 linear equations. We obtain exact 
values of loss probabilities for classes 1 and 2, the queue length distribution and the mean waiting 
time for class 1 and an approximate calculation for queue length distribution and mean waiting 
time for class 2. Numerical examples are also given in the paper. 
2.3 Exact Solutions 
In this part we have two maJor solutions. The first part deals with two-station networks with 
BAS mechanism and different station types. In this part only single class of jobs is allowed. The 
contribution here is to show that exact solutions exist for two station queueing networks with BAS 
mechanism having different station types. The exact equilibrium state probability distributions are 
derived. Insensitivity is investigated and and formulas for performance measures are obtained. It is 
demonstrated that the throughputs, mean number of jobs and mean number of blocked jobs depend 
on the scheduling discipline. A queueing network model with more than two stations is analyzed in 
the second part. Multiple job classes with job class change, and different station types are allowed 
in the model. Exact solutions for equilibrium state probabilities and performance measures are 
obtained under the condition that only a certain total number of jobs is allowed in the network. 
We analyze two station queueing networks with different scheduling disciplines and blocking. We 
also analyze these queueing networks with more than two stations which may have exact solutions 
under the condition that the total number of jobs has a certain value. Using the equivalence 
between the blocking network and nonblocking network we show how to use algorithms for classical 
networks to compute performance measures for the queueing network with blocking. 
3 
3 Work in Progress 
Currently we are working on several problems pointed out in the proposal. At the end of the 
summer 1991 we are planning to achieve the following immediate goals. 
3.1 Mean Value Analysis for Blocking Networks 
As pointed out in the proposal section 3.3 we want to find an efficient computational algorithm 
based on mean valuea analysis to obtain performance measures for networks of queues with blocking. 
This is an approxiamtion algorithm. We implemented the algorithm as suggested in the proposal 
and simulated several test models. Currently we are validating the approximation technique. 
3.2 Open Queueing Networks with Blocking 
In section 3.6 we proposed to analyze open queueing networks with blocking by showing an exact 
equivalency between open and closed queueing networks with blocking. Currently we are working 
on the proofs. 
3.3 Equivalencies between Different Types of Blocking Mechanisms 
In section 3. 7.3 of the proposal we mention that an extensive study was carried out in the past re-
garding to establish the equivalencies between different types of blocking mechanisms. However, all 
those studies were based on exponential assumptions, single job class and basically FCFS scheduling 
discipline. Now we are in the process of investigating these equivalencies in the framework of our 
model where we have muliple job classes, different station types, and nonexponential assumptions. 
4 
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PART ll. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 
Performance is a major issue in the design and implementation of systems such as computer systems, 
production systems, communication networks, and flexible manufacturing systems. The success or 
failures of such systems is judged by the degree to which performance objectives are met. Thus, tools 
techniques for predicting performance measures are of great interest. In the last two decades it has 
been demonstrated several times that performance can be evaluated or predicted well by queueing net-
work models. For infinite capacity queueing networks numerous methods have been introduced in the 
last two decades. However, in actual systems stations (resources with buffers) have a finite capacity, 
queueing networks with blocking should be used for accurate modeling for performance analysis and 
prediction. Most of the previous studies on blocking queueing networks were restricted to exponential 
service time distributions, single job classes and FCFS scheduling disciplines. In actual systems the 
devices may have different scheduling disciplines, the job behavior may vary and the service times are 
drawn non-exponentially. In this project we tried to remove these limitations and found several new 
solutions for blocking queueing networks with different station types and multiple job classes. We be-
lieve that our solutions discovered within this project significantly advanced the queueing network 
theory. 
• TECHNIQUES AND APPROACHES 
• A queueing network is mapped to a directed graph. 
• An efficient procedure is developed for finding cycles in directed graphs. 
• The optimal buffer aJlocation problem is stated as an optimization problem. 
• The optimization problem is solved using linear programming techniques. 
• Several novel product form (separability) solutions are found for complex queueing network models. 
Product form solutions help to separate stations from each other and analyze them individually as if they 
were single stations. 
• A complex queueing system with interesting scheduling disciplines (push-out schemes) and finite buffers 
are solved. The queueing system has an application in so-called B-ISDN (A TM) networks. Global-
balance-equation technique is used to compute equilibrium state probabilities. 
• FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS 
• Conditions are found for deadlock-freedom in multiple chain queueing networks with blocking. This 
result will help to designers to determine whether their system may have deadlocks or not and also deter-
mine the opitmal bufgfer sizes in their system such that no deadlocks will occur. This issue is very 
important in designing of computer architecture and telecommunication and manufacturing systems. 
• The queueing model solved in [5,7] will help to design an efficient output buffer for A TM switches in 
B-ISDN networks. 
• Product form solutions found in all rema1mng papers will help to carry out efficient performance 
analysis of systems from computer arcitecture, telecommunication, and manufacturing areas. The capabili-
ties of performance analysis methods have been expanded in this project. 
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PART ill. TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
• Deadlock Freedom. 
Blocking can lead to a deadlock state due to the finite buffer capacities in queueing network models. In [3,9, 11] 
we investigated the deadlock freedom in multiple chain queueing networks with blocking, and gave necessary 
and sufficient conditions for deadlock freedom. We presented an algorithm to find a deadlock free buffer alloca-
tion with the least number of buffers, thus the optimal allocation. The algorithm maps the queueing network into 
a directed graph. A procedure for finding a subset of all cycles in the directed graph is used to generate the 
conditions for deadlock freedom of the network. Finally, we obtained the optimal buffer al1ocation from these 
conditions by applying linear programming techniques. 
• Application to A TM Switches. 
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) is recommended as the basis for the future broadband ISDN. One of the 
critical issues in designing and managing an A TM network is how to serve the network traffics of different types 
differently so as to meet each of their service requirements without the use of the unnecessarily large network 
capacity. In [5,7] we analyze an M 1,M 21G 1,G 2/N push-out queueing model, which could be used to evaluate 
the performance of an output link of A TM switches with two-class priority traffics. We obtain exact values of 
loss probabilities for classes 1 and 2 due ti finite buffer, the queue length distribution and the mean waiting time 
for class 1 and an approximate calculation for queue length distribution and mean waiting time for class 2. 
Numerical examples are also given in the paper. 
• Exact Solutions for Networks with Blocking-after-Service 
In [6] we have two major solutions. The first part deals with two-station networks with BAS mechanism and 
different station types. In this part we allow only single class of jobs. The contribution here is to show that 
exact solutions exist for two station queueing networks with BAS mechanism having different station types. We 
derive exact equilibrium state probability distributions. We investigate the Insensitivity property. We demon-
strate that the throughputs, mean number of jobs and mean number of blocked jobs depend on the scheduling 
discipline. In the second part of [6) we analyze a queueing network model with more than two stations. We 
have multiple job classes with job class change, and different station types in the model. We obtained exact 
solutions for equilibrium state probabilities and performance measures under the condition that only a certain 
total number of jobs is allowed in the network. 
• Exact Analysis of General Topology Queueing Networks with Blocking-After-Service Mechanism 
In [4,10) we analyze two models of closed queueing networks with blocking-after-service and multiple job 
classes. The first model is a network with N stations and each station has either Type II or Type III. The 
second model is a star like queueing network also cal1ed as central server model in which the stations may have 
either Type I or Type IV, with the condition that the neighbors of these stations must be of Type II or Type III 
such that blocking will be caused only by this set of station types. We obtained exact product form solutions 
for the equilibrium state probabilities in both models. We also derived formulae for performance measures such 
as throughput and mean number of jobs. 
• Neo-Queueing Networks with Blocking. 
In [1] we analyzed three different queueing network models with infinite and finite buffer capacities. In the first 
model the transition of jobs is different than in the classical queueing network models. A job completing its ser-
vice and being routed to a destination station wi11 choose its next destination station before it enters the first des-
tination station. The routing probabilites are then specified accordingly. In the finite buffer case blocking 
occurs before the job enters the server and it checks the next destination station whether its buffer capacity is 
full or not. If the buffer is full, the job is forced to stay at the head of the queue and blocks the server to serve 
other jobs. In the second model whenever a job gets its service there is also a time limit for that job to 
- 3 -
complete its service. If the service cannot be completed before the limited time, then the job is forced to leave 
and is routed to another station by different routing probability than the routing probabilities after nonnal ser-
vice. In the finite buffer case blocking occurs after the service. where a job completing its service at a station 
cannot proceed to next station due its full buffer capacity. The job is forced to wait in the server of the station 
until a place will become available in the destination station. The third model contains single negative job class 
and multiple positive job classes. When a negative job arrives at a station one of the positive jobs, if there is 
any, will be killed by this negative job. For Type IV stations the job in service will be killed where for Type n 
stations any job has the same probability to be killed. Each station has a finite buffer capacity and jobs can be 
blocked due to so-called repetitive-service-blocking. We have shown that all models have an exact product 
fonn solution. 
• Kanban Blocking. 
In [2] We obtain an exact product fonn solution for a queueing network with Type I, ll, m and IV stations hav-
ing finite buffer capacities. A job is blocked after service if its destination is full but the server continues to 
serve the unblocked jobs in its station. This type of blocking is called Kanban Blocking. The service time dis-
tributions are assumed to be exponential for Type I and Coxian for Type ll, ill, and IV. It is also assumed that 
in the beginning of the service each phase of the Coxian representation may be reached with a positive probabil-
ity. The steady-state distribution of the number of blocked and unblocked jobs depends on the rates of the Cox 
phases. Thus, the insensitivity property does not hold in this model in contrast to the classical BCMP queueing 
networks. We developed a convolution algorithm for the computation of the nonnalization constant. We derived 
new fonnulae for the computation of perfonnance measures. 
• Different Blocking Types. 
In [8] it is proven that a multi-job class open queueing network with finite capacity queues is pathwise-
equivalent to a closed queueing network model with finite buffers. This implies particularly that the two queue-
ing networks have the same queue length distribution. Furthennore, the service and interarrival time distributions 
are assumed to be general. It is proven that such networks are irreducible if the underlying networks with 
infinite capacities are irreducible. Finally, the steady-state distribution of a multi-job class queueing network with 
finite buffers is computed using the steady-state distribution of a single job class queueing network with finite 
buffers. Moreover, perfonnance measures are computed for the individual classes using only the global perfor-
mance measures of the constructed single class queueing network. 
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Abstract. Three new multiple job class queueing network models with finite buffer capacities 
are shown to have product form. In the first model, which has "early routing decision", a job 
chooses its destination and the next station after that, according to a Markovian rule as soon as it 
enters a station, and when it reaches the head of the queue it will block the server stopping it from 
serving jobs if both station's buffers are full. In the second model, each job has a deadline by which 
it must complete service. If the job is still in service when the time limit runs out, it will leave that 
station and is routed to another station according to a routing probability which is distinct from 
the one after normal service completion. Here blocking occurs after service when a job completing 
service cannot proceed to the next station if its buffer is full, and thus blocks its current server. 
The third model is derived from networks with "positive and negative jobs", and contains a single 
negative and multiple positive job classes. Each station has finite buffer capacity and jobs can be 
blocked with "repetitive-service-blocking" if the station they need to go to is full. 
Key Words: Performance Evaluation, Queueing Networks, Product Form Solutions, Infinite 
Buffer Capacity, Finite Buffer Capacity, Blocking, Impatient Jobs, Early Routing, Positive and 
Negative Jobs, Equilibrium State Probabilities. 
1 Introduction 
Queueing network models are now well established as useful tools for the study of diverse systems 
such as computer-communication networks, high-speed communication networks, transportation 
•This work was supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. CCR-!>0-11!>81 
(for the first author), and by the European Economic Community via ESPRIT BRA Project QMIPS 
(for the second author). 
networks, production management and manufacturing systems, inventory control models, computer 
system performance models, and even population models for different biological entities. 
Over the years, even though it has often been predicted that new product form results are no 
longer attainable, new product form results have been found; recent work includes [2,3,7,8,11,12]. 
In this paper we contribute some new results in this direction. We consider queueing networks 
with multiple class jobs and stations with various service disciplines and finite capacity queues, in 
extension of the seminal work in [6]. 
In the basic queueing network model we consider here, there are N stations, a total of J( jobs 
and R job classes. Each station may belong to one of the four following Types [6]: 
• Type I: The service discipline is first-come-first-served (FCFS); all job classes have the same 
service time distribution and the service rate can be state-dependent where J-l ( k) will denote 
the service rate with k jobs. 
• Type II: There is a single server and the service discipline is processor sharing (PS). Each job 
class may have a distinct service time distribution. 
• Type III: The number of servers is greater or equal to the maximun1 number of jobs which 
can be queued at the station; this is known as an infinite server station (IS). Each job class 
may have a distinct service time distribution. 
• Type IV: There is a single server and the queueing discipline is last-come-first-served 
preemptive-resume (LCFS-PR). Each job may have a distinct service time distribution. 
In the original "BCMP" model [6], jobs move from one station to another according to a 
Markovian transition rule giving the quantity Pi,r;j, 3 , which is the probability that a class r job 
leaving station i after service, then enters station j as a job of class s. 
In this paper we will consider three different blocking networks having finite capacity queues, 
which are extensions of BCMP networks [6] or of the Gelenbe Networks introduced in [8], and show 
that they all have product form. Each model will admit a specific type of blocking in the case of 
finite capacity, and will have characteristics due to the four Types of stations. In this section we 
briefly explain these three models. 
The first model has "early routing decisions", where jobs choose their destination station and 
the station after that according to a Markovian rule as soon as they enter a station contrary to 
standard networks where the next station is chosen after the current service. Blocking occurs before 
the job enters the server, when it checks the destination station and the next station after that 
and discovers that their buffer capacities are full. If one (or both) of their buffers is full, the job is 
forced to stay at the head of the queue and stops the current server from serving other jobs until 
it can move into the next station. 
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The second model considers the case where jobs have a deadline to complete service, where this 
deadline is expressed as a time starting when service begins. If a job is still in service when the 
deadline or time limit runs out, it is forced to leave that station and is routed to another station 
according to a distinct routing probability than the one after normal service completion. This 
model can be be viewed as an instance of the Gelenbe Networks [12] with triggered job motion, 
in which queues have finite capacity. Here we assume that blocking occurs after service, when a 
job completing service cannot proceed to the next station if its buffer is full, waits at the current 
station and blocks its service. 
The third model we consider is derived from networks with "positive and negative jobs" [8], 
containing a single negative job class and multiple positive job classes as in [7]. Each station has 
finite buffer capacity and jobs can be blocked with "repetitive-service-blocking" if the station they 
need to proceed is full. 
2 Queueing Networks with Early Routing Decisions, Finite 
Buffer Capacity, and Extended Blocking Before Service 
A queueing network will said to have early routing decisions, if as soon as a job arrives at a station 
in some class, the next station it will visit and its next class is determined via the Markov chain with 
transition probabilities (Pi,r;j,s) where (i, r) denotes the (station, class) pair of the job as it enters 
the current station, while (j, s) is the corresponding pair at the next station it will visit. Thus, in 
this model the network state must include information about the next (station, class) pair. A direct 
application of this model is the communication networks where an incoming packet is assigned its 
outgoing link upon arrival to the node. This model is, of course, motivated by networks in which 
"virtual circuits" are established. 
Clearly, in the infinite buffer capacity case, this assumption merely leads to a special case of the 
BCMP theorem [6]; indeed, all information about routing (including deterministic finite routing in 
a finite network, which specifies a finite sequence of all the stations which each job will visit, may 
be represented by a finite number of job classes. The novelty in this section is that we consider a 
network with queues of finite capacity, which when combined with early routing decisions, leads to 
some interesting and useful results. 
Thus in this section, we assume that the length of station i is limited to some finite Bi, 1 ~ i ~ 
N. We also assume that the network is deadlock-free [5], i.e., 
(1) 
where K is the total number of jobs in the system, P denotes the set of all routing paths of the 
network, and PI denotes one of the paths in P. 
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The finite capacity of queues in a network may, in general, lead to blocking. The type of 
blocking we consider here is a generalization of Blocking-Before-Service (BBS). In conventional 
BBS, blocking occurs just before a job enters the server (i.e. when it is at the head of the queue, 
or about to begin service); at that time it checks its destination to see whether its buffer is full or 
not. If it is full, then the job remains at the head of the current queue and stops the server from 
serving other jobs. 
In the case we consider in this section, which we call E-BBS (Extended-BBS), the job checks 
its destination and the next station it will visit (since this is the information provided by the 
routing probability), and will block the current server if either one (or both) of its two stations 
downstream is full. Clearly, E-BBS is motivated by the "virtual circuit" type of behaviour of certain 
communication networks, and is a step towards modeling such behaviour. In the sequel we restrain 
our attention to the case of a single job class, and exhibit and prove the product form solution for 
E-BBS. 
The state space of the network is S = (x, y) where x = (x1 ... , XN ), and Xi = (xu, xi2, ... ) is 
the vector of nonblocking jobs at station i, giving the next station to be visited by the jobs in the 
queue in a form appropriate for the Type of station; i.e. if the station is of Type I or Type IV, then 
xu is the first job that will be served in that order, while for the two other Types of stations the 
order does not matter. The vector y = (Yl, ... , YN ), contains information on blocked jobs \vith 
Yi = (Yit, Yi2, .. . ), where Yil denotes the location (i.e. station number) of the /-th job blocked by 
station i. 
Let Oi denote the total arrival rate of jobs to station i; consistent with this notation, aYil denotes 
the arrival rate of jobs to some location (station number) Yil· Note that the Oi, i=l, ... ,N will satisfy 
the usual traffic equations [6]. 
Theorem 1. The queueing network model described above has the following product form 
solution for its equilibrium state probabilities: 
N 
p(x,y) =CIT fi (xi)gi (Yi), (2) 
i=l 
where /i(xi) is given by 
if station i is Type I 
if station i is Type I I 
(3) 
if station i is Type I I I 




where b, denotes the total number of jobs blocked by station i and also C is the normalization 
constant: 
N 
c = [ I: II fi(Xj)gi(Yi)]- 1. 
x,yes i=l 
Proof. We restrict our proof to the case where jobs are only blocked at Type IV stations. Note 
that it is straightforward to see that the results can be extended to cases where several stations can 
cause blocking at the same time. The blocking event may happen as follows: When a job arrives 
at a station of Type IV, it will preempt the job in service; it will also check the destination station 
that it will visit next, to see whether it is full or has at least one buffer space available. If the next 
station is full then any job currently being served in any other station that will join the station 
causing blocking, will also be preempted. The preempted job will be put in a waiting list to reenter 
that station later. 
For state (x,y) the flow-out rate is '2:~ 1 J-Li(xi) for ni ~ 1, and J-Li(xi) depends on the type of 
station i. We now check the global balance equation for a given state (x, y), The following states 
are flow-in states into state (x, y). 
State (x + Xio- XxiobY): A job from station i moves to station Xio, and chooses station XxiOI as 
the station it will visit after station XiO· Here i ~ k and Xio can be the station that satisfies 




State (x+xko-Xxk0 t-Xykonyk0 ,Y+Yxk0 ), A job leaves station k which is causing blocking, moves 
to station Xko and chooses station Xxkol as its next station. We assume Xxkol f= k. Since 
station k is the one that causes blocking, when a job moves out of this station, a buffer space 
becomes available, and one of the blocked jobs is released from its blocked situation and can 
be put back to the waiting queue, YkO· We note that xYkonYko = k. The transition rate is 
J-LkPxkotXzko1 • Thus 
(6) 
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State (x + Xio- Xxiol + xtlkbko, y- Ykbk ). This transition is due to a departing job from station i, 
i = 1, ... , N, moving to station Xio and choosing the next station Xxiol = k. The transition 
rate is JliPxiok· Due to the service discipline this job will get service immediately; because of 
the finite buffer capacity at station k, one of the jobs currently in service will be pre-empted 
and put in the waiting queue. Thus 
(7) 
Using equations ( 5 ), ( 6), (7) we sum over all feasible states and obtain: 
(8) 
QED 
3 Queueing Networks with Impatient Jobs 
In certain communication networks, the fact that a job's service does not take place by a certain 
time, implies that it is routed to some other station. An example of this can be found in the 
TYMNET environment. In TYMNET an overload condition is said to occur if it takes a station 
more than 0.5sec to service a virtual circuit, in which case the job involved in the overload is 
immediately routed to another station. 
Models inspired by this behaviour have been studied previously (see for instance [13]). Our 
model differs from the one examined in [13] in that we assume the limited time interval (LTI) 
begins when the job starts to receive service, rather than from the time the job enters a queue. 
If the "impatient" jobs were routed according to the same routing probability as that of jobs 
which have terminated their service, then the effect of impatience would be merely to modify the 
effective service time in the queueing network. However, in this section we assume that impatient 
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jobs are routed according to a distinct routing probability, which is, in general, different from that 
of normally terminating jobs. We also assume that the LTI is an exponentially distributed random 
variable which depends on the server and on the job class. 
If the network has no blocking, interestingly enough this does lead us to a special instance of G-
Nets [12] with triggered job movement [12]. Indeed, in [12] one of us introduced a class of queueing 
networks where some jobs (called signals) have the ability of instantaneously moving a job from 
one station to another with a routing probability matrix which is distinct from the one used by jobs 
which have finished their service at a station. In the special case where these signals simply arrive 
to a station from the outside world according to a Poisson process, we are simply modelling the 
effect of the exponentially distributed LTI. The fact that we consider here finite buffer capacities, 
makes the results we present in this section distinct from those discussed in [12]. 
We consider here a queueing network with N stations, a total of I( jobs and R job classes. 
Each station may be of the four Types as described in Section 1. The service time of class r jobs in 
station i is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/ Jlir· After service normally 
ends, a job of class r at station i proceeds to station j and joins class s with probability Pir;js. 
The·LTI of class r jobs in station i follows an exponential distribution of parameter Vir depending 
on the station i and the class r of the job. The routing probability of impatient jobs, i.e. those 
whose service has been interrupted by the LTI, is qir,j8. 
Stations have finite buffer capacity and blocking may occur only with the blocking-after-service 
discipline [1,2,3]. Bi denotes the finite buffer capacity of station i. We assume that the number 
of jobs in the system must satisfy the deadlock-free condition [5] given in (1), and that for each 
departure event there are no more than two jobs which move concurrently. Furthermore, all blocked 
jobs must be located at Type II or at Type III stations. 
The traffic equations for the model are: 
where [j 8 is a constant defined as 
N R 
Oir = L L /j8Jlj8Pj8,ir, 
i=18=1 
N R 
f3ir = E E [j,llj,qjs,ir, 
j=l.!=l 
Oj3 + /3j8 
ljs = • 
J.Lj8 + llj8 
(9) 
(10) 
Note that for Type I station we will have J.Lj 3 = J.Lj and Vj 3 = llj, for all s = 1, ... , R, in ( 9) and 
(10), i.e., the service rates are independent of the classes. 
It can be shown that this network is not reversible [16) so that local balance equations do not 
hold. Our state space structure represents the nonblocked jobs and the blocked jobs separately, 
where the structure of the equilibrium state probability of the nonblocked jobs has exactly the same 
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form as that of a nonblocking system. The location of the blocked jobs and their class must be 
represented in the state-space. 
We suppose that a job will choose its destination station and class when it finishes its service. 
We also assume that the blocked jobs will join that station which caused blocking according to a 
First- Come- First- In (FCFI) scheduling discipline. 
The state of the system is denoted by (x, y), where x = (xt, .... , XN) and y = (Yl, ... , YN ), 
Yi = (Yit, ... , YibJ· For Type I and IV stations we let Xi = (xit, .... , XinJ, where Xil E {1, R} (for 
l = 1, .. , ni) denotes the class of the nth job, and ni denotes the number of jobs in station i. For 
Type II and III stations, the state Xi is denoted Xi = (nil, ... , nin) where nir (for r = 1, ... , R) is 
the number of class r jobs in station i. Moreover, we have Yil = (yf1, y~1) with yft E {1, ... , N}, 
and y~1 E {1, ... , R}. We use yft and y~1 to carry the information of the lth job blocked by station 
i, i.e., its location and class where y~1 is the class that the blocked job will be when it enters the 
station that blocks it. 
Thus, we have 
N 
K = L:ni +b, (11) 
i=l 
with 
0 < b < K- min {Bi}· 
- - l~i~N 
(12) 
Theorem 2. The queueing network model described above has the following product form 
solution for its equilibrium state probabilities: 
where /i (Xi) is defined as 
and 
N 
P (x, y) =CIT li (xi) 9i (xi, Yi), 
i=l 
if station i is Type I 
if station i is Type II 
if station i is Type III 




The numerator of the right side of (15) denotes that given station i is full and causes blocking, 
the lth blocked job is staying at station yft and when this job comes into station i, it will be a class 
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yr, job. Thus, we need to know the job's previous class. The denominator of the right side of (15) 
is defined as: 
"'R !!it 
L....t=l ni Jlit 
z:::[;l nitJlit 
if i is Type I station 
if i is Type I I station 
(16) 
if i is Type I I I station 
if i is Type IV station. 
Note that in (16) there is a difference between Type II, III and IV stations where the service rate 
depends on the job class. For Type II and III stations, Jli(Xi, Yi) depends on Xj, but for Type IV 
it depends on Yi· Note that Vi (xj, Yi) in (15) is identical to (16), except that the Jli's are replaced 
by vi's. 
We only sketch the proof which is similar to the one given in [3]. It follows from the following 
argument: we may consider the buffers occupied by the blocked jobs which are stored in Type 
II or III stations only, as the extended buffers of the stations causing blocking. The existence of 
blocked jobs in Type II or Type III stations will not affect the service of the non-blocking jobs in 
these stations. That is the throughput rate of these two types of stations will be dependent on the 
number of non-blocked jobs in this station only. Thus, we can ignore the locations of the blocked 
jobs and the result will follow. 
4 Gelenbe Networks and Repetitive-Service-Blocking 
Recently, one of us [7-11] discovered a new class of queueing network models involving "negative" 
jobs. In these queueing networks there are positive and negative jobs. A positive job acts as the 
normal job in classical queueing networks. A negative job however, when it enters a station will 
instantly destroy one positive job and will itself be simultaneously destroyed. In other words, a 
negative and positive job in a station instantly cancel each other and disappear from the network. 
Note that the model is only of interest for open networks since negative and positive jobs have a 
tendency to cancel each other. 
The underlying traffic quations of this model are non-linear, and it was shown that [7-11] these 
models have exact product form solution. In [12] a generalization of this idea to "triggerred job 
movement" was introduced, whereby the network contains normal jobs and "signals". A signal has 
the power of instantaneously moving a normal job from one station to another, or it can destroy it 
- in which case the signal is acting as a negative job. Again in [12], one of us showed that these 
networks have product form. These models can be applied in a resource request environment where 
negative jobs are commands to cancel previous requests (positive jobs), or signals which are used 
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to carry out routing decisions. 
In the present section, we will consider networks with N stations of Type II and of Type IV, 
containing R classes of positive jobs and one class of negative jobs. The positive jobs of class r 
arrive at the ith station from outside according to a Poisson process with rates Air and negative 
jobs arrive at the ith station according to a Poisson process with rate Vi. A positive job of class r 
leaving station i will enter station j and join class s as a positive job with probability Pir;j3. Since 
the system is open, we also assume the probability that a job of class r will leave the system after 
its service in station i: 
N R 
Pir,o = 1 - L L Pir,j3· 
j=la=l 
Note that Gelenbe [7-11] assumes that a positive job may become a negative job via an ap-
propriate routing matrix. However, in the model considered in this section we do not allow this. 
A positive job arriving at a station increases the queue length by one. A negative job arriving 
at a station will decrease the queue length by one if there is at least one positive job present in 
the station. A negative job arriving at an empty queue is cleared from the network. \tVhenever a 
negative job arrives at the system, it will kill one of the positive jobs in the station where it arrived. 
If the station is of Type IV, then the job in service will be killed. If the station is of Type II, each 
job has equal probability to be killed. Moreover, in our model the negative jobs arrive at station i 
and take the necessary actions there. They do not circulate in the network. 
\tVe are interested in the case of a network whose stations have finite capacities denoted by 
Bi. \tVe investigate the repetitive-service-blocking type [4], that is, the blocking event occurs when 
upon completion of its service of a particular station's server, a job attempts to proceed to its next 
station. If at that moment, its destination station is full, the job is rejected. The job goes back to 
the server of the source station and immediately receives a new service. This is repeated until the 
next station releases a job and a place becomes available. Note that the job selects a destination 
independently after each round of service according to the routing probabilities. Deadlocks are 
impossible if the network is irreducible, (i.e., each station is reachable from every other station). 
As long as there is at least one free space in some station a job will eventually move into it even if 
this takes a long sequence of trials. 
Let 
(17) 
\tVe assume that the system is reversible: 
(18) 
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and ( 1 7) becomes 
(19) 
Theorem 3. The queueing network model described above has the following product form 
solution for equilibrium state probabilities: 
N 
p (X) = c II fi (Xi) ' (20) 
i=l 
where /i (xi) is defined as 
J; (x;) = { 
if station i is Type II 
(21) 
if station i is Type IV 
and C is the normalization constant. 
Proof Since the system is reversible, we check the detailed balance equations of the transition 
cases for each Type II and IV station: 
Case 1: (Type II Stations) 
Case 1.1: A job leaves station i and goes to station j, for ni < Bi and ni < Bi. 
(
nir + 1 ) 
ni + 1 J-lir Pir,is 
(22) 
Case 1.2: A job either leaves the system or is killed by a negative job. 
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(23) 
Case 1.3: A Job Arrives from Outside. 
(24) 
Case 2: (Type IV Stations) Here we use the lower index to indicate the earlier job that will get 
service or enter a blocking station. 
Case 2.1: A job leaves station i and goes to station j, for ni < Bi and nj < Bj. Since we treat 
Type IV stations we denote the class of that job in station j to be x jl· 
P (x + Xio- Xji) (J.LixioPixio,JXjt) 
( ) 
Aixio + aixio J.ljxjt + Vj 
= P X . + . , . + . J.lixioPixio,JXjJ 
J.llXiO V, /\JX jl a JX jl 
= p(X)J.ljXjtPJXj},iXio (25) 
Case 2.2: One job disappears from the system either by leaving the system or by being killed 
by a negative job, 
(26) 
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In this paper we have exhibited three models of queueing networks with blocking whose station-
ary probability distributions have product form. These models are inspired by the needs of com-
puter performance analysis for computationally efficient solutions to models arising from computer-
communication systems. Two of the models studied here are closely related to the novel queueing 
networks with new types of jobs ("negative jobs" and "signals") which have been recently intro-
duced in [7-12] and which also have product form. 
In the first model jobs have "early routing decisions": a job chooses its next station according 
to a Markovian rule as soon as it enters a station, and when it reaches the head of the queue it will 
block the server stopping it from serving other jobs if either one (or both) of its two downstream 
stations is full. In the second model, each job has a time limit (starting at the time it begins 
service) by which it must complete service. If the job is still in service when the time limit runs 
out, it will leave its current station and is then routed to another station according to a routing 
probability which is distinct from the one after normal service completion. Here blocking occurs 
after service when a job completing service cannot proceed to the next station if its buffer is full, 
and thus blocks its current server. The third model is derived from networks with "positive and 
negative jobs", and contains a single negative and multiple positive job classes. Each station has 
finite buffer capacity and jobs can be blocked with "repetitive-service-blocking" if the station they 
need to go to is full. 
Our conclusion is, In fact, a question which has intrigued queueing theorists and computer 
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performance analysts for a long time, and which does not seem to be close to receiving an adequate 
answer: What is it that provides a queueing network with the product form property? 
It appears that the more we discover new product forms, the further we move away from a 
simple answer to this question. 
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Abstract 
An exact product form solution is obtained for a queueing network with Type I, 
II, III and IV stations having finite buffer capacities. A job is blocked after service 
if its destination is full but the server continues to serve the unblocked jobs in its 
station. The service time distributions are assumed to be exponential for Type I and 
Coxian for Type II, III, and IV. It is also assumed that in the beginning of the service 
each phase of the Coxian representation may be reached with a positive probability. 
The steady-state distribution of the number of blocked and unblocked jobs depends 
on the rates of the Cox phases. Thus, the insensitivity property does not hold in this 
model in contrast to the classical BCMP queueing networks. A convolution algorithm 
is developed for the computation of the normalization constant. New formulae are 
derived for the computation of performance measures. 
Key Words: Queueing Networks, Product Form Solution, Blocking Mechanisms, Minimal 
Blocking, Cox Distributions, Insensitivity Property, Convolution Algorithm 1 
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1 Introduction 
Performance has been a major issue in the design and implementation of systems such as 
computer systems, production systems, flexible manufacturing systems and communication 
networks. Thus, tools and techniques for predicting performance measures are of great 
interest. The area of exact computational algorithms for product-form queueing networks 
may be viewed as being one of the cornerstones of queueing network analysis [6,7,8]. The 
stations in the BCMP networks [6, 7 ,8] may be one of the following types: a single server 
using a first come first served queueing discipline (FCFS) or so-called Type I, a single server 
with a processor sharing queueing discipline (PS) or Type II, an infinite number of servers 
(IS) or Type III, and a single server scheduled according to the preemptive resume last 
come first served discipline (LCFS-PR) or Type IV. However, this class of product form 
queueing networks [6, 7 ,8] is restricted to stations with infinite buffer capacities and cannot 
provide much insight into the phenomenon of blocking which is our main objective in this 
paper. The set of rules that dictates when a station becomes blocked and when it becomes 
unblocked is commonly referred to as the blocking mechanism. There are basically only a 
few blocking mechanisms that have been extensively studied in the literature [2,12,14]. In 
this paper we investigate the so-called kanban blocking mechanism, in short form KB, also 
named as minimal blocking [9,10], i.e., a job upon service completion at station i attempts 
to join destination station j. If station j is full, the job is forced to wait in the station i 
until a buffer becomes available in the destination station. The server (or servers) is not 
blocked and continues to serve the unblocked jobs. This blocking mechanism is shown to 
be equivalent to the kanban policy [11,16] which is used in Japanese manufacturing lines. 
In fact for Type II and Type III BCMP stations, the kanban blocking is identical to the 
blocking-after-service (BAS) mechanism since the servers in these cases continue to serve the 
unblocked jobs. 
Few exact computational algorithms are known about queueing networks with blocking 
[2,12,14]. The most studied case is the cyclic network with two stations with finite buffers 
[2,12]. In particular, Akyildiz [1] demonstrated that such network with ]{jobs are equivalent 
to a non blocking network, with the same parameters as the blocking network but with infinite 
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capacities and with K' jobs, where K' = min(K, B 1 + 1) +min( I<, B 2 + 1)- I< and Bi is the 
buffer capacity of station i. Onvural and Perros [13] showed that a network with a limited 
number of jobs K = minieN(Bi) + 1 and BAS blocking mechanism has a product-form 
solution. This result has been extended by Akyildiz and von Brand [3] to a multiple job 
class queueing network with blocking under the same condition on the number of jobs in the 
network. 
Akyildiz and Huang [4] obtained a product form solution for a queueing network with 
Type II and Type III BCMP stations and finite capacities, multiple job classes, BAS blocking 
mechanism and exponential service time distributions. They assume that no more than one 
blocking may occur in the network at a time. So, the assumption on the number of jobs in 
the network given in [3,13] is relaxed. 
In this work we analyze Type I, II, III, and IV BCMP stations and kanban blocking 
mechanism. This work can be also related to [9,10] where Mitra and Mitrani analyze a 
tandem queueing network with Type I stations and kanban blocking mechanism using an 
iterative procedure. To obtain a product form solution, we assume that two full stations do 
not interact with each other directly, but we allow more than one blocking at a time. The 
service time distributions are assumed to be exponential for Type I stations and Coxian for 
Type II, III, and IV stations. In contrast to the BCMP product form solution, a necessary 
condition on the Cox distribution representations is needed. The condition is that each phase 
of the Coxian representation may be reached in the beginning of the service with a positive 
probability. The number of blocked and unblocked jobs steady-state distribution depends 
on the rates of the Cox phases. Thus, the insensitivity property does not hold for queueing 
networks with KB mechanism in contrast to classical BCMP queueing networks [6]. In fact, 
this property was already recognized in [3] where we showed that the insensitivity property 
does not hold for two-station queueing networks with blocking-after-service mechanism. 
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the network model in detail. 
In section 3 we state the product form solution, and prove it. In section 4 we determine 
the steady-state distribution of the number of blocked and unblocked jobs. In section 5 
we develop a convolution algorithm for the computation of the normalization constant. In 
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section 6 we derive new formulae for the computation of performance measures in this type 
of models. Finally in section 7 we conclude the paper. 
2 Model Description 
We consider a closed queueing network with N stations and K single class jobs. The routing 
matrix, denoted by P = (Pii h~i,j~N is assumed to be irreducible. Each station has a finite 
buffer capacity denoted by ( Bi h~i,j~N. The scheduling discipline in each station is either 
FCFS, PS, IS, or LCFS-PR, with finite buffers. Upon a completion of a service at station 
i, a job attempting to enter a full station j (Pii > 0) is forced to wait in station i until it is 
allowed to enter station j. The server is not blocked and continues to serve the unblocked 
jobs. Jobs blocked by the same station j are unblocked in first blocked first unblocked order. 
This blocking discipline is known as kanban blocking (KB) in the literature [9,10]. 
The service time distributions are assumed to be Coxian. We denote by Si the number of 
phases of the service time distribution at station i and by Jlim its rate at them th Coxian-phase 
(1 ~ m ~ Si)· This service time distribution can be represented by a network of exponential 
stages where lim is the probability that a job starts its service time requirement at the mth 
phase ('E~=I lim = 1 ), dim is the probability that a job completing the phase m leaves the 
ith station, and aim is the probability that a job completing the phase m proceeds to phase 
m + 1 where (aim= 1- dim)· However, for Type I stations the service time distributions are 
assumed to be exponential. Hereafter, we will use the same notations for Type I stations and 
for Type II, III, and IV stations but with Si = 1. We denote (Aimh~m~si as the probability 
that a job at station i may reach the mth phase of its service which is obtained by recurrence: 
(1) 
(2) 
We denote by ki (1 ~ i ~ N) the nurnber of unblocked jobs in station i, by kim (1 ~ 
m ~ Si) the number of jobs in station i at the mth phase. We denote also by bi the number 
of jobs blocked by station i, and by bij the number of jobs blocked in station j by station 
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i (bi = L.:f:1 bii)· The vector ni = (ni1 , ••• , nib.) is the ordered set of station index of jobs 
blocked by station i. For a station i of Type IV, we denote by tik (1 ~ k ~ ki) the phase of 
the kth job in station i according to LCFS order. The state ki of station i is defined by 
where 
if i is a Type I station 
ki = (kit, ... , kisi) if i is a Type II or III station 
(til, ... , tik;) if i is a Type IV station 
The state of the network is given by: 
According to the queueing discipline in station i, the service rates may depend on ki, kim, 
and on the phase of the first job (in Type IV stations). These rates will be denoted by 
/-lim(ki): 
if i is a Type I station and ki > 0 
0 if i is a Type I station and ki = 0 
/lim ( ki, kim) = ~/lim if i is a Type II station 
1-lim(ki, kim) = kim/lim . if i is a Type III station 
/lim if i is a Type 4 station and til = m 
0 if i is a Type IV station and ti1 =f m 
We assume that the network is deadlock-free [5] and two full stations do not interact 
directly, i.e., 
K < min[I$i,i$N, Pii>oJ(Bi + Bi) · (3) 
In addition, we also assume that the parameters of the Coxian distributions satisfy 
(4) 
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3 Product Form Solution 
We describe the transitions which may occur in the network and may lead to a predetermined 
state k. For the case where all stations are not full, i.e., ki < Bi, 1 :::; i :::; N, the transitions 
are the same as in the underlying BCMP network. Let us now assume that there are f3 full 
stations. The set of these stations is denoted by r. So, 
s, 
kl = L kim = B~, for 1 E r. 
m=l 
Four different types of transitions may lead to the state k. In order to simplify the description 
of the transitions, we convene that for Type I stations aim = 0 for m #- 0 because there is 
only one phase in this case. When a job moves from a station of Type IV, it is the job who 
has been in service (first position) and when a job moves to a station of Type IV, it is the 
job who is going -to be in service. 
[a] Phase Transitions: A job in station i moves from phase m to phase m + 1. The initial 
state has to be T~+t,m(k) where T~+l,m(k) is the same state ask with one more job 
at the mth phase in station i and one less job at the (m + 1 )th phase in station i. So, 
when the transition occurs we obtain the state k. This transition occurs with rate 
/lim (T~+I,m ( k) )aim· 
[b] Transitions Independent of Full Stations: A job moves from phase m at the ith station 
(i ¢ r) to the nth phase at the jth station (j ¢ r). The initial state has to be T~:m(k) 
where T~:m(k) is the same state as k with one more job at the mth phase in station 
i and one less job at the nth phase in station j. This transition occurs with rate 
/lim (T~:m ( k) )dimfjnPij · 
[ c] Transitions out of Full Stations: A job moves from phase m at the ith station ( i E f) 
to the nth phase at the jth station (j ¢ r). The first job blocked by station i moves to 
the pth phase in station i. The blocked job may belong to any station 1 (1 :::; 1 :::; N). 
The initial state has to be T~::n.P(k) where T~::n.P(k) is the same state as k with one 
more job in station 1 blocked by station i in the first position, one less job at the pth 
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phase in station i, one more job at the mth phase in station i and one less job in the 
nth phase at the jth station. The transition rate is Jlim(T~:fn.p(k))dimfjnfipPij· 
[ d] Transitions into Full Stations: A job moves from phase m at the ith station ( i ¢ f) to 
the last blocked position by station (j E f). The initial state has to be T~·i·(k) where 
T~·i·( k) is as k with one more job in the m th phase in station i and minus the last 
blocked job. i is the station index of the last job blocked by station j, i.e., i = nibr 
The transition rate is Jlim(T~·i·(k))dimPii· 
We denote by ( ei) 1 ~i~N a solution of the traffic equation: 
N 
ei = L eiPii 1 ~ i ~ N. 
j=l 
(5) 
Theorem 1 The steady-state distribution of the network is given by the following product 
form solution: 
N 
P(k) =I II Fi(ki), (6) 
i=l 
where 1 is the normalization constant and Fi(J{i) is a function defined by 
if i is a Type I station 
if i is a Type III station 
if i is a Type IV station 
Proof. 
For a state where all stations are not full, the steady-state distribution and the global balance 
equation are the same as in the underlying BCMP network [6]. So, the proof in this case is 
identical to the proof in the BCMP network. We consider now the case where {3 2::: 1 stations 
are full. The global balance equation, according to the transitions described above is given 
by 
N si N si 
P(k) L L Jlim(ki) - L L P(T~+I,m(k))Jlim(T~+I,m(k))aim 
i=l m=l i:::l m=l 
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Sa Sj 
+ L L L L P(T~:m(k))/lim(T~:m(k))bimfjnPij 
N sj sj sj 
+ L L L L L L P(T~:~,p(k))Jlim(T~:~,p(k))bimfinfipPii 
1=1 ier m=l p=l j~r n=l 
Sj 
+ L L P(T~·J·(k))/-lim(T~·i·(k))bimPij· (7) 
jEr,i=njbj m=l 
Note that for Type I stations /lim = 0 for m # 1, and that for Type IV stations /lim = 0 if 
the job being served is not in the m th phase. The description of the other rates is as follows: 
For Type I stations, we have /-lit ( ... ) = /lt· For Type II and III stations we have 
• A • • A •• 
1 
A 
/lim(T:n+l,m(k)) = /-lim(ki, kim + 1), /lim(T~~m(k)) = /lim(ki + 1, kim + 1), /lim(T~:m,p(k)) = 
Jlim(ki, kim + 1), /-lim(T~·i·(k)) = Jlim(ki + 1, kim + 1). For Type IV stations, we have 
/lim (T~+l,m ( k)) = /lim for m = til - 1, and /-lim (T~:m ( k)) = /-lim (T~:~.p( k)) = /lim (T~·i·( k)) = 
• A • • A • •
1 
A • • A 
From the definition of the states r:n+t,m(k), T~:m(k), T~:m,p(k), T~·1·(k), and from the 
product form solution (6) we derive 
P(T~+t,m(k)) P( k) Aim /-lim+ I ( ki, kim+ I)' (8) -
Aim+l /lim(ki, kim+ 1) 
P(T~:m(k)) P(k) eiAim 
/ljn(kj, kjn) 
(9) - ejAjn /lim ( ki + 1, kim + 1) 
P(Tiil (k)) P(k) eiAim /-lip(ki, kip) /ljn(kj, kjn) e1Pii (10) -n,m,p /lim ( ki, kim + 1 ) eiAip ejAjn Lsj .& (k k ) ' r=l A . /lir ~i, ir 
ar 
eiAim LSj 1k. (k k ) 
P(T~·i·(k)) P(k) 
r=l A · /ljr j, jr 
(11) Jr -
/lim(ki + 1, kim+ 1) eiPii 
We denote the first, second, third, and fourth terms of the right-hand side of the global 
balance equation (7) by T1 , T2 , T3 , and T4 , respectively. From equation (8) and expression 
(2) we derive 
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Using the fact that 'E~=l Aimbim = 1 and the traffic equation (5) we get 
In a similar way, we obtain 
and 
So, 
Since ~AA-aim + Afj_m+l = 1, the global balance equation is verified, i.e., 
•m±l amtl 
N S; 
P(k) L L /lim(ki, kim)= T1 + T2 + T3 + T4. 
i=l m=l 
Q.E.D. 
Note that in this proof condition ( 4) on fim is necessary to avoid zero in the denominator 
of the product form solution although 'E~=l kim = Bi which is sufficient in the exponential 
case. 
4 Steady-State Distribution for Blocked and Unblocked 
Jobs 
For each full station i, i.e., ki = Bi, we define a multinomial distribution Mi( ki, ( ~ )1 <m<S· ). IJ.am - - 1 
We denote by Ei its expectation. For a positive and bounded function f we have 
With these notations we can state: 
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Theorem 2 The steady-state distribution of the mean number of blocked and unblocked jobs 
is given by 
N 
P((k~, bt), ... , (kN, bN )) =I II Gi(ki, bi) (12) 
i=l 
where 
if i is of Type I, II, or IV and bi =0 
if i is of Type III and bi = 0 
E ·[ e; ]b; 
t Ls· ]· I ..!.1m.. . k· 
m=l A;m ~.m( ,) 
if i is of Type I, II, or IV and bi > 0 
Proof. 
The first cases (bi = 0) are as in the BCMP queueing networks. The other cases (bi > 0) are 
obtained for a given number of unblocked jobs (kim)t~m~S;, by considering only the number 
of jobs blocked by station i in the other stations without considering their positions, i.e., 
Gi((kimh~m~S;, (bij)t~j~N) = L Fi(k). 
n; ,b;j J ixed 
The combinatorics theory gives 
if i is a Type I, II, or IV station 
( A -l)k · TIS; e; im lljm •m b .I [lf:Y _1 ( e;Pji )bij m=l k · ! ,. J=l b· ·! "'S; lim... . (k · k· ) 
1m 'J L._..m=l A;m ~1m ,, 1m 
if i is a Type III station 
By summing the last expression over (biih<i<N with fixed bi, i.e., 
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and according to Newton formula [15], we obtain 
( A -1)k· k·'[JSi ej imll;m am( e; )bi 
1
' m=1 kim! ""si .J..u:a. · (k · k· ) L...om= 1 Ajm #lam 11 am 
if i is a Type I, II, or IV station 
if i is a Type III station 
The theorem follows from the definition of a multinomial distribution and by summing Hi 
over (kim)t<m<Si with fixed ki = E~=l kim· 
Q.E.D. 
5 Computation of the Normalization Constant 
The normalization constant can be determined, according to Theorem (2) using only the 
steady-state distribution of the number of blocked and unblocked jobs in the network: 
1 
I 
BN K -kN BN-1 f\(K -(kN+bN) K -(kN+bN+kN-1) 
I: I: I: I: I: ... 
kN=O bN=O kN-t=O bN-1==0 
Bi f\(K -('2:~·~~ (kj+bj))) K -(2:~~~ (kj+bj))+ki N 
I: I: ···L···ITcj(kj,bj)· 
i=1 
In order to simplify the notations, we use (for i = 1, ... , N) 
Equation (14) can then be rewritten as 
K- ""i.+1 k . 1 K K-kN L,...1=N 1 
-I: I: ... I: 
I kN kN-t=O ki=O 
N 
I: IT91(kl), 
k _.,.._""2 k·l=1 1 -..n L...oj=N 1 
K K-kN N-1 








- L9N(kN)CN-I(I<- kN), (15) 
kN 
where CN-I (I< - kN) is a normalization constant associated with an appropiate queueing 
network B(N- 1, K- kN ). We deduce by recurrence that equation (15) may be expressed 





where ® is the convolution operator. Hereafter, a convolution algorithm is derived from 
equation (16) to compute the normalization constant I· Let Cj denote the normalization 
constant of the first j stations. 
For j = 1, 
(17) 
For j = 2, ... , N, 
k 




- = CN(I<). 
I 
(19) 
Similar to the convolution algorithm in the BCMP case, some simplifications are possible 
using the expressions of 9i· We assume that stations are numbered so that stations 1 to J are 
of Type III and stations J + 1 toN are of Type I, II, or IV. Then, for 0 ~ k ~ min1<j<J(Bj) 
and bi = 0 if ki = Bj, we have 
1 ~j ~ J. (20) 
For 0 ~ k ~ minmax(2,J+I)~i~N(Bi) and bi = 0 if ki = Bj, equation (18) simplifies to 
S; 
Cj(k) = Cj-I(k) + Cj(k- 1)(ej L AjmJlj~) max(2, J + 1) ~ j ~ N. (21) 
m:;::l 
Equations (20) and (21) can be used as initial values of Cj(k). For the the remaining terms, 
we are forced to use equation (18) as in the BCMP networks with load dependent parameters. 
For the exponential case, relation (21) holds for all 0 ~ k ~ N. 
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In the next section we derive the steady state distributions of the number of blocked and 
unblocked jobs in terms of the normalization constant algorithm. Then we derive the new 
formulae for performance measures. 
6 Performance Measures 
We denote by P( ki) the steady-state distribution that there are ki unblocked jobs in station 
j. According to product form solution (12) we have: 
P(ki) = 
(22) 
where CN-(i)(K- ki) is the normalization constant for the network without the jth station 
and with J( - ki jobs. Let P( bii) be the steady-state distribution of the number of blocked 
jobs by the ith station ( ki = Bi) in station j. P( bii) is obtained as in Theorem 2: 
K~j CN-(i)(K- Bi- bi) bi! 
P(bii) = ~ 
bi=bij CN(K) kij!(bi- bij)! 
E;[( 
5
Lf':t,l# e,pli l'-b'i ( s, eiPii l'']. 
L:n:=l /lim ( ki' kim) Lm=l /lim ( ki' kim) 
(23) 
We denote by P( kit, ... , kisi) the steady-state distribution that there are kim unblocked 
jobs in station j in the mth phase (1 ~ m ~ Si ). Similar to the calculations (22), we obtain 
(24) 
(25) 
where H is defined by equation (13). 
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Note that bi = 0 if ki ~ Bj - 1. Let P( kj1 , ••• , kjsJ·, Bi) be the steady-state distribution 
that there are kim unblocked jobs in station j at the mth phase (1 ~ m ~ Si) and that 
station i is full. For ki = 'L~=I kim ~ Bj - 1 we have 
where CN-(i,j) is the normalization constant for the network without the ith and the Ph 
stations. We denote by P(kib ... , kisi, L~=l kim= Bi, ni,l = j) the steady-state distribution 
that the ith station is full with the unblocked state (ki1 , .•• , kisi) and that the first blocked 
job by station i is a job in station j. According to the Bernoulli expression of the number 
of blocked jobs distribution (6), the steady state distribution that the first blocked job by 
station i belongs to station j is 
~ ~ 
P(kit, · .. , kisi, L kim = Bi, ni,I = j) = P(kit, ... , kisi, L kim= Bi, bi :2:: 1) ejPji (27) 
m=l m=l ei 
where P( kit, ... , kisi, L~=I kim = Bi, bi :2:: 1) is the distribution that station i is full and that 
there is more than one job blocked by this station. This distribution is given by: 
Si N-Bi 
P(kit, ... , kisi, L kim= Bi, bi :2:: 1) = L Hi( kit, ... , kisi, bi)CN-(i)(I<- Bi- bi)· (28) 
m=l bi=l 
Theorem 3 The throughput of the jth station is computed from 
Sj 
Aj = L P(kjt, ... ,kjsi) L P,jm(kj,kjm) 
kjt , ... ,kjsj m=l 
N Sj 
- L P(kjt, ... , kjsj, Bi) L P,jm(kj, kjm)Pji 
i=l m=l 
N ~ ~ 
+ L P(kib ·. ·, kisi, L kim= Bi, ni,l = j) L /-lim(ki, kim)· 
i=l m=l m=l 
where P(kjt, ... , kjsi), P(kjt, ... , kjsi' Bi) and P(kit, ... , kisi, 'L~=l kim = Bi, ni,l = j) are 
given by equations (24), (25), (26), (27) and (28), respectively. 
The mean number of jobs in the jth station is given by 
Bj N K-Bi 
kj = L kjP(kj) + L L bijP(bij) 
where P(kj) and P(bij) are obtained from equations (22) and (23), respectively. 
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Proof. 
A transition occurs from station j to station i when an active job in station j finishes its 
service and is routed to station i, which must not be full. A second type of transition may 
occur also when a blocked job in station j by station i is in the first position and a transition 
occurs in station i. Consequently, the blocked job in station j is moved to station i. 
,.. Sj N 
Aj - L P(k)[ L /ljm{kj, kjm){1- L Jki==BiPii) 
m==l i==l 
N N 
+ L L /lim(ki, kim)Jki==Bi]ni,I==i] 
i==l m==l 
where IE is the indicator of event E and is equal to 1 if E is true and zero otherwise. The 
first assertion of the Theorem is obtained from the last equation. 
The mean number of jobs in station j is equal to the mean number of unblocked jobs plus 
the mean number of jobs blocked in station j by other stations. 
Q.E.D. 
7 Conclusions 
In this paper we obtained a product form solution for a closed queueing network model with 
finite buffer capacities. The stations can be either of Type I, II, III, or IV with finite buffers. 
The blocking mechanism is the kanban blocking mechanism. The routing matrix is assumed 
such that two full stations do not interact. This condition is required to avoid the move of 
two jobs at the same time. The service time distributions are assumed to be exponential 
for Type I stations and Coxian for Type II, III and IV stations. Each phase of the Coxian 
representation may be reached with a positive probability in the beginning of the service. 
The number of blocked and unblocked jobs steady-state distribution depends on the Cox 
phase rates. Thus, the insensitivity property does not hold here in contrast to the classical 
BCMP network model. We developed a convolution algoritm for the computation of the 
normalization constant. We derived new formulae for the performance measures. 
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Abstract 
Blocking can lead to a deadlock state due to the finite buffer capacities in queueing network models. 
In this paper deadlock freedom is investigated in multiple chain queueing networks with blocking, 
and necessary and sufficient conditions are given. An algorithm is presented for finding a deadlock 
free buffer allocation with the least number of buffers, thus the optimal allocation. The algorithm 
maps the queueing network into a directed graph. A procedure for finding a subset of all cycles in 
the directed graph is used to generate the conditions for deadlock freedom of the network. Finally, 
the optimal buffer allocation is obtained from these conditions by applying linear programming 
techniques. It is shown that the effort to find an optimal buffer allocation can be reduced by taking 
advantage of structural properties of the network. 
*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCR-90-11981 
1 Introduction 
Queueing networks have increased their importance in performance evaluation of computer systems 
and communication networks in the last two decades. Numerous methods have been developed for 
the analysis of systems with infinite station capacities. Since in actual systems the resources have 
finite capacities, queueing networks with blocking must be used for performance analysis. Each 
station of a queueing network with blocking can be thought of as a device with a finite buffer length. 
The network is simply a set of arbitrarily linked stations. Blocking arises due to the limitations 
imposed by the capacity of these stations. In particular, blocking occurs when the flow of jobs 
through one station may be stopped for a moment if a destination station has reached its full 
capacity. The set of rules that dictate when a station becomes blocked or unblocked is commonly 
referred as the blocking mechanism. There are few blocking mechanisms that have been studied in 
the literature [1]. 
In this work we consider the so-called blocking-after-service (BAS), also referred as type 1 or 
manufacturing blocking mechanism. A job upon service completion at a station i attempts to enter 
the destination station j. If station j is full at that moment, the job is forced to wait in station i's 
server until it can enter destination station j. The server remains blocked for this period of time. 
It cannot serve other jobs waiting in the queue. 
Finite station capacities and blocking can introduce a deadlock situation. In a simple example, 
a deadlock may occur if a job which has finished its service at station i's server wants to join 
station j, whose capacity is full. That job is blocked in station i. Another job which has finished 
service at station j now wants to proceed to station i, whose capacity is also full. It blocks the jth 
station. Both jobs are waiting for each other. As a result a deadlock situation arises. There are 
two possible solutions for the deadlock problem: Either include a strategy to handle deadlocks in 
the model or simply restrict yourself to cases where deadlock is impossible. We select the second 
solution and find conditions under which a multiple chain blocking network is deadlock free. Kundu 
and Akyildiz [2] showed that queueing networks with a single routing chain are deadlock free if the 
number of jobs in the network is less than the capacity of the directed cycle with minimal capacity. 
However, the conditions for deadlock freedom with multiple routing chains become very complex 
due to interactions between routing chains. 
We demonstrate these interactions in the network model given in Figure 1. There are 2 stations 
2 
and 2 routing chains in the model. Let Bir denote the buffer of chain r at station i (fori, r = 1, 2) 
and let Kr denote the total number of jobs in chain r (r = 1, 2). Let the parameters be given by: 
Figure 1: Blocking Network with 2 chains. 
K1 = 5; K2 = 6 
Capacity of Bn = 3; Capacity of B21 = 3 
Capacity of B 12 = 4; Capacity of B22 = 3 
I job of chain 1 
I job of chain 2 
Here a deadlock situation occurs, even though the condition for deadlock freedom given in [2] are 
satisfied for each routing chain in isolation. In addition to determining the conditions for deadlock 
freedom it is an important issue find an allocation of station capacities in a queueing network such 
that deadlocks cannot occur. 
In this study, we provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for a deadlock free blocking 
network with multiple routing chains. In section 2 we describe the class of models which is con-
sidered in this study. The conditions for deadlock freedom are stated and proved in section 3. In 
section 4 we give a definition of an optimal buffer allocation. Then we present an optimization 
algorithm which generates an optimal buffer allocation. Since the algorithm is not restricted to 
certain topologies, it generalizes the algorithm in [2] for the case of single chain networks. A crucial 
element of the buffer allocation algorithm is an efficient method to identify cycles in a directed 
graph. This method is discussed in section 5. In section 6 we show how to reduce the effort to find 
an optimal buffer allocation for networks with special topologies. In section 7, we show applications 
of the allocation algorithm. We summarize our results in section 8. 
3 
2 Model Description 
We consider a closed queueing network r with the following properties: 
a) The system consists of N stations and R disjoint routing chains. Stations and routing chains 
are referred to by their indexes. Let Nand n denote the set of stations and routing chains, 
respectively. Let 'Ri ~ n denote the set of routing chains visiting station i. Let Nr ~ N 
denote the set of stations visited by routing chain r. 
b) Each station i has a single server. The service time distribution and the scheduling discipline 
of a station is arbitrary, but non-preemptive. 
c) Each station keeps separate buffers for jobs from different routing chains. Bir denotes the 
buffer at station i (excluding the server) for jobs from routing chain r (i EN, r E Ri)· Each 
buffer may accommodate only a finite number of jobs. Let ~ be an assignment of capacities 
to the buffers of r' i.e., 
<.P : {Birli EN', r E Ri} ~ {0, 1, 2, ...... } (1) 
Note that a buffer can have infinite capacity (~(Bir) = oo) or no capacity at all (~(Bir) = 0). 
d) The number of jobs in the system is fixed at 
where 
Kr = L kir, 
iENr 
(2) 
for r = 1, ... , R (3) 
represents the total number of jobs in routing chain r, and kir is the number of jobs of chain r 
in the i-th station (in buffer and server). The total number of jobs in the network is denoted 
by K = L~=l Kr. The state of the network is represented by a vector k = (k1 ,~:z, ... , kN) 
where~ is a vector (kirp kir2' ... ' kiriRil) with ru E ni ( u = 1, 2, ... ' I'RiD· The total capacity 
of station i is computed by LrE'Ri ~(Bir) + 1. 
e) A job of routing chain r which has received service by station i proceeds to the station j with 
probability Pij,r (for i,j EN, r E ni andrE Rj)· The number of jobs in the buffer of station 
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j for jobs of chain r cannot exceed its capacity ~(Bjr ). H Bjr is saturated, i.e., kjr = ~(Bjr ), 
the job of chain r is blocked at buffer Bjr and has to remain in the server of station i until a 
place in Bjr becomes available. This is the BAS (blocking-after-service) blocking mechanism. 
3 Conditions For Deadlock Freedom 
In this section we present the deadlock freedom conditions for a queueing network as described in 
section 2. Before we state the theorem, we need the following definitions: 
Definition 1 A buffer cycle (of length t - 1 (1 ~ t - 1 ~ INIJ) is a sequence of buffers 
(1 ~ u ~ t) 
(4) 
Pu E RCTu' Pu+l E RCTu' PCTuC1u+l 1Pu+l > 0 ( 1 ~ U < t). 
Let C denote the set of all buffer cycles in f. 
Definition 2 The set of stations with buffers from routing chain r in buffer cycle C is defined by 
(5) 
S~C) denotes the maximum number of servers attached to the buffers in cycle C which can be 
blocked by jobs from chain r. For example, Ct = (Bu, B2~, B11 ) and C2 = (Bn, B22, B11 ) are 
two buffer cycles in the network shown in Figure 1. From Definition 2 we obtain S~cl) = {1, 2}, 
s~CI) = 0, s~C2) = {1}, and s~C2 ) = {2}. Next we state the conditions for deadlock freedom. 
Theorem 1 A multiple chain queueing network r is deadlock free (DLF) if and only if for all 
C E C with C = ( Bq1 Pl, BC12 f"2, ••• , BCTt-lPt-l, BCTtPt) there exists a routing chain r E R such that: 
(6) 
(1 <u~t)A( CTuE~ C)) 
Therefore, in each buffer cycle C there must be at least one routing chain r which, at the same 





Assume there exists a cycle C = (Be11 p1 , Be12~, ••• , BCT;_1 p;_1 , BCT;P;) with: 
(Vr E R) ( (7) 
Then, a state is feasible where all buffers in C are saturated, i.e., BCTuPu contains C)(BCTuPu) 
jobs of chain Pu (1 < u :s; i). Additionally, the server of station O'u may contain a job of chain 
Pu+l· Note that the entire network will have IS~C)I servers which contain a job of chain r 
( r E R). There exists a positive probability that the job in station au's server has picked 
station O'u+l as its next destination. In this state, no server can release a job and eventually, 
each station O'u is blocked. Thus, a deadlock persists. 0 
2. Sufficiency: 
Assume the multiple chain queueing network with allocation () is in a deadlock state. Then 
there must exist a permanently blocked station, say a1 , which holds a job from routing chain, 
say P2 (p2 E RCTJ, in its server. The job is blocked at a saturated buffer, say Be12 ~ of some 
station, say a2, i.e., ke12 p2 = C)(BC12 pJ· Station 0'2 itself must be blocked, otherwise a space 
in Be12 p2 will eventually become available and station a 1 would not be permanently blocked. 
The job in the server of station a2 may be blocked at a saturated buffer, say Be13 p3 of some 
station, say a3, i.e., ke13 p3 = ()(BC13 p3 ). We can continue to apply this argument. Because 
of the finiteness of stations and buffers, we will encounter a station O't-l which is blocked at 
a buffer of station O't, say Be11 p1 • Then, buffers Be12 p2 , Be13 p3 , ••• , Be11 p1 define a buffer cycle - - (~ C = (BC11 ppBC12~, ••• ,BCT;_1 p;_1 ,BCT;P;) (Be11 p1 = BCT;P;)· From C we construct the sets Sr . 
Note that a job from chain r is blocked in the server of station O'u-I if BCTuPu is a buffer in the 
cycle. Therefore, IS~C)I jobs of chain r are blocked in servers of stations which have a buffer 
in the cycle. If we sum up the number of jobs which are in buffers and servers of the cycle 
for each chain r, we obtain for each chain: 
(8) 
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The sum of each chain r is less or equal the total number of jobs Kr. Therefore: 
(9) 
However, this is a violation of the DLF condition (equation (6)) for cycle C. 0 
The following Corollary follows directly from Theorem 1: 
Corollary 1 The DLF condition is satisfied for a cycle C E C, if there exists an r E n with: 
(10) 
In other words, if the number of stations with buffers from a particular routing chain in a cycle 
exceeds the total number of jobs of that chain, then the deadlock freedom condition for that cycle 
is satisfied disregarding the capacities of the buffers. 
If the DLF conditions (equation (6)) are satisfied for a buffer cycle C, they are clearly satisfied 
for all cycles which include the buffers of cycle C as a subset. Therefore, it is not required to test 
the DLF conditions for all buffer cycles in order to guarantee deadlock freedom of the network. 
This is formalized in the following Lemma: 
Lemma 1 Given a multiple chain queueing network r and the set of all buffer cycles C of r. For 
any C', C" E C let C' ~ C", if the set of buffers in C' is a subset of the set of buffers in C". Let 
C ~ C be such that 
(VC'' C" E C)( C' CJ. C"). (11) 
Then, f is deadlock free if the DLF condition (equation (6}} is satisfied for all C E C. 
Proof: If C' ~ C", then S~C') ~ S~C") for all r E Jl. Therefore, if the DLF condition is satisfied 
for a routing chain r inC', i.e., L 4>(Bu .. r) + IS~0)1 >Knit clearly is satisfied for 
{1 <u~t)A(uu Es!. C')) 
any superset of C'. 0 
4 Deadlock Free Buffer Allocation Algorithm 
Once the conditions for a deadlock free network are known, we can investigate the problem of 
finding a deadlock free allocation with the least number of buffers. 
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Definition 3 A buffer allocation ~· for a queueing network r is optimal if: 
(i) ~· satisfies the DLF condition (equation (6}} for all C E C, 
(ii) ~· is minimal, i.e., no deadlock free allocation ~ for r allocates less total capacity to the 
buffers of r than ~·: 
L L ~*(Bir) :$; L L ~(Bir) (12) 
iEJI rE'Ri iEJI rE'Ri 
In the remaining part of this section we will present an algorithm which finds an optimal buffer 
allocation for a queueing network r. The algorithm is executed in two steps: 
1. Find the set C of buffer cycles in f and establish the sets S~C) ( r E n) for each C E C. 
2. Obtain an integer program from S~C) ( r E R., C E C). Solve the integer program with respect 
to the objective that the total number of allocated buffers be minimal. 
In the following subsections we will discuss these steps in detail. 
4.1 Finding Buffer Cycles 
We approach the problem of finding the buffer cycles of a queueing network as the problem of 
finding the so-called elementary cycles in a directed graph. The following Lemma allows to map 
the queueing network into a directed graph: 
Lemma 2 Given a multiple chain queueing network r. 
Obtain a directed graph Gr = (Vr, Er) with the set of vertices Vr and the set of arcs Er from r by: 
(ii} Er = {(Bir, Bj,)l r E ni A (3s E 7l)(s E ni /\ s E 7lj /\ Pii,, > 0)}. 
Then, C is a buffer cycle in r if and only if C is a cycle in Gr. 
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the definition of a buffer cycle and the construction 
of the directed graph. 0 
To obtain the list of cycles in a directed graph, we apply an algorithm which is based on a 
method to find elementary cycles in a directed graph [3]. The algorithm in [3], referred to as 
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Johnson's algorithm, generates a complete list of elementary cycles. However, we are not interested 
in all cycles of Gr. Rather, motivated by Lemma 1, we want to find the set of cycles C where no 
two cycles are a subset of each other. This restriction allows to improve the cycle finding algorithm 
significantly, compared to the original version of Johnson's algorithm. We discuss the details of the 
algorithm in section 5. 
Corollary 1 states that the D LF condition (equation ( 6)) is satisfied for certain buffer cycles 
disregarding the capacities which are allocated to the buffers of the cycle. Therefore, buffer cycles 
which satisfy the condition in Corollary 1 (equation (10)) can be eliminated in the forthcoming 
steps of the algorithm. Note however, that the elimination is dependent on the total number of 
jobs in each chain Kr. 
4.2 Optimization 
The algorithm presented in the previous subsection provides the set of buffer cycles C. These cycles 
need to be examined for deadlock freedom of an allocation. If the deadlock condition is satisfied 
for all buffer cycles in C, then the network is deadlock free. We present two approaches for buffer 
allocation in a given network. The first approach is based on integer programming techniques and 
guarantees an optimal buffer allocation. The second approach is a heuristic method which always 
provides a deadlock free buffer allocation, but may yield a suboptimal solution. The advantage of 
the heuristic method is that it is computationally less demanding than solving the integer program. 
4.2.1 Optimization with Integer Programming 
Finding an optimal buffer allocation ~· for a given network r is the solution of the following 
optimization problem: 
Find ~· which minimizes L L ~*(Bir) with the constraints: 
iEN rE'R& 
(VC E C)(3r E 7l) (C = (Bu 1 p1 ,Bu2 P2, ••• ,Bur-lPt-l'Burpt) 
~ L ~(Buur) + IS~C)I > Kr) 
{1 <u:St)A(uuE~ C)) 
(13) 
Let the elements of C be ordered, i.e., C = {C1,C2 , ••• ,C1c1}, and let t1 denote the number of 
buffers in cycle C1. In the following, we denote ~( Bir) by bir in order to stress that the allocation 
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of capacities to a buffer is a variable for the optimization process. Then, the optimization problem 
can be written as: 




Sr c,) ¢0 (1 <u$tl )/\(uvESrC,)) 
bir E {0, 1, 2, ... } 
(14) 
( i E N, T E 'Ri). 
By introducing additional (0, 1 )-variables which allow to replace the disjunctions in the constraints, 
we can state the optimization problem as an integer program: 
minimize L L bir 
iEN rE'Ri 
subject to 
~ (buur) - Y1r · (Kr- S~c,) + 1) ~ 0 
(1 <u$t,)/\(uvESr C,)) 
L Ylr ~ 1 
s,_c,)¢0 
bir E {0, 1, 2, ... } 
Ylr E {0, 1} 
(l = 1, 2, ... , ICI; s~c,> # 0) 
(l = 1, 2, ... , lCD 
(i EN, T E 'Ri) 
(t = 1, 2, ... , ICI; s~c,> # 0) 
(15) 
Note that variables Ylr are not needed for cycles which contain buffers from only one routing chain, 
i.e., 
(3r E 'R )('v'r' E 1l )( r # r' -+ S~C,) = 0). (16) 
The optimization of the equation system in (15) can be solved with any program package for integer 
linear programs. The solution of the integer program provides values for bir which are an optimal 
buffer allocation ~· for network f. Note that in general, the system will have more than one 
optimal solution, since an optimization problem with the given structure will show considerable 
degeneracy, i.e., the system has multiple solutions which yield the same value for the objective 
function. 
REMARK: Since the number of integer variables critically effects the computational complexity of 
the solution, the problem may become intractable if the size of the network is large. We propose 
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the following strategy: Relax the integrality constraint for variables bir and solve the problem 
as a mixed-integer linear program. Although the solution of the linear program in general does 
not necessarily provide integral solutions for bir, solving for bir as unrestricted variables will often 
provide integral solutions. If some bir are not integers, we add integrality constraints to the variables 
which yielded a non-integer value and re-iterate the solution. Eventually, all bir will have integer 
solutions. Note that this approach does not have any impact on the optimality of the final solution. 
We applied this strategy for all examples in section 7. 
4.2.2 Heuristic Approach 
The number of constraints and variables for the optimization process may become too large for a 
linear optimization technique. As an alternative, we present an approximate method for allocating 
buffer capacities. It is based on the heuristic that the buffer which appears in the most buffer 
cycles will have a non-zero capacity allocation. The method consecutively assigns capacities to the 
buffer bir which eliminates the most DLF conditions with the least buffer capacity. Since all DLF 
conditions are satisfied at the end of the procedure, we obtain a deadlock free allocation. However, 
there is no guarantee that the solution is optimal. To evaluate the quality of the approximation, 
we will present the approximate results when we discuss examples of buffer allocations for different 
queueing networks in section 7. We will see, that the approximation yields very accurate results, 
often identical with the optimal solution obtained by solving the integer program. The heuristic 
algorithm is executed as follows: 
1. Define Cir = {C E CIBir E C} (i EN, r E ni)· 
2. Define b!;.nin) = min{Kr- s~C) + 1 I c E Cir, s~C) :1 0} 
3 S I ( ., ') . h . al . E ICir I . e ect ' , r Wit maxim ratio ir = -(-. -) . 
b.mm 
ar 
4. Assign bi'r' := b~:;_',in) and C := C \ Ci'r'· 
5. If C :j; 0 GOTO 1. 
6. STOP. 
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5 Cycle Finding Algorithm 
5.1 Algorithm 
Here we discuss the algorithm which finds the set of elementary cycles C 1 in a directed graph with 
the constraint that no two cycles are a subset of each other. The following terminology is needed 
for the discussion: 
Definition 4 Given a directed graph G = (V, E). 
• A cycle in G is elementary, if no vertex but the first and the last appear twice. 
• G is strongly connected, if for any two vertices u and v there is a path from u to v. 
• A strongly connected component (SCC) of a directed graph G is maximal strongly connected 
subgraph. 
• The adjacency list Aa( u) (u E V) of G contains v if ( u, v) E E. The adjacency structure A a 
is the list of all adjacency lists Aa( u) for u E V. 
For our purposes we extend Johnson's algorithm (see section 4.1) to achieve a better performance for 
the cycle finding procedure. A simple extension is a fast search for Single-Vertex and Two-Vertex 
Cycles, i.e., cycles which involve only one vertex or two vertices: 
• Single-Vertex cycles are not considered in [3]. However, they do frequently occur in a graph 
obtained from a queueing network. Therefore, we look for single vertex cycles and eliminates 
the vertex v from G if a cycle ( v, v) exists: 
V := V \ {v} 
Aa := Aa \ {Aa(v)} (17) 
Aa(w) := Aa(w) \ {v} (for wE Va). 
• A Two-Vertex cycle, i.e., a cycle ( v, w, v) ( v, w E V), can be easily identified from the adja-
cency structure. Assuming that vertices with a Single-Vertex cycle have been removed from 
the graph, any cycle along an arc ( v, w) or ( w, v) is a superset of a Two-Vertex cycle ( v, w, v ). 
1 Since buffer cycles in r ca.n be mapped into cycles of graph Gr (Lemma 2), we use C to denote the set of all 
elementary cycles in a directed graph. 
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Since Lemma 1 allows to us disregard cycles that are contained in other cycles DLF condi-
tions, we eliminate the edges ( v, w) and ( w, v) from the graph after a cycle ( v, w, v) has been 
detected, i.e.: 
Aa(w) := Aa(w) \ {v} Aa(v) := Aa( v) \ { w }. {18) 
A major improvement of Johnson's algorithm is motivated by the following considerations. If the 
set of vertices in a path of a cycle Cis a superset of the set of vertices of a cycle C', then C ~ C'. 
Therefore, we are able to disregard cycles before we have complete knowledge of the set of vertices 
in a cycle~ Since cycles are developed along a path, we included a procedure which compares the 
current path with the set of already detected cycles. As we will see at the end of this section, the 
improvement in running time is mainly due to this extension. 
A complete description of the extended version of Johnson's algorithm is given in the Appendix. 
The algorithm finds cycles by constructing paths where no vertex appears twice. The current 
path is stored on a stack. Calling CIRCUIT() appends a vertex to the stack, a return from 
CIRCUIT() causes the vertex on top of the stack to be removed. To prevent a vertex from being 
added more than once to the stack, a vertex is blocked when CIRCUIT() is called. Unblocking of 
vertices is done before a return from CIRCUIT(), by calling procedure UNBLOCK(). Procedure 
CIRCUIT() returns value TRUE if a cycle has been found on the current stack, and FALSE 
otherwise. The details of procedures CIRCUIT() and UNBLOCK() and the main procedure are 
discussed in [3]. 
Procedure SIMPLE_CYCLE() detects Single-Vertex and Two-Vertex cycles as discussed earlier 
in this section. 
Each time a cycle is found, it is added to a list. Note that we are not interested in finding all 
cycles of the graph. Rather, we want to find only those cycles which are not subsets of other cycles 
{Lemma 1 ). Therefore, before a cycle is added to the list of relevant cycles, we call a procedure 
UPDATE_CYCLE() which checks if the new cycle is a superset of an already included cycle. In 
this case the new cycle can be disregarded. If the new cycle is a subset of some existing cycles, 
those cycles are eliminated and the new cycle is included into the list. 
Procedure CHECK-STACK() tests the current stack against the existing list of cycles. If the 
contents of the stack is a superset of any already detected cycle, the search along the current stack 
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is stopped. 
5.2 Evaluation of the Algorithm 
The following examples will demonstrate how the performance of Johnson's algorithm is improved 
with the presented extensions. We compare the discussed algorithm with a version where the 
procedures SIMPLE_CYCLE() and CHECK..STACK() are not included. This version corresponds 
to the original Johnson's algorithm. We show examples of directed graphs where the adjacency 
structure is generated randomly with Prob[(u, v) E E] = p (u, v E V, 0 < p < 1). We do not 
consider Single-Vertex cycles, since Single-Vertex cycles result in a deletion of a vertex. Table 1 
and Table 2 show the results for a graph with 10 and 20 vertices, respectively. The first column 
of the table provides the value of probability p, the second column the number of cycles in set C. 
Note that both algorithms provide the same output, i.e., the set C. The last two columns show 
the results for Johnson's algorithm and the new version of the cycle finding algorithm. For each 
version we provide the number of cycles in the graph which are generated during the execution 
of the algorithm and the running times of each algorithm. We terminated program runs if their 
CPU time exceeded 105 seconds. The algorithm is implemented in C and run on a Sun Spare 
workstation. We see in Tables 1 and 2 that the running time of Johnson's algorithm increases 
fast and becomes soon computationally impractical. Note that Johnson's algorithm wastes running 
time by examining a very high number of cycles even when the size of set Cis small. 
I lVI = 10 I Johnson I New I 
p= 0.2 ICI = 1 Cycles examined: 1 1 
CPU time (sec): < 0.1 < 0.1 
p = 0.4 ICI = 12 Cycles examined: 520 16 
CPU time (sec): 0.2 < 0.1 
p= 0.6 ICI = 21 Cycles examined: 15,287 22 
CPU time (sec): 9.0 < 0.1 
p= 0.8 ICI = 21 Cycles examined: 117,004 27 
CPU time (sec): 36.5 < 0.1 
Table 2: Finding Cycles in a Graph with 10 Vertices. 
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I lVI =20 I Johnson I New I 
p= 0.2 ICI = 11 Cycles examined: 3,718 39 
CPU time (sec): 3.4 0.2 
p = 0.4 ICI = 64 Cycles examined: - 70 
CPU time (sec): > 105 0.2 
p= 0.6 ICI = 113 Cycles examined: - 127 
CPU time (sec): > 105 0.4 
p= 0.8 ICI = 129 Cycles examined: - 130 
CPU time (sec): > 105 0.1 
Table 2: Finding Cycles in a Graph with 20 Vertices. 
6 Special Network Topologies 
The computational complexity of the buffer allocation algorithm presented in section 4 increases 
with the size of C, the set of cycles where no cycle is a subset of any other. For some networks the 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Figure 2: Tandem Network. 
size of C can make the optimization algorithm impractical. As a worst case, consider the network 
in Figure 2. Here Cis identical with the set of all buffer cycles in the network. Note that in the 
network in Figure 2 the set C contains R8 cycles. In the following we show that the effort to obtain 
an optimal buffer allocation can be greatly reduced, if we take advantage of structural properties 
of the network. 
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Definition 5 Given a multiple chain queueing network r. 
1. A tandem sequence is a sequence of stations ( Kt, K2, ••• , Ka-t, K8 ) such that 
J?.K.., = J?.K.w { 1 ~ V' W ~ S) 
(Vr E Rte.,)(p""""+t.r = 1) (1 ~ v < s) {19) 
( 1 ~ V < S, i =f. Kv). 
2. A tandem network r with S stations is a tandem sequence {Kt, K 2, ••• , Ks, Ks+1 ) where K 1 = 
In the following Lemma we show that an optimal buffer allocation for a tandem network assigns 
capacities to the buffers of only one station. 
Lemma 3 For a tandem network r with S stations and R routing chains, the following buffer 
allocations ~i (i E }./) are optimal: 
Kr if j = i and K ~ S and /( - Kr ~ S 
K- S if j = i and K ~ S > K- Kr 
0 if j = i and S > K (20) 
0 if j =f. i 
for j E }/ and r E 1?.. 
Proof: 
1. ~i is a deadlock free allocation 
Let us first consider the case: S > K. In this case, no state exists where all stations of r are 
occupied. Hence, for each cycle C there exists a chain r' E 'R with: 
(21) 
which satisfies equation (6). For the other cases, consider i = K (1 ~ K ~ S). In a tandem 
network, each buffer cycle C has to contain a buffer from station K, say B",. ( T E 'R). Since: 
~" ( B ",.) = K,. 
~"(B",.) = K,. - (K -1(,.) 





We obtain in either case: 
,. (C) 
~~~:(B~~:-r) +IS,. I> K,.. (23) 
This satisfies the DLF condition for chain Tin Cycle C. 
2. ~ i is minimal 
If S > K no capacity is allocated to any buffer, i.e., ~i is minimal. For K ~ S we will prove 
the minimality of allocations ~i for chain r ( r E 'R) by showing that any allocation which 
allocates less total capacity to the buffers than ~i will result in a deadlock. First we consider 
all chains T with K,. > S and allocations ~·· with LieN'r ~**(Bi-r) < K,.. Consider also 
K,. = S and a buffer allocation ~· with LieN'r ~*(Bi,.) < S. Since: 
L ~**(BiT)~ L ~*(BiT)+ (K,.- S) (24) 
iE~C) iE~C) 
Therefore, a violation of the DLF condition by chain T forK,. = Sand ~· implies a violation 
of the DLF condition by chain r in the same buffer cycle forK,.> Sand~··. Thus, we only 
need to consider K,. ~ S. 
We distinguish five cases: 
(a) Kr = S and K- Kr = S 
We will show that any allocation ~· with LieN'r ~*(Bir) = Kr- 1 contains a deadlock. 
Since a deadlock in a network with more than two routing chains can always be reduced 
to a deadlock in a network with two routing chains we can assume without loss of 
generality that R = 2 with two chains r and r'. 
Assume a buffer cycle c such that IS~C)I > 0 and IS~~) I > 0. Note that s~C) n s~~) = 0, 
and s~C) us(?) = N. 
r 
We can derive a buffer cycle C' from c with s~C') = s(?) and s(~') = s~C). r r 
The DLF condition of cycle C for chain r reads: 
L ~*(Bir) + IS~C)I > Kr 
ieic> 
Since S~C') = N \ S~c) the DLF condition of cycle C' for chain r yields: 





Since LieN' c}*(Bir) = l(r - 1 and S = Kr we can rewrite equation (26) as: 
(Kr - 1 - L c}*(Bir)) + (Kr - IS~C)I) > Kr 
ies}.c> 
Equation (27) is equivalent to: 




From equations {25) and {28) we see that the DLF conditions for chain r cannot be 
satisfied in both cycles C and C'. The same property can be derived for routing chain 
r'. 
We now show that there exist two cycles C and C such that the deadlock conditions for 
routing chain r are violated in both cycles. Let us partition N, the set of all stations, 
into two subsets Z and NZ, the set of stations with zero capacity buffers in chain r, 
and the set of stations with nonzero capacity buffers in chain r, respectively. Z and N Z 
are given by: 
Z = {ilc}*(Bir)=O} 
NZ = {ijc}*(Bir)>O} 




while (NZ f; 0) do 
begin 
Select v such that c}*(Bvr) = maxje.N'z{ c}*(Bjr }; 
if (LieX c}*(Bir) + lXI +c}*(Bvr) + 1 > S ) then 
X:=XU{v}; 
else 
Y := yu {v}; 
end if 




Per construction of X the buffers from stations X yield: 
L~*(Bar)+ lXI < S (29) 
iEX 
Now let us assume: 
L ~*(Bar)+ IYI > S (30) 
aeY 
Take an arbitrary station k E Y. Because of the construction of X and Y we obtain: 
L ~*(Bar)+ lXI + ~*(Bkr) + 1 > S (31) 
&ex 
Note that by construction sets X, Y and Z have the following properties: 
s = lXI + IYI + IZI (32) 
S- 1 = L ~*(Bar)+ L ~*(Bar) (33) 
aeX iEY 
Adding equations (30) and (31) we obtain after simplifying the sum with equations (32) 
and (33): 
(34) 
However, this is a contradiction to the properties in equations (32) and (33). Therefore, 
set Y must satisfy: 
L ~*(Bar)+ IYI :$ S 
iEY 
Note that summing equations (32) and (33) yields: 
2S- 1 = JXI + IYJ + JZJ + L ~*(Bir) + L ~*(Bir) 
iEX iEY 
Thus, we can partition Z into two disjoint sets Z1 and Z 2 such that: 
L ~*(Bar)+ lXI + JZtl < S 
ie(XuZI) 






Now we define a cycle C with sfB) = (Xu Zt) and s!'?) = (Yu Z2 ), and a cycle C with 
S~c) = (Y u Z2) and s!?) = (Xu Zt). Because of equations (37) and (38) routing chain 
r does not satisfy the DLF condition in either cycle Cor C. Because of equations (25) 
and (28), routing chain r' cannot satisfy the DLF conditions for both cycles C and C. 
Therefore, either cycle C or C contains a deadlock. 
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(b) Kr=SandK-Kr<S 
Since in this case 
(39) 
we can construct a tandem network r from r with S stations and K P jobs in chain p 
with: 
s = K-Kr 
'R = 'R 
(40) 
Kr = Kr- (S- (K- Kr)) = K- S 
Kp = Kp (p E 'R \ {r}) 
Per construction, r contains a deadlock if r contains a deadlock. Since (K- Kr) 2:: S, 
case (a) applies. 
(c) Kr <Sand K- Kr = Kr 
Since in this case 
L IS!C)I > S -l(r 
pER\{r} 
( 41) 
we can construct a tandem network r from r with S stations and K P jobs in chain p 
with: 
s = Kr 
'R = 'R 
(42) 
Kr = Kr 
Kp = Kp- kp (p E 'R \ {r}) 
with: 
I: kp = S- Kr (43) 
pE'R\{r} 
Per construction, r contains a deadlock if r contains a deadlock. Since K r = S, case 
(a) applies. 
(d) K r < S and K - K r < K r 
We first perform the same construction as in case (b) and obtain a network r with 
S = K - Kr. Then we perform the construction as in case (c) and obtain obtain a 
network f' S = Kr. 
0 
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H the network has only a single routing chain K = Kt, where K 1 denotes the total number of jobs 
in the chain. Therefore, an optimal buffer allocation for a single chain network can be obtained 
from Lemma 3 by: 
A { K- s if j = i 
~i(Bj) = 
0 if j # i 
(44) 
From the proof of Lemma 3, we can follow immediately: 
Corollary 2 A buffer allocation ~· for a tandem network with S stations and R routing chains 
with ( K - K r) ~ S (for 1 ~ r ~ R) is optimal, if and only if there exists an i E N such that for 
all j E N and r E R j: 
(45) 
With Lemma 3 we are able to give an optimal buffer allocation without applying the algorithm 
of section 4. However, the Lemma is only applicable for the special class of tandem networks. In 
the following we show how to take advantage of the regularity of networks which contain a tandem 
sequence, i.e, contain a network like the network in Figure 2 as a subnetwork. The following Lemma 
prepares the so-called Reduction Lemma which will be presented at the end of this section. The 
Reduction Lemma allows to perform the allocation algorithm from section 4 on a network where 
the tandem sequence is substituted by a single station. The results from the reduced network can 
be used to obtain an optimal allocation of the original network. 
Lemma 4 Given an optimal buffer allocation ~· for a network r. If r contains a tandem sequence 
of S stations ( ,.;1, K2, ••. , Ks _ 1, Ks), the following buffer allocation ~ is optimal: 
l 
L~=1 ~*(B~,r) if i = K1 
~( B;r) == 0 • if i = Kv and 1 < v 5, S 
~ ( Bir) otherwise 
(46) 
for i E N, r E ni. 
Proof: ~is per definition minimal. It remains to be shown that ~yields a deadlock free network. 
Assume the network with allocation~ is in a deadlock. The deadlock has to be along a cycle which 
includes one buffer from each of stations {Kt, K2, ••• , Ks-1 , Ks ). Otherwise, r has a deadlock under 
~·. Note that ~· is equal to ~ for buffers of stations not in the tandem sequence. Let the buffer 
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cycle which contains a possible deadlock be given by: 
Consider the tandem network 'II obtained from r by eliminating the stations not belonging to the 
tandem sequence. Let N-w, R--w, K-w,r denote the set of stations, the set of classes and the number 
of jobs, respectively, in 'II, with: 
(48) 
J(,T. = Kr- ( ... ,r 
where: 
(49) 
Any allocation ~ for network r defines an allocation for '11. Per definition of 'II, allocation ~ for 'II 
violates the DLF conditions for cycle C with: 
(50) 
if C in r under~ violates the DLF conditions. According to Lemma 3, we can find a minimal and 
deadlock free buffer allocation for 'II with: 
if i = Kv and 1 < v .$ S. (51) 
Therefore, if ~ contains a deadlock, then the assumption that ~· is optimal for r does not hold. 0 
Lemma 5 (Reduction Lemma) Given a network r with a tandem sequence (Kt' K2, ... ' KS-1' Ks) 
with r E R-~1 • Obtain a network r' by substituting the tandem sequence in r by a single station K.. 
Let i be a minimal allocation for r'. Define for all r E 'R;. 
M;.r = ma.x{ L (Kp- L i(Buup)- IS~C)I) I c Cycle in r'' B;.r E C}. (52) 
PER\{r} (l<u:9)A(uue.si.C)) 
If the condition holds that: 
M;.r + i(B;.r) ~ S for all r E 'R;r., (53) 
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then the following buffer allocation ~· is optimal for r: 
Proof: 
1. +* is a deadlock free allocation 
if i = Kv and 1 < v :::; S 
otherwise 
for i E .N, r E R-i. 
(54) 
We only have to consider cycles which include buffers from stations of the tandem sequence. 
Assume a cycle C' in r' which includes buffer B;r.Tl ( Tt E 7l;r.): 
(55) 
C' corresponds to a set of cycles in f: 
C" = 
{(BO'IPI,B0'2P2'" .. ,BK.}T},BK.2T2, ..• ,B,..STS'" .. ,BO't-lPt-l'BO'tPt) I Tv E nTl' 1:::; v:::; S} 
(56) 
(a) M K.r ~ S - 1 




Since C' is deadlock free in f' with i, it follows from (57) and (58) that all C" E C" are 
deadlock free in r with ~·. 
(b) M K.r < S - 1 
Recall from (54) that in this case ~*(B;r.r) < i(B;r.r)· If the DLF condition for cycle C' 
in r' is satisfied by chain p =F Tt, then equations (57) and (58) hold for chain p. But 
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then, the DLF condition for C" E C" in r is satisfied by chain p ¥:- r 1 • Now assume that 
chain Tt satisfies the DLF <.:ondition for cycle C' in r'' i.e., 
L ~*(Buurl) + IS~~')I > K,.l (59) 
(1 <u$t)A(uu ei~')) 
Since M~r < S- 1, at least ((S -1)- M~r) of the servers of stations (K2,K3, . .. ,Ks) 
have to be occupied by jobs of chain r 1 if a deadlock persists in a cycle C" E C". But 
then: 
(60) 
Note that from (54): 
From equations (60) and (61) we see immediately, that chain r 1 satisfies the DLF con-
dition for all C" E C" of r. 
2. ~· is minimal 
Because of Lemma 4 we only need to consider allocations which assign non-zero capacity only 
to station Kt and zero capacity to stations Kv (1 < v ~ S) in r. Since i is optimal for r', 
network r' will have a deadlock if we assign less capacity than i(B~,.1 ) to buffer B~,.1 • Take 
a cycle C in r' with, which satisfies the DLF condition for chain K. if a capacity of i(B~,.1 ) is 
assigned to B~,.P but does not so if the capacity is ( i(B~,.1 ) - 1 ). C has the same structure 
~ ~ 
as the cycle in (55). Let C be the set of cycles in r which correspond to C in r'. C has the 
same structure as set C' in (56). For a cycle C E C we distinguish two cases: 
(a) M~r ~ S- 1 
In this case, the servers of stations (K2, K3, ..• , Ks) can be occupied by jobs of chains 





Therefore, any allocation with: 
(64) 
does not satisfy the DLF condition for chain Tt, and thus, a deadlock persists for all 
CEC. 
(b) M;.r < S- 1 
Here M;.'T1 of the servers of stations (K2 ,K3 , •• • ,Ks) can be occupied by jobs of chains 
from 'R \ { r} without satisfying the DLF condition for any chain p E 'R \ { r }. If condition 
(53) holds, then the remaining ((S- 1)- M;.'T1 ) servers can be occupied by jobs from 
chain TJ. Then: 
L ~*(BC1u'Tl) + ~*(BKl 7"}) + IS}~) I 
(l<u~t)A(C1uE.s1.7\{Kl}) 
= 
(1 <u~t)A(C1uE.s1-f>\ {;.}) 
(65) 
But then, any allocation with: 
(66) 
does not satisfy the DLF condition for chain r1 • We follow from the construction of C 
that network r contains a deadlock for all C E C. 0 
7 Examples 
In this section we show applications of the deadlock free buffer allocation algorithm from section 
4. In the first two examples we demonstrate the steps of the allocation algorithm for a single chain 
queueing network (Example 1), and for a multiple chain queueing network (Example 2). The third 
and fourth example show applications of the Reduction Lemma (Lemma 5). All linear programs 
shown in the examples were solved with the programming package LINDO [4]. 
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7.1 Example 1 
Note that the deadlock free buffer allocation algorithm for single chain queueing networks in [2] is 
only applicable to so-called cacti networks, i.e., queueing networks where no two cycles have more 
than one buffer in common. Our algorithm does not have any restrictions on the structure of the 
network. We will show the steps of the buffer allocation algorithm for the network shown in Figure 
3. Since we have a single chain network, the chain identifying index has been omitted, i.e., Bi 
Figure 3: Single Chain Queueing Network. 
denotes the single buffer of station i. Although the networks contains 28 elementary cycles, the 
cycle finding algorithm given in section 5 produces only 7 cycles which are relevant for a deadlock 
free buffer allocation. The cycles are: 
Ct = (Bt, B2, Bt) 
c2 = (B2, B3, B2) 
c3 = (B3, B4, B3) 
c4 = (B5,B6,B7,Bs,Bto,Bs) 
Cs = (Bs,B6,B7,Bto,Btt,Bs) 
c6 (Bs,B6,B7,Bt2,Bs) 
c1 = (Bu, B12, Bn) 
The integer program corresponding to the set of cycles has the following structure. Recall from 
section 4.2 that we use hi to denote the variable for the capacity assigned to buffer Bi. 
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minimize bt + b2 + b3 + b4 + bs + ba + b1 + bs + b9 + bto + bu + b12 
subject to 
bt + b2 ~ K-1 
b2 + b3 > K-1 
b3 + b4 ~ K-1 
bs + ba + b7 + bs + bto ~ K-4 
bs + ba + b7 + bto + bu ~ K-4 
bs + ba + b7 + b12 ~ K-3 
bu + b12 > K-1 
bi ~ 0 (i= 1,2, ... ,12). 
Note that we do not need (0,1)-variables Ylr for single chain networks (equation (16)). Table 
3 presents the solution for different values of the total number of jobs K. B* denotes the sum 
of all buffer allocations. We show both the optimal solution obtained from solving the integer 
program, and the results obtained from the heuristic method, discussed in subsections 4.2.1 and 
4.2.2, respectively. Note the accuracy of the results from heuristic method in Table 3. We obtain 
an optimal deadlock free buffer allocation ~· for the network in Figure 3 with: 
~*(Bi)=bi (i=1,2, ... ,12) 
For K = 4, the condition of Corollary 1 (equation (10) is satisfied for the following cycles: 
C4 = (Bs, Ba, B1, Ba, Bto, Bs) 
Cs = (Bs,Ba,B7,Bto,Bu,Bs) 
Ca = (Bs, Ba, B1, B12, Bs) 
Therefore, we can eliminate the constraints in the integer program which were derived from 
these cycles. 
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K=4 K = 10 K = 35 
(>* optimal heuristic optimal heuristic optimal heuristic 
B* 9 9 33 34 133 134 
ht 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b2 3 3 9 9 34 34 
b3 0 3 0 9 0 34 
b4 3 0 9 0 34 0 
bs 0 0 2 7 0 32 
b6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hs 0 0 4 0 0 0 
bg 0 0 0 0 0 0 
blO 0 0 0 0 31 0 
hu 0 0 4 9 0 34 
ht2 3 3 5 0 34 0 
Table 3: Results for Example 1. 
7.2 Example 2 
Figure 4 depicts a queueing network with three routing chains. In the first step of the algorithm, 
we construct a directed graph according to Lemma 2. The directed graph has 429 elementary 
cycles. However, the algorithm described in section 5 yields only 19 cycles which are relevant for 
the optimization: 
Ct = (Bt,b B2,1, Bt,t) 
c2 = (B9,2, B10,2, B9,2) 
c3 = (Bs,3, Bs,J, B10,3, B6,3, Bs,J) 
c4 = (B2,1, B4,1, B10,t, B2,1) 
Cs = (B2,1, B4,b Bs,t, B10,2, B2,t) 
c6 = (B2,1, B4,1, Bs,2, Bs,3, Bto,J, B2,1) 
c1 = (B2,1, B4,1, Bs,2, B10,2, B2,t) 
Cs = (B2,1, B4,1, B1,2, B10,2, B2,t) 
Cg = (B4,2, Bs,t, Bs,J, B10,3, B3,3, B4,2) 
c10 = (B4,2, Bs,t, Bs,3, B10,3, B9,2, B3,2, B4,2) 
Cu = (B4,2, Bs,t, B10,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
C12 = (B4,2, Bs,2, Bs,J, B10,3, B3,3, B4,2) 
Ct3 = (B4,2, Bs,2, Bs,J, B10,3, B9,2, B3,2, B4,2) 
Ct4 = (B4,2, Bs,2, B10,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
Cts = (B4,2, B10,t, B3,3, B4,2) 
Ct6 = (B4,2, Bto,t, B9,2, B3,2, B4,2) 
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Figure 4: Multiple Chain Queueing Network. 
C11 = (B4,2, B1,2, B10,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
Ct9 = (Bs,3, B10,2, B6,3, Bs,3) 
To write the integer program we first have to establish the sets S~c,)(r = 1, 2,3; l = 1, 2, ... , 19). 
Then we obtain: 
minimize b1,1 + b2,1 + b4,1 + bs,t + b10,1 
+b3,2 + b4,2 + bs,2 + b1,2 + b9,2 + b10,2 
+ b3,3 + bs,3 + b6,3 + bs,3 + b10,3 
subject to 
Ct : bt,l + b2,1 > Kt-1 
C2: b9,2 + b10,2 > /(2- 1 
C3: bs,3 + b6,3 + bs,3 + b10,3 > K3-3 
C4: b2,1 + b4,1 + blO,l > K 1 -2 
Cs: b2,1 + b4,1 + bs,t- (Kt- 2) · Ys,1 > 0 
b10,2- K2 · Ys,2 > 0 
Ys,t + Ys,2 > 1 
b2,1 + b4,1- (Kt- 1) · Y6,t > 0 
bs,2- K2 · Y6,2 ~ 0 
bs,3 + b10,3- (K3- 1) · Y6,3 > 0 
Y6,t + Y6,2 + Y6,3 ~ 1 
b2,1 + b4,t- (Kt- 1) · Y1,1 > 0 
bs,2 + b10,2- (K2- 1) · Y1,2 > 0 
Y1,1 + Y1,2 > 1 
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Cs: b2,1 + b4,1 - (K1- 1) · Ys,1 > 0 
b1,2 + hto,2- (K2- 1) · Ys,2 > 0 
Ys,1 + Ys,2 > 1 
Cg: hs,1 - K1 · Y9,1 > 0 
b4,2- K2 · Y9,2 ~ 0 
b3,3 + bs,3 + b1o,3- (K3- 2) · Y9,3 ~ 0 
Y9,1 + Y9,2 + Y9,3 ~ 1 
Cto: hs,1 - K 1 · Y10,1 ~ 0 
b4,2 + b3,2 + b9,2- (K2- 2) · Y1o,2 > 0 
bs,3 + hto,3- (1(3- 1) · Y1o,3 > 0 
Y1o,1 + Y1o,2 + Y1o,3 > 1 
Cn: bs,1 - K1 · Yn,1 ~ 0 
b4,2 + hto,2- (1(2- 1) · Yn,2 ~ 0 
b3,3 - K3 · Yn,3 ' > 0 
Yn,1 + Yn,2 + Yn,3 ~ 1 
C12: b4,2 + hs,2- (K2- 1) · Y12,2 ~ 0 
b3,3 + bs,3 + h1o,3- (K3- 2) · Y12,3 > 0 
Y12,2 + Y12,3 > 1 
C13: b3,2 + b4,2 + bs,2 + b9,2- (K2- 3) · Y13,2 ~ 0 
bs,3 + hto,3- (K3- 1) · Y13,3 > 0 
y 13,2 + y 13,3 > 1 
C14: b4,2 + hs,2 + hto,2- (K2- 2) · Y14,2 > 0 
b3,3- K3 · Y14,3 > 0 
Y14,2 + Y14,3 > 1 
C1s: b1o,1 - 1(1 · Y1s,1 ~ 0 
b4,2- K2 · Y1s,2 > 0 
b3,3- K3 · Y1s,3 > 0 
Y1s,1 + Y1s,2 + Y1s,3 > 1 
C16: hto,1- 1(1 · Y16,1 > 0 
b4,2 + b9,2 + b3,2- (K2- 2) · Y16,2 > 0 
Y16,1 + Y16,2 > 1 
C11: b4,2 + b1,2 + hto,2- (K2- 2) · Y11,2 > 0 
b3,3- K3 · Y11,3 ~ 0 
Y11,2 + Y11,3 ~ 1 
C1s: b2,1 + b4,1 + hs,1 - (K1- 2) · Y1s,1 > 0 
hs,3 + h1o,3- (K3- 1) · Y1s,3 > 0 
Y1s,t + Y1s,3 > 1 
C19: hto,2- K2 · Y19,2 > 0 
bs,3 + b6,3- (K3- 1) · Y19,3 > 0 
Y19,2 + Y19,3 > 1 
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Kt = 10 Kt = 46 Kt = 3 
K2 = 10 K2 = 4 K2 = 3 
~· K3 = 10 K3 = 125 K3 = 3 
optimal heuristic optimal heuristic optimal heuristic 
B* 36 37 175 175 8 8 
b2,1 9 9 45 45 2 2 
b4,2 10 10 4 4 3 3 
bl0,2 10 9 4 4 3 3 
bs,3 7 9 122 122 0 0 
Table 4: Results for Example 2. 
Note that all Ytr are (0,1 )-variables. Table 4 shows the solution of the optimization for different 
values of K = (Kt, K 2, K 3). We included only variables which evaluated nonzero values. The 
solutions for variables bir are an optimal allocation ~·. For K = (3, 3, 3) the deadlock conditions 
for cycle C3 and C13 are satisfied without allocating any capacity (see Corollary 1). Therefore, the 
constraints in the integer program which were derived from cycles C3 and C13 can be eliminated for 
the optimization. For all values of K, the heuristic method from subsection 4.2.2 provides results 
which are very close to or identical with the optimal solution. 
7.3 Example 3 
In Figure 5 we show a multiple chain queueing network with a tandem sequence of length S = 5. 
Obtaining an optimal buffer allocation algorithm for networks which include a tandem sequence 
is a formidable task because of the high number of cycles. However, with the Reduction Lemma 
(Lemma 5) we can replace the tandem sequence, i.e., stations (6, 7, 8, 9, 10), by a single station. 
The reduced network contains only 11 cycles which have to be considered for the optimization: 
Ct = (Bt,3, B2,3, B3,3, Bt,3) 
c2 = (Bt,4, B{s,7,8,9,to},4' Bt,4) 
c3 = (B4,3, B{s,7,s,9,to},3' B4,3) 
c4 = (B4,2, B{s,7,8,9,to},2' B4,2) 
Cs = ( Bs,t, B{s,7,8,9,to},t' Bs,t) 
Cs = (Bs,2, B{s,7,8,9,to},t' Bs,2) 
c1 (B4,3, B{s,7,8,9,10},2' B4,3) 
Cg = (Bt,4, B{s,7,8,9,to},3' Bt,4) 
c10 = (Bt,3, B4,2, B{s,7,8,9,to},4' Bt,3) 
Cn (Bt,3, B4,3, B{s,7,8,9,I0},4' Bt,3) 
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Figure 5: Multiple Chain Queueing Network with a Tandem Sequence. 
B{6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,1o},r (for r = 1, 2, 3, 4) denotes the chain-r-buffer of the station which replaces the 
tandem sequence. In Table 5 we present an optimal buffer allocation i for the reduced network 
with K = (25, 30, 35, 40). Again, only nonzero values are shown. 
Since the Reduction Lemma is only valid if the condition in equation (54) is satisfied, we have 
to show that the reduction was valid. Since none of the cycles ( C1 , C2, ... , C11 ) includes buffers 
from all routing chains and Kr > S for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, condition (54) is clearly satisfied for all routing 
chains. Therefore, we obtain an optimal allocation for the network in Figure 5 with the results 
from Table 5 by: 
l 
b{ } if i = 6 • - 6,7,8,9,10 ,r 
4) (Bir)- 0 if i E {7,8, 9, 10} 
bir otherwise 
7.4 Example 4 
If the network contains more than one tandem sequence, we can apply the Reduction Lemma 
several times. Figure 6 shows a multiple chain queueing network with 4 tandem sequences. The 
cycle finding algorithm from section 5 generates 1593 cycles for this network. The Reduction Lemma 
allows us to reduce each of the tandem sequences (1, 2, 3, 4), (5, 6, 7), (8, 9, 10) and (11, 12, 13, 14, 15) 
to a single station. The reduced network has a structure as shown in Figure 6. We denote the 
buffers of the network by Bir, if Bir is a buffer of the first station in a tandem sequence of the 
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Kt = 25 
K2 = 30 
~ K3 = 35 
K4 = 40 
optimal heuristic 
B 162 163 
b{6,7,8,9,10},1 25 25 
b4,2 30 30 
b3,3 33 33 
b4,3 34 35 
bt,4 40 40 
Table 5: Results for Example 3. 
original network. The cycle finding algorithm comes up with only 17 cycles which are relevant for 
the optimization. 
In Table 6 we present an optimal buffer allocation i obtained from solving the optimization 
corresponding to the network in Figure 7. We solved the network for K = (20, 20, 20). Since we 
applied the Reduction Lemma more than once, we have to show that condition (54) holds each time 
we replace a tandem sequence by a single station. It is a tedious but straightforward task to show 
that condition (54) is satisfied in each reduction step. We obtain an optimal allocation ~· for the 
original network in Figure 6: 
if i E { 1, 5, 8, 11} 
otherwise 
Kt = 2 
K2 = 20 
<!>* K3 = 6 
optimal heuristic 
B"' 100 100 
bs,t 20 20 
hs,2 20 20 
hs,3 0 20 
hs,t 20 0 
hs,2 20 20 
hs,3 20 20 
Table 6: Results for Example 4. 
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Figure 6: Multiple Chain Queueing Network with Several Tandem Sequences. 
Figure 7: Reduced Queueing Network. 
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8 Conclusions 
We presented the necessary and sufficient conditions for a deadlock free blocking network with 
multiple routing chains. The correctness of the conditions was proved in section 3. Then, we 
addressed the problem of finding an optimal deadlock free buffer allocation for a given network. 
We presented a general algorithm which generates an optimal allocation for multiple chain networks 
without any restriction on the topology. The algorithm was made efficient by an improved method 
to find a certain subset of cycles in a directed graph. This method was discussed and evaluated 
in section 5. In section 6 we showed that for some network topologies we can reduce the effort 
to find an optimal buffer allocation. Examples in section 7 demonstrated the application of the 
optimization algorithm. 
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Appendix 
The following algorithm describes the extended version of Johnson's algorithm as discussed in 
section 5.1. 
INPUT: G = (V, E) represented by the adjacency list AG. 
OUTPUT: c 
CoMMENTS: A stack is used with operations POP(), PUSH(), !NIT ..STACK() 
and GET ..STACK() (write current stack into a list). Set operators 







vertex list array B[l..N]; 
vertex list V~ec; 
vertex list array A,cc[l..N] 
list of vertex lists Cycle; 
UPDATE_CYCLE (vertex list newcycle) 
begin 
for (C E Cycle) do 
if (C ~ newcycle) 
return; 
else if (newcycle ~C) 
Cycle := Cycle\ { C}; 




for (v E V) do 
if ( v E AG ( v)) 
begin 
Cycle:= Cycle U {v}; 
AG := AG \ {AG(v)}; 
V := V \ {v}; 
for (wE VG) do 
AG(w) := AG(w) \ {v}; 
end 
for ( v, w E V) do 
end 
if (v E AG(w) 1\ wE AG(v)) do 
begin 
UPDATE_CYCLE( { v, w} ); 
AG(w) := AG(w) \ {v}; 
AG(v) := AG(v) \ {w}; 
end 
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boolean CHECK_5TACK(vertex list stack) 
begin 
for (C E Cycle) 




UNBLOCK( vertex n) 
begin 
vertex w; 
blocked(u] := FALSE; 
for (wE B(u]) do 
end 
begin 




boolean CYCLE( vertex v) 
begin 
bool flag; 
flag := FALSE; 
PUSH(v); 
blocked(v] := TRUE; 
if (CHECK_5TACK (GET_5TACK())) 
flag := TRUE; 
else (wE A,c(v)) do 
for (wE A,.,c(v)) do 
if (w = s) 
begin 
UPDATE_CYCLE(GET_5TACK()); 
flag := TRUE; 
end 
else if ( ..,blocked(w]) 
if (CYCLE(w)) 




for (wE A,c(v)) do 
if (v ¢ B(w]) 









for (v E V) do 
begin 
A,cc := adjacency structure of SCC with 
least vertex in subgraph of G induced by {n, n + 1, ... , N}; 
V.cc := vertex list corresponding to A1 cc; 
if (IV.ccl > 2) 
begin 
s := vertex with least index in V.cc; 
for ( i E V.cc) do 
end 
begin 
blocked[i] := FALSE; 
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Abstract 
Two models of closed queueing networks with blocking after service and multiple job classes are 
analyzed. The first model is a network with N stations and each station has either Type I I or 
Type I I I. The second model is a star like queueing network also called as central server model in 
which the stations may have either Type I or Type IV, with the condition that the neighbors of 
these stations must be of Type I I or Type I I I such that blocking will be caused only by this set 
of station types. Exact product form solutions are obtained for the equilibrium state probabilities 
in both models. Formulae for performance measures such as throughput and mean number of jobs 
are also derived. 
Key Words: Performance Evaluation, Queueing Networks, Finite Buffer Capacity, Blocking, 
Deadlock, Equilibrium State Probabilities, Throughput, Mean Number of Jobs. 
1 Introduction 
In recent years there has been an increased interest in the analysis of queueing networks with block-
ing. This is probably due to the realization that these queueing networks are useful in modelling 
• This work was supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. CCR-90-11981. 
computer systems, communication networks, and flexible manufacturing systems. The set of rules 
that dictate when a station becomes blocked and when it becomes unblocked is commonly referred 
to as the blocking mechanism. There are basically only a few blocking mechanisms that have been 
extensively studied in the literature, Akyildiz and Perros [3] and Onvural [13]. We consider the 
so-called blocking after service Akyildiz and Perros [3] and Onvural [13], (in short form BAS) mech-
anism, i.e., if a job finishes service at a station and wants to enter a station which is full, it stays in 
the server of the source station, waiting for a space to be available in the destination station. This 
blocking policy is also known type 1 blocking, transfer blocking, manufacturing blocking, produc-
tion blocking and non-immediate blocking in the literature. Several papers consider this blocking 
policy e.g., Akyildiz [1,2], Akyildiz and von Brand [4], Balsamo et. al. [6], Balsamo and Donatiello 
[7], Bocharov [9], Onvural [12] and Onvural and Perros [14]. In particular, Onvural and Perros 
[14] and Akyildiz and von Brand [4] consider closed queueing networks with BAS mechanism for 
limited number of jobs. Akyildiz and Liebeherr [5] determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
for deadlock-freedom. Akyildiz and von Brand [4] considered queueing networks with BAS mecha-
nism. In the first model they analyze a two-station model with different types of stations and single 
class of jobs. They derive an exact product form solution for the equilibrium state probabilities. 
Akyildiz and von Brand [4] also analyze a second model with N stations, multiple classes of jobs 
and the limited number of jobs K = miniEN {Bi} + 1, where Bi is the buffer capacity of station i. 
If the stations that will cause blocking are type I station in BC M P model, an exact product form 
solution is obtained. 
In this paper we consider two models of closed queueing networks with BAS mechanism. In 
both models we assume that there are N stations and R classes of jobs. The first model is a general 
topology network with N stations where each station is either of Type I I or Type I I I, Baskett et. 
al. [8], Kelly [10,11]. The second model is a star like queueing network (also known as a central 
server model) where the central server must have the station Type I or Type IV [8,10,11] and the 
neighbors must be either of Type I I or Type I I I stations. In the second model we assume that the 
blocking will be caused only by the central server. For both models we obtain exact product form 
solution for equilibrium state probabilities. We also derive formulae for performance measures such 
as throughput and mean number of jobs. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 introduce common notations and definitions for 
both models. In section 3 we analyze the first model. In section 4 we investigate the central server 
model. In section 5 we conclude the paper. 
2 Basic Model Description 
Both models contain N stations, R job classes and K total number of jobs. The types of stations 
we consider in this paper are from BCM P or Kelly model, Baskett et. al. [8], Kelly [10,11]: 
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• Type I: The service discipline is first-come-first-served (FCFS); all job classes have the same 
service time distribution and the service rate can be state-dependent where J.L (k) will denote 
the service rate with k jobs. 
• Type II: There is a single server and the service discipline is processor sharing (PS). Each 
job class may have a distinct service time distribution. 
• Type I I I: The number of servers is greater or equal to the maximum number of jobs which 
can be queued at the station; infinite servers (IS). Each job class may have a distinct service 
time distribution. 
• Type IV: There is a single server and the queueing discipline is last-come-first-served pre-
emptive-resume (LCFS-PR). Each job may have a distinct service time distribution. 
Here we assume that all service times follow exponential distribution which depend on the 
station and on the class. Note that our results can easily be extended to general service time 
distributions for Types I I, I I I and IV. For the sake of simplicity here we give results only for 
exponential cases. 
The transition probabilities are denoted by PirJs, 1 ::; i,j ::; N and 1 ::; r, s ::; R, where a class 
r job departs from station i and visits station j and becomes a class s job. We also assume that 
the routing matrix P = [pi,rJ,s], is irreducible. We define 
N R 
O)s = L L airPir,js· 
i=l r=l 
(1) 
Let the vector n = (x1, · · ·, XN) denote the number of jobs in N stations and their positions 
in each station, i.e., Xi = (xil, · · ·, XinJ, where XiJ denotes the class of the job in station i at the 
position l. Let ni be the number of jobs in station i, and ni = nil + · · · + niR, where nir is the 
number of class r jobs in station i. We note that if station i is of Type I I or I I I, then there is no 
requirement for the order of the jobs, thus, we denote Xi as Di, Di = (nil,···, nin). 
A product form solution for equilibrium state probabilities exists when there is no blocking in 
the network, Baskett et. al. [8], Kelly [10,11]: 
N 
p ( n) = C IJ /i (Xi) , (2) 
i=l 
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where C is the normalization constant such that the sum of equilibrium state probabilities will be 
equal to one and fi (xi) is defined by the type of station i, 
' 
R 1 o · ar n· - !!JL ( )
n · 
··Ilr=l n;r! J.Jir ' 
if station i is Type I 
if station i is Type I I 
if station i is Type I I I 
if station i is Type IV 
(3) 
We define T1 as the set of Type I or IV stations, and T2 as the set of Type I I or I I I stations. 
Since we are considering the models with blocking, we need to define Bi as the capacity of station i 
(i.e., buffer and server capacity). In addition to avoid the self loop that cause deadlock we assume 
that 
Pii = 0, fori= 1, · · ·, N. 
For convenience we define the following quantities for each station type. For type I I and I I I 
station, the service rate are dependent on the number of jobs in the station and on their classes 
but independent of their order. Thus, we let Di = (nil,···, niR) fori E T2, where nir denotes the 
number of class r active jobs in station i. A job is said to be active if it is not blocked. Also we let 
ni = nil + · · · + niR be the total number of active jobs in station i for i E T2. 
Let b denote the number of blocked jobs. Thus, with the active jobs we have 
N 
K= Lni+b, (4) 
i=l 
with 
0 < b < K - min {Bi}. 
- - l$i$N 
(5) 
We assume that a job will choose its destination station and the class when it finishes its service. 
Considering the b blocked jobs we need to know their locations and their classes. We also assume 
that the blocked jobs will join that station, which caused blocking according to First- Come -
First- In (FCFI) scheduling discipline. Thus, we let y = (Yi) and Yi = (yn, · · · ,YibJ if bi ~ 1 
otherwise Yi = 0 where bi denotes the number of jobs blocked by station i, and Yil, 1 ~ Yil ~ N 
denotes the location of the lth job blocked by station i. Similarly, z = (zi) and Zi = (Zil, · · ·, Zib;) 
where ZiJ, 1 ~ ZiJ ~ R denotes the class of the lth blocked job. To have the complete information 
about the system we define the state spaceS= {(n,x,y,z)}, where x = (xi,i E TI) and n = 
(ni, i E T2). For a given state (n, x, y, z) the service rate of station i for i E T2 is J.Li (ni) = 
Jl.il (nil) + · · · + Jl.iR ( nin) where J.Lir ( nir) = nir J.Lir if station i is of Type I I I, and if station i is of 
Type I I, then J.Lir ( nir) = ~ J.Lir. For i E T1 then the service rate is: if station i is of type I, then 
J.Li (xi) = J.Li for ni > 0, otherwise it is equal to 0. If station i is of Type IV, then J.Li (xi) = Jl.ini for 
ni ~ Bi. 
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Let eir denote an NxR matrix with all zero elements except the element at the position of ith 
row and rth column with value 1. 
3 General Topology Network with Type II and III Stations 
In this section we consider a general topology network with only Type I I and I I I stations. We 
assume the following constraint in the model: 
K < min {Bi + Bi}, 
1$iJ$NiPii>O 
(6) 
This constraint says that only one of the N stations may cause blocking at any time. The reason 
for making this assumption is to avoid more than two jobs moving at one event. Thus, the state 
space is reduced to S = ( n, y, z), where y and z are b by 1 vectors, because if there are any blocked 
jobs, then they are all blocked by the same station. 
Now we consider the transitions of the jobs for a nonblocking state (n,y,z), where y and z 
are empty vectors 0. In this case the system will reach the state (n- eir + ejs, 0, 0) with rate 
J.Lir (nir) PirJs, ifni # Bj. Otherwise, a class r job from station i will be blocked by station j and 
the transition will occur from state (n, 0, 0) to state ( n- eir, y',, z') where y' = (y1) and Y1 = i. 
The same occurs for z' = (z1) and z1 = s. The rate to reach this state is the same as before, i.e., 
J.Lir (nir) PirJs· 
Now we consider the transitions from a blocking state. Suppose station k is full, i.e., nk = Bk 
and the current state is (n, y, z), forb ~ 0. Then a class r job leaves station i and moves to station 
j, fori# k,j # k and becomes a class s job and the system reaches the state (n- eir + ejs, y, z) 
with rate J.Lir (nir) Pir,js· If a class r job moves from station i to station k and becomes a class s 
job, then the state (n- eir, y + Yb+1, z + Zb+1) and Yb+1 = i, Zb+1 = s will be reached. Note that 
in this case the transition rate is J.Lir (nir) Pir,js· 
Let y = (y1, · · · , Yb) then the operator y + Yb+ 1 will be (y1, · · · , Yb+ 1). Similar is also valid for 
the operator z + Zb+1· When considering a class r job which moves from station k to station j 
and becomes a class s job with the transition rate J.Lkr (nkr) Pkr,js, then one of the first blocked jobs 
will move to station k at the same time. Thus, the new state is ( n- ekr + ejs + ekz, y', z'), with 
y' = (y~, ... y~_ 1 ), Y; = Yl+1 and z' = (z~,· ··z~_ 1 ), z; = Zf+1 for 1 S l S b-1. 
;,From these state transitions we obtain the global balance equation for a state ( n, y, z) E S if 
ni < Bi for 1 s i s N, thus y = 0 and z = 0: 
NR NRNR 
P (n, 0, 0) 2::2:: J.Lir (nir) = 2::2::2:: l:P (n + eir- ejs, 0, 0) J.Lir (nir + 1) Pir,js, (7) 
i=1 r=1 i=1 r=1 j=1 s=1 
and the global balance equation for a blocking state (suppose nk = Bk): 
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N R 
p (n, y, z) L L J.Lir (nir) 
i=l r=l 
N R N R 
= L L L LP(n+eir-ejs,Y,Z)J.Lir(nir+1)pirJs 
i=lJ#kr=lj=lJ#ks=l 
R R N R 
+ L L L L L P (n + ekr- ejs- ekz0 ,Y + Yo,z + zo) J.Lkr (nkr)Pkr,js 
j#k s=l r=l Yo=l zo=l 
R 
+ LP (n + eybs'Y- Yb,Z- Zb) J.Lybs (nybs + 1)pybs,kzb· (8) 
s=l 
The first term on the right hand side of (8) is the total flow-in rate to the state (n, y, z) from 
state (n+ eir- ej8 ,y,z). We note that the moving job is from station ito station j, i #- k,j #- k. 
The second term on the right-hand side of (8) is the flow-in rate to state (n, y, z) by a class 
r job moving out from station k, and in the mean time another blocked job, which is class zo, 
will move into station k from station YO· As a consequence a transition occurs from the state 
(n + ekr - ejs- ekzo, y +yo, z + zo) to the state (n, y, z). 
For notational convenience we let yo, zo denote the location and the class of the blocked job 
that will move into station k while a job leaves station k and joins station i. The third term in (8) 
is the flow-in rate to the state ( n, y, z) by a joining job at station k. 
We note that a given state will be visited and the departure job is from a station i, i #- k, then 
we know where the job comes from, i.e., Yb = i and its class is switched from s to Zb. So that the 
transition is from the state (n + eybs' y- Yb, z- Zb) to the state (n, y, z). 
Theorem 1. The model has the following product form solution for equilibrium state proba-
bilities 
where h (ni) is defined 
and C is a normalization constant 
if station i is type I I ) . 




Proof. We escape the proof of the nonblocking states since it is exactly the same as in the 
BCM P or Kelly model, Baskett et. al. (8] and Kelly (10,11]. For the global balance equation of 
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blocking states we assume that the state k has nk = Bk and the number of blocked jobs is b, then 
for (9) and (10) we have 
( 
0 0 
) _ ( ) air J.Ljs (njs) 
p n+e,r-eJs,y,z -p n,y,z 0 ( 0 +1) 0 
J.Ltr ntr a)S 
if i # k and j # k. 
Next we consider the departure event of a job leaving station j # k and visiting station k 
p (n + Ckr - Cjs - Ckzo' y +Yo, z + zo) 
= p (n, y, z) Otr 1-'i•(n,.) J.ll:.rg (n~:.ro) L~-k a.,otP.,gt,l:.rg 
J.ltr(nkr+l) 0 i• 0 kzo Lt=l J.lkt(ntt) 
and for the departure event of a job leaving station k and visiting station i 
( ) ( ) 
aybs L~1 J.Lkt (nkt) 
p n + eybs, y - Yb, z - Zb = p n, y, z ( ) R 
J.Lybs nybs + 1 Lt=l aybtPybt,kzb 
By substituting (12) - (14) to the right-hand side of (8) separately and using (1), we obtain 
N R N R 
L L L LP (n + Cir- Cjs, y, z) J.Lir (nir + 1) Pir,js 
i=l,i#k r=l j=l,j#k s=l 
_ ( ) ""'N ""'R fli•(nj.) [""'N ""'R 0 0 0 ] - p n, y' z L..ij=lJ#k L..is=l Oj• L..ii=l,i#k L...ir=l atrPtr,JS 
R R N R 
L L L L L p (n + Ckr- Cjs- Ckzo ,y +Yo, z + zo) J.Lkr (nkr) Pkr,js 
i#k s=l r=l yo=l zo=l 
( ) ~ ~ ~ ~ J.Ljs (njs) akr J.Lkzo (nkzo) [ ~ ~ ] - P n, Y, z L- L- L- L- a 
0 
a ""'R ( )PkrJs L- L- ayotPyot,kzo 
j#k s=l r=l zo=l 1 8 kzo L..it=l J.Lkt nkt yo=l t=l 
( ) ~ ~ J.Ljs (njs) ~ [ ~ ( J.Lkzo (nkz9 ) )] = p n, y, Z L- L- L- OkrPkr,js L- R 
j#k s=l ajs r=l zo=l Lt=l J.Lkt (nkt) 
= p (n, y, z) 'L t Jljs,.(njs) [t akrPkrJs] 
j#k s=l JS r=l 
By combining (15) and (16) we have 
(15) + (16) = p (n, y, z) L t J.Ljs (~js) [ t t airPir,js + t akrPkrJs] 
j#k s=l a}s i=l,i#k r=l r=l 
= P (n, y, z) L t J.Ljs (~js) [t t airPirJs] 
j#k s=l aJs i=l r=l 
R 









In (14) we substitute the third term of (8) and obtain 
R 
L P (n + ey,s, Y- Yb, Z- Zb) J.Ly,s (ny,s + 1) Py11 s,kz11 
.9=1 
( ) Ef:1 J.Lkt (nkt) ~ - p n, Y, Z ""R L...J O:y11 sPy11 s,kz, 
L.,t=l O:y,tPy,t,kz, s=l 
R 
= p ( n, y, z) L J.Lkt ( nkt) . 
t=l 
(18) 
Thus, with (17) and (18) we have p (n, y) Ef=l E!:1 J.Ljs (njs) which is equal to the right-hand side 
of (8). QED 
Remark. The result (9) follows from the following argument: we consider the buffers occupied 
by the blocked jobs which are stored in Type II or III stations only, as the extended buffers of the 
stations causing blocking. The existence of blocked jobs in Type II or Type III stations will not 
effect the service of the non-blocking jobs in these stations. That is the throughput rate of these 
two types of stations will be dependent on the number of non-blocked jobs in this station only. 
Thus, we can ignore the locations of the blocked jobs and the result (9) will follow. 
Now we derive the throughput of the system A= Ef::1 Ai, where Ai is the throughput of station 
i, and the mean number of jobs ki in station i. 
Theorem 2. The throughput of station i is computed from 
Ai = L P (n,y, z) [t J.Lir (nir) (1- t tPir,ksl{nk=Bk}) 
(n,y ,z)ES r=l k=l s=l 
+ t/{ n• =B.) l{y, =;} (~ l'kr ( nkr))] (19) 
The mean number of jobs at station i is 
(20) 
Proof. For any given state (n, y, z) we consider the throughput of station i. Suppose the number 
of class r active jobs is nir, thus, the service rate is J-Lir (nir ). However, a job which completed its 
service in station i can leave station i only by choosing a nonfull station j, i.e., ni < Bj with 
probability E~=l Pir,js· When considering the blocked jobs, if the first blocked job in station i is 
blocked by station k, i.e., Yl = i, then this job has the same rate with which will leave station i 
and join the station k as the service rate of station k, i.e., E~1 J.Lkr (nkr ). Thus, (19) follows. 
Similarly, for given a state (n, y, z) we have the number of jobs in station i which will be equal 
to the active jobs E~1 nir plus the blocked jobs in this station, i.e., Et=l J{y,=i}' so that (20) 
follows. QED 
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4 Central Server Model with Different Types of Stations 
In this section we analyze central server models (star networks) with BAS mechanism. We put the 
constraint that the central server must be a station of Type either I or IV and all other stations 
may be of Type I I or I I I. We further assume that only stations of Type I or IV will cause 
blocking, and the neighbors of such stations must be of Type I I or I I I. The total number of jobs 
must satisfy the constraint 
and PirJs = 0, if i,j E T1. 
We note that PirJs = 0 if i,j E T1 and for all r, s, then (1) will become: 
R 
Cljs = L L ClirPir,js 
iET2 r=l 
for j E T1 (21) 
We denote TA as the set of stations in T1 if ni < Bi, and TB as the set of stations in T1 with 
ni = Bi. Note that TAU TB = T1. In the following we give the global balance equation for a given 
state (n, x, y, z ). 
p(n,x,y,z) (L JLi(Xi)+ L tJLir(nir)) 
iET1 iET2 r= 1 
R 
= L L LP ( n +fir, X- Xjni' y, z) JLir (nir + 1) Pir,jXjnj 
jETA iET2 r=l 
R 
+ L L p ( n + eYibjr, x, y- Yjbj' z- Zjbj) ILYjbjr (nYjbjr + 1) PYj,bjrJzibj 
jETB r=l 
R R 
+ L LLP(n+eir-ejs,x,y,z)JLir(nir+1)pirJs 
iET2,jCnT2 s=l r=l 
R R 
+ L L L P (n- ejs, X+ XiQ, y, z) JLi (xi+ XiQ) PixioJs 
iETAJET2 s=l Xio=l 
R N R 
(22) 
+ L L L L P (n- ejs, X+ XiO- XiBi, Y + Yio, z + ZiQ) JLi (Xi+ XiO - XiBi) Pixio,js· 
iETB,jET2 s=l Yio=l Xio=l 
We consider a given state (n, x, y, z) then the total flow-out rate from this state is p (n, x, y, z) 
(LiET1 JLi (xi)+ LiET2 L:~ 1 JLir (nir)). In order to check the flow-in rates we consider the different 
events caused by these jobs: The first term on the right hand side of (22) denotes the departure 
event of a class r job from station i E T2 to station j ETA to class Xjnr The second term denotes 
the events of a class r job in station Yibi E T2 which completed its service and is joining station 
j E TB. However, since station j is full, ni = Bj, this job is blocked and becomes a class Zjbi job 
and joins the list of blocked jobs waiting for station j. The third term denotes the event of moving 
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of a class r job from station i E T2 to station j E T2 and becoming a class 8 job. The last two terms 
describing the events of moving of a class XiQ job from station i E TA, i E TB to station j E T2 and 
becoming a class 8 job. We note that XiQ denotes the class in which the job leaves station i. YiO 
and ZiO denote the station and the class of the blocked job at the first position of the list of blocked 
jobs which will move to station i. Note that ZiQ = XiBi. 
Theorem 3. The model has the following product form solution for equilibrium state proba-
bilities: 
p (n, x, y, z) = C II fi (xi, Yi, Zi) II /i (ni), 
iET1 iET2 
and /i ( Di) for i E T2, is defined as 
where C is a normalization constant 
c-t = 
(n,x,y,z)ES iET1 
Proof. From (23) - (25) we have 
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if i is Type I and i E T A 
if i is Type I and i E TB 
if i is Type IV and i E T A 
if i is Type IV and i E TB 
if station i is Type I I 








Note that the last term on the right hand side of (31) is 1-li ~i~~io = 1, because if the station i 
is of Type I, then the service rate is independent of the class. However, if the station is of Type 
IV then Jli (xi) = JlixiB·. Since we assume the blocked jobs are FCFI, then Jli (zi + ZiQ) = Jlizio 
I 
and XiBi = ZiQ. Now we substitute (27) - (31) on the right-hand side of (22) separately, and use 
( 1) to obtain 
R 
L L LP(n+eir,X-Xjnj,y,z)Jlir(nir+1)pirJxjnj 
jETA iET2 r=l 
R Jl. (x·) 
= p(n,x,y,z) _L ~ L ~- } O:irPir,jXjnj 
;ETA tET2 r=l JXJn j 
= p(n,x,y,z) L Jlj(Xj) 
jET A 
R R 
L L LP (n + eir- ejs,X, y, z) Jlir (nir + 1) PirJs 
iET2JET2 s=l r=l 
R R 
( ) ""' ""' Jljs(nj.) ""' ""' = p n,x,y,z ~ ~ . ~ ~O:irPirJs 
jET2 s=l O:;s iET2 r=l 
R R 
L L L p (n- ejs, X+ Xio, y, z) Jli (xi+ XiQ) Pixio,js 
iETAJET2 s=l Xio=l 
R R 
( ) ""' ""' Jljs(nj.) ""' ""' = p n,x,y,z ~ ~ . ~ ~ O:ix10 PixioJs 






R N R 
L L L L P (n- ejs, X+ XiO - XiBi, Y + YiO, Z + ZiQ) P,i (xi + XiQ - XiBi) Pixi0 ,js 
(36) 
By combining (34) - (36) we have 
(34) + (35) + (36) = 
(37) 
The result follows by checking the flow-in rate equal to the flow-out rate. QED 
Remark. The result (23) is obtained by similar arguments as in (9). The blocked jobs are kept 
in an extended buffer at a station of Type II or Type III. The blocked jobs behavior is captured 
through the state description in our model. 
Theorem 4. 
The throughput of the ith station is computed from 
.Xi= L p(n,x,y,z) 
(n,x,y ,Z)ES 
fori E Tt 
'E~1 llir (rir) ( 1 - 'EjeT8 'E~1 PirJs) for i E T2 
+ 'EjETB /lj (Xj) J{Yjl =i}· 
The mean number of jobs in the ith station is 
{ 
ni fori E T1 
ki = L p(n,x,y,z) 
R '"'b · 
(n,x,y,z)ES 'Er=l nir + 'EjeT8 L.Jl:::l l{Yil=i} fori E T2 . 
(38) 
(39) 
Proof. Consider a state (n, x, y, z). Since the jobs from stations of T1 can never be blocked, 
thus the throughput of such station i E T1 is P,i (xi). For stations in T2 we have the throughput 
rate as the service rate 'E~I/lir (nir). However, the job may choose the next station in TB and a 
blocking may occur. If station i E T2 has blocked jobs which has the first priority to get into the 
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destination station that caused their blocking, then the throughput rate of those jobs from station 
i is equal to the service rate of the station which caused blocking. Thus (38) follows. 
The mean number of jobs is also obtained from given a state (n, x, y, z). The number of jobs 
in station i for i E T1 is ni. If i E T2, then the number of jobs in station i will include the active 
jobs of all classes nil+···+ niR and the blocked jobs in that station. Thus, we take sum over the 
stations that cause blocking, j E TB, and check the vectors y i if Yil = i, then the lth job is located 
in station i, so that the result (38) follows. QED 
5 Conclusions 
We derived exact product fonn solution for the equilibrium state probabilities and computed 
throughput and mean number of jobs in two different models. We used a property of Type I I 
and I I I stations that the locations of the blocked jobs has no effect on the service rates in those 
stations. Thus, we used this type of stations as kind of optional storage spaces for the blocking 
station. In other words, the system is treated as a virtual nonblocking system. By the well-defined 
state space, particularly the vector of the locations for the blocked jobs, we obtain the exact product 
fonn solutions. Another observation is that by the construction of the models we always have the 
constraint that no more than two jobs will move on a single departure event. The first model has 
a stronger constraint that is only one of the stations will cause blocking at a time. However, for 
the second model we allow more than one station to be of Type I or IV which may cause blocking 
at the same time. This is due to the constraint of the neighbors which will not cause blocking. 
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Abstract 
The paper has two major parts. The first part deals with two-station networks with BAS mecha-
nism and different station types. In thls part only single class of jobs is allowed. The contribution 
here is to show that exact solutions exist for two station queueing networks with BAS mechanism 
having different station types. The exact equilibrium state probability distributions are derived. 
Insensitivity is investigated and and formulas for performance measures are obtained. It is demon-
strated that the throughputs, mean number of jobs and mean number of blocked jobs depend on 
the scheduling discipline. A queueing network model with more than two stations is analyzed in 
the second part. Multiple job classes with job class change, and different station types are allowed 
in the model. Exact solutions for equilibrium state probabilities and performance measures are 
obtained under the condition that only a certain total number of jobs is allowed in the network. 
1 Introduction 
Queueing networks have been used increasingly as tools for performance evaluation of computer 
systems, manufacturing systems and communication networks. For some special cases, which we 
call classical networks, the exact probability distributions are known [9,15] and efficient algorithms 
I [13] can be used to compute performance measures like throughputs and mean number of jobs. 
Classical networks assume that the capacity of the stations offering service is infinite, an as-
sumption that usually does not hold. Thls gives rise to queueing networks with blocking. In recent 
years there has been an increased interest in the analysis of queueing networks with blocking. This 
is probably due to the realization that these queueing networks are useful in modeling computer 
systems, communication networks, and flexible manufacturing systems. Recently a special issue [5] 
appeared in a journal which give the state-of-the-art in this research area. The set of rules that 
dictate when a node becomes blocked and when it becomes unblocked is commonly referred to as 
the blocking mechanism. There are basically only a few blocking mechanisms that have been ex-
tensively studied in the literature [5]. The blocking type we investigate in this work is called type 1 
blocking, transfer blocking, production blocking and non-immediate blocking. Recently the naming 
of blocking mechanisms has been standardized [5], where this case received the name blocking after 
service, (henceforth in short form BAS) where a job upon service completion at station i attempts 
to join destination station j. If station j at that moment is full, the job is forced to wait in the 
server of station i, until it enters destination station j. The server remains blocked for this period 
of time and it cannot serve any other job waiting in the station. 
There are very few exact results for systems with BAS. A two-station model was considered by 
Akyildiz [1] for FCFS service only. Akyildiz shows that there is a nonblocking queueing network 
with the same transition matrix as the blocking network after relabeling of states, so the model is 
solved exactly. Balsamo and Donatiello [2] showed exact solutions for cycle time distributions for 
two-node closed queueing networks with blocking. The basic ideas are taken from [1] a non-blocking 
queueing network can be found with appropriate total number of jobs which has a product form 
solution. Onvural and Perras (20] consider closed queueing networks with more than two stations 
and BAS for limited number of jobs. Onvural [17] discusses product form solutions of several 
models with blocking-after-service. A recent survey of the area of queueing networks with blocking 
is given by Onvural [18]. 
Our literature study reveals that existing or proposed methods either contain disadvantages 
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(e.g., long run times or memory space) or restrictions (only two-node or tandem network solutions) 
or provide approximate results which differ widely from the exact values. The queueing network 
models with BAS mechanism in case of closed queueing networks have the additional limitations 
such as that all service time distributions are exponential, the queueing discipline at each node is 
basically FCFS and all jobs belong to the same class. Most of the models of the existing systems 
show these characteristics. Therefore, in this paper we attack these limitations and obtain exact 
solutions for certain queueing networks with BAS mechanism. The paper has essentially two major 
parts. The first part deals with two-station networks with BAS mechanism and different station 
types. In this part we allow only a single class of jobs. The contribution here is to show exact 
solutions do exist for two station queueing networks with BAS mechanism having different station 
types. We were not able to extend these results to multiple job class case. In the second part we 
allow multiple job classes and different station types. We also permit more than two stations in 
the network. However, we introduce a condition on the number of permitted jobs in the network 
so that we can get exact solutions for the model. The paper is organized as follows: In section 
2 we analyze the two-station model. First we describe the model in detail. Then we obtain the 
exact equilibrium state probability distributions. We also show the insensitivity results and obtain 
formulas for performance measures such as throughput and mean number of jobs. In section 3 
we investigate the multiple station, multiple job class queueing networks with BAS mechanism. 
We describe the model first. We state the condition on the total number of jobs permitted in 
the network. Then we use the equivalency between blocking and nonblocking networks and obtain 
exact solution for equilibrium state probabilities. We also derive formulas for performance measures 
to compute throughput and mean queue lengths. Finally section 4 concludes the paper. 
2 Two-Station BAS Networks with Different Station Types and 
Single Job Class 
2.1 Model Description 
We consider two stations, labeled 1 and 2. The stations form a cyclic network, i.e. jobs that leave 
station 1 go to station 2 and viceversa. We will later show that the case in which jobs are allowed 
to return to the station where they finish service can be reduced to this case, so there is no loss of 
generality in this. The capacity of station i is denoted by bi. The service requirements at station i 
are exponentially distributed with rate Jli· 
We assume a scheduling discipline that can be described in terms of the work of [11,12,16], i.e. 
there are functions: 
fi(k): The total service effort of the server if there are k jobs in station i. Clearly, fi(k) = 0 if 
k = 0. 
tPi( l, k ): The fraction of the service effort expended on the job in position l in the server when there 
are k jobs in station i. This requires Lt$l$ktPi(l,k) = 1 and tPi(l,k) = 0 if l < 0 or l > k. 
1/Ji( l, k ): The probability that a newly arrived job is put in position l of the queue of station i 
when there are k jobs in the queue before its arrival. This requires Lt<l<k+I 1/Ji(l, k) = 1 and 
1/Ji(l,k) = 0 whenever l < 0 or l > k + 1. --
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A scheduling discipline of this class is called symmetric if we also have: 
4>( l' k) = t/J( l' k + 1) (1) 
It is a well-known result ~,16] that with scheduling disciplines as these classical (nonblocking) 
queueing networks have a pr~ct form solution whenever either: 
• The service time distributions are arbitrary (they may even depend on the job class) and the 
scheduling discipline is symmetric. 
• The service times of all classes have the same exponential distribution. 
( ... ~~ ~r--· ~) 
For the multiple serve\(fase we write mi for the number of places in station i which receive 
service. For later convenience we define: 
In terms of the above functions, we have: 
,P;(l,k) = { ~Jn; if k = 0 or l > ni if 1 ~ l ~ ni 
(2) 
(3) 
The blocked jobs in service positions do not make any use of the service effort assigned to their 
positions in the queue so that service effort is lost. 
Note that we have both the total service effort made at the station in the form of fi(ki) and 
also the fraction of this service effort assigned to position l by ¢i( l, ki)· We get the three cases we 
consider in this paper by taking mi as 1 for FCFS and as bi for PS. The definitions of MS and PS 
are slightly unusual in that we will assume that for the three cases we compare the functions fi( ·) 
are the same. Otherwise the comparison would make little sense. 
We restrict the functions ¢( ·, ·) considered to those that distribute the service effort evenly 
among the served positions of the queue, because in that way we can forget the detailed positions 
of the blocked jobs in the queue. Otherwise the rates at which jobs finish service at a station is 
affected by the ordering of the jobs. In this way they only contribute via a binomial coefficient for 
their multiplicity. 
As for the placement function, we assume: 
1/Ji(l, k) = 0 (4) 
This is to ensure that no newly arrived job can displace a blocked job from a served position 
in the queue. We will only make use of this fact, so the placement of the arriving jobs could even 
depend on the blocked jobs present, as long as no blocked job leaves a served position. 
The total number of jobs in the network is J(. There must be some free space in the network, 
since otherwise the network deadlocks immediately. We also require that there be blocking, so that: 
(5) 
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2.2 Global Balance Equations 
We derive the exact distributions for the three scheduling disciplines, FCFS, PS, and MS. We are 
mainly interested in the mean number of jobs in each station, the mean number of blocked jobs 
(which we take to average the mean number of jobs that are in service positions with their service 
finished, but which cannot proceed since the destination is full) and the throughputs. 
We can distinguish three different ranges of operation of this system: 
• None of the stations is full, there is no blocking. 
• Station 1 is full, there might be blocked jobs in station 2. 
• Station 2 is full, there could be blocked jobs in station 1. 
Note that two stations cannot be blocked simultanously otherwise deadlock would occur. We 
assume that the network is deadlock free [6]. Clearly, the situations in which one of the stations 
contains blocked jobs are symmetric, so it is enough to consider one of them. We will discuss the 
case in which station 2 is full and station 1 may contain blocked jobs. 
The state in the most general case (multiple servers) can be described by 
(6) 
where ki is the total number of jobs and Ki the number of blocked jobs in station i, respectively. 
This description is redundant, since we have k2 = K - k1 and Ki can only be nonzero when 
k3_i = ba-i. We will use because it reflects the underlying symmetry very well. 
The restrictions on the possible values of the Ki are the only difference among the policies 
considered. For FCFS Ki is either 0 or 1, for MS we have 0 ~ Ki ~ min(ki, mi) and for PS 
0 ~ Ki ~ ki. In general, we have 0 ~ Ki ~ ni, with the definition (2) of ni. 
2.2.1 Balance Equations for Nonblocked States 
For nonblocking states the global balance equations are just: 
(J-Ltft(kt) + J-l2!2(k2))7r(kt, 0; k2, 0) 
= J-lt!t(kt + 1)7r(kt + 1, 0; k2- 1, 0) + 
J-l212(k2 + 1)7r(kt- 1, 0; k2 + 1, 0) 
Writing this equation in terms of 




(J-Ltft(k) + JJ2/2(K- k))g(k) = J-Ltft(k + 1)g(k + 1) + Jl-2/2(/(- k + 1)g(k- 1) (9) 
~ 
5 \o(' \ ?'k/\(-~ 
\ \ 2. 
Rearranging we have: 
J-L2/2(K- k)g(k)- J-Ltft(k + 1)g(k + 1) = J-L2/2(K- k + 1)g(k- 1)- J-Ltft(k)g(k) (10) 
Note that both sides of (10) are the expression 
J-L2/2(K- k)g(k)- J-Ltft(k + 1)g(k + 1) (11) 
evaluated for k and for k- 1, respectively. So this has to be a constant, call it c1 . This gives a 
linear difference equation for g( · ): 
Jl-2!2(K- k)g(k)- J-Ltft(k + 1)g(k + 1) = Ct (12) 
The homogeneous equation (i.e. for c1 = 0) has the general solution: 
g(k) = C2 IT 1 IT 1 
19~k J-Ltft(l) 19~K-k Jl-2f2(l) 
If this were a network without blocking, we could use the balance equations fork = 0 to show that 
c1 = 0. But in our network the state k = 0 is not feasible because of the condition (5). We will 
assume for now that c1 = 0, a proof of this will be given later. Note that the distribution (13) does 
not depend on mi. We will make use of this fact later. 
2.2.2 Balance Equations for Blocked States 
By the obvious symmetry of the case in which station 1 and station 2 are full, the other one possibly 
containing blocked jobs, it is enough to consider one of them in detail. We will consider station 2 
to be full. Note that this means that station 2 does not change, since as long as station 1 contains 
blocked jobs, whenever a job finishes service in station 2 it moves into station 1, and a blocked job 
moves into its place. By the same token, the total number of jobs in station 1 does not change. 
A blocked job just wastes its share of the service effort. If K jobs are blocked, the rate at which 
jobs leave the station is given by: 
(14) 
This is a consequence of the form of</>(·) we assumed in (3). Note that in the blocked states 
the number of jobs in both stations is constant, the only variable here is Ki. Also, as only jobs that 
are being served can get blocked, 0 ~ Ki ~ ni, where ni is defined by (2). 
The states we are considering here are of the form (K- b2 , K1 ; b2 , 0). To make the equations 
more compact, we will use k1 as a shorthand for J( - b2 in some of the equations that follow. The 





Here the first terms refer to transitions in which a job finishes service in station 1 and gets 
blocked; while the second terms are for jobs that finish service at station 2, so they move into 
station 1 and a blocked job from station 1 becomes unblocked and moves into station 2. Again, 
the method used to derive (10) from (9) can be applied, which gives: 
(17) 
To get c3 we use the balance equation for the case when K = n1 , i.e. all jobs inside station 1 are 
blocked. The balance equation for that case is: 
(18) 
This is exactly equation ( 17) for K = n1 with c3 = 0. So we have the solution: 
(19) 
Obviously this only makes sense for 0 ~ K ~ n1 . 
2.3 Exact Solution for Equilibrium State Probabilities 
There remains the problem of determining the value of the constant c1 . For this we use the balance 
equations for the state in which station 2 is full but no jobs are blocked inside station 1, since this 
case is covered both by (10) and (17), for the cases when k = /(- b2 and K = 0, respectively. The 
value of g(K- b2) is the same as the value of ht(O), since both are the probabilities of the same 
physical situation. 
For the special case k = K- b2 - 1, equation (10) is: 
(20) 
The balance around the state in which station 2 is full, but there are no blocked jobs inside 
station 1 is: 
(21) 
By the solution (19) we have the following relation between ht(O) and h1(1): 
(22) 
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which together with (21) and the equality g(ki) = ht(O) noted above gives: 
(J.Ltft(kt) + Jl2!2(b2))g(kt) = J-Lt!t(kt)g(kt) + Jltft(kt + 1)g(kt + 1) 
which in turn reduces to: 
(23) 
(24) 
which is exactly equation (20)( with c1 = 0. This proves the claim made in section (3.2), so (13) is 
really the solution we are after. 
The (three-piece) solution we have now involves three arbitrary constants, namely c2, c14 and c24 , 
which corresponds to c14 but for station 2. 
Since they are used very often in what follows, we define the constants N1 and N2 by: 
Nt = min(mt, K- b2) 
N2 = min(m2, /(- bt) 
This are the values of n1 and n2 for blocked stations. 
(25) 
(26) 
Making use of the fact that g(kt) = h1(0), we can find the relationship between the two 
constants c2 and c14 using equations (13) and (19). Equating both expressions and simplifying, we 
have: 
(27) 
On the other hand, repeating the same procedure for station 2 will give us another constant c24 , 
for which we again have the equivalent of (27): 
(28) 
The single remaining independent constant is determined by the fact that the sum of the 
probabilities of all states has to be one. 
Pulling together the results of sections (3.2) and (3.3), and using the value of c2 given by (27) 
the complete distribution is given by: 
(29) 
The first case is for nonblocked states, i.e. states of the form (k~, 0; k2, 0); the second case is for 
states in which jobs in station 1 are being blocked by station 2, i.e. of the form(/( -b2, K 1; b2, 0) with 
0 ~ K1 ~ N1; and the third case is the symmetrical of the second, states of the form (bt, 0; /( -bb K 2 ) 
with 0 ~ K 2 ~ N 2 • Note that the "blocked" states with K = 0 are really the same as the states in 
which the stations are full. 
g , 
2.4 Recirculation 
The case considered up to here is the case of a cyclic network, where jobs go to station 2 after 
finishing service at station 1 and viceversa. In general, recirculation (jobs that return to their origin 
station immediately) cannot be allowed because it can give rise to deadlock. But in the case where 
the "recirculating" station has infinite capacity, no deadlock can arise. This is the case when, for 
example 
(30) 
In this case jobs can never get blocked inside station 2, since station 1 can never be full. We 
can then assume that the probability that a job leaving station 1 wants to return to station 1 is 
nonzero. Calling this value a, the complete set of values for the Pii is as follows: 
( 
Pn P12 ) = ( a 1 - a ) 
P21 P22 1 0 
(31) 
Note that when a nonblocked job finishes service at station 1 and returns to it, the state of 
the network does not really change. The balance equations (7) and (16) are then modified only 
in that the rate at which jobs leave station 1 is multiplied by (1 - a). So, the network with 
recirculation around station 1 is governed by the same balance equations as the network we have 
been considering, just with 
Pt = ( 1 - a )Jl.t (32) 
Also, the throughput of station 1 increases: 
(33) 
Except for that, the performance measures of the network with recirculation are the same as in 
the network without, just with the corrected Jl.I· 
2.5 Insensitivity 
One interesting property of classical networks is the so-called insensitivity, which means that the 
probabilities of the states (and consequently of the performance measures) do not depend on the 
scheduling discipline nor on the distribution of the service time distributions when the network 
has a product form solution. For repetitive-service-blocking, where a job that cannot enter a full 
station returns to its original station and gets another round of service there, insensitivity has 
been proved by van Dijk and Tijms [23] for two station networks like ours. The results of Akyildiz 
and von Brand [3,4] also imply insensitivity for this repetitive-service-blocking mechanism as long 
as routing is reversible, as it is for cyclic two station networks. So there is some hope of getting 
insensitivity in this case also. Besides, based on our extensive simulations, we conjectured that 
there is insensitivity for networks with BAS mechanism when different scheduling disciplines are 
used. However, the distributions for this simple case are different. We will now show that the mean 
number of jobs and throughput depend on the scheduling discipline in our model. 
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To simplify the derivations, we consider the symmetric case in which: 
We will furthermore assume that: 
fl(l) = /2(/) = { 01 iff= 0 
if l > 0 
From now on we will drop the subscripts on these quantities. 




For tills case the distribution (13) takes a particularly simple form. We will continue to use the 
functions g(·) and hi(·) defined by (8) and (15), respectively. We have: 
so the distribution turns out to be: 
The constant c2 is determined from: 
Cl4 C2J.LNt -K 
C24 = C2J.LN2-K 




1= E g(k) + E hl("-1) + 









The cases K. = 0 are omitted in the second and third sums since in those states no job is blocked, 
and so this case is included in the first summation. Substituting (39) and ( 40) into ( 41) we get: 
Here we used the shorthand: 
1 
S(N)= L k' 
l~k~N . 








This sum converges very rapidly, as is clear from the factorial in the denominator. 
Rearranging ( 42) we have: 
c2 = p.K (2b- K + 1 + S(Nt) + S(N2)) 
2.5.2 Mean Number of Jobs 
( 45) 
Now we are ready to compute the mean number of jobs in each station. The mean number of jobs 
inside station i is: 
( 46) 
The second term is the probability that there are blocked jobs inside station 1, in which case 
there are K - b jobs in it. Similarly, the third term is for the case where there are blocked jobs 
inside station 2, in which case station 1 is full. 
It is clear from ( 46) that if the values of the Ni are different for the stations, the mean number 
of jobs in them will be different. But, given our symmetry assumptions, the only difference between 
the stations is the scheduling discipline. Note also that the difference will normally be very small, 
since it is essentially a part of the sum in ( 44 ). 
2.5.3 Throughput 
Even though the mean number of jobs is affected by the scheduling discipline, it is conceivable that 
the throughput is not. We now show that the throughput also depends on the scheduling discipline. 
As the throughput is exactly the same in both stations, we will consider the case in which N1 = N2 , 
in addition to the symmetry requirements we imposed in equations (34), (35) and (36). V..'e will 
then show that throughput depends on their common value. 
The throughput is essentially the mean number of service positions that are active (i.e. occupied 
by a job that is receiving service) in any one of the stations, say station 1. This is given by: 
A=p.-K+lc2( L: k+ L: m+ L: J(-~-K+mS(m)) (47) 
K -b~k~m m<k~b l~K~K -b K. 
Here the first term corresponds to the case where not all service positions in the station are 
occupied, while the second term is still for the case where the station itself is not full (or is full 
but does not block any jobs) but all the service positions are occupied, were we are arbitrarily 
assuming that the number of service positions is greater than the minimal number of jobs in the 
station. The third term is for the case in which blocked jobs occupy service positions and the fourth 
term considers the case in which the station is full, blocking jobs in the other station. 
Rearranging equation ( 4 7) and expressing the third term in terms of S( ·) we have: 
, __ -K+I ((2b + 1)m- m 2 S( ) (J(- b- 1)(/(- b) 
" c2p. 
2 
+ m m -
2 
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+ (K- b)S(K- b)- S(K- b-1) -1) ( 48) 
Clearly this depends on m, so the throughput of this system depends on the scheduling discipline. 
REMARK. Unfortunately we were not able to extend these results to multiple job classes. 
However, as we will show in the next section we were able to find exact solutions for queueing 
networks with BAS mechanism, more than two stations and different station types. But we have a 
condition on the total number of jobs allowed in the network. 
3 BAS Queueing Networks with Multiple Job Classes and a Lim-
ited Number of Jobs 
3.1 Model Description 
Here we consider queueing networks formed by stations, numbered i = 1, 2, 3, ... , N. The capacity 
(i.e. including buffer space and the spaces in the servers) of station i is denoted bi. We assume 
multiple classes of jobs, labeled with lowercase greek letters (a, {3, .. . ). The probability that a job 
of class a leaving station i wants to join station j in class f3 is written Picx,j/3· We will define the 
relative troughputs eicx as any solution of the homogeneous system: 
ej/3 = L Picx,jj3eicx 
icx 
( 49) 
The name given to these quantities will be justified when we discuss performance measures for the 
network. The set of pairs (station, class) that a particular job may enter by the above is called a 
routing chain. We assume that the Markov chain represented by each routing chain of the network 
is irreducible. The routing chain that contains ( i, a) will be denoted 'Ricx, while 'Ri is the set of 
routing chains which pass through station i. We will use r, s, ... as indices ranging over routing 
chains. 
We will denote the total number of jobs in the buffer of station i by ki and the total number 
of jobs in the buffer of station i belonging to routing chain r by kir· The total number of jobs 
at station i (inside the station and waiting in other stations upstream for a place in the station) 
is denoted by Ki; the corresponding numbers for class a and routing chain r are Kicx and Kir, 
respectively. The total number of jobs in routing chain r is given by Kr· The total number of jobs 
in the network is K. 
We assume that the scheduling discipline is such that the corresponding classical network has a 
product form solution, i.e. there are same functions as defined before in section 2, viz, fi( k ), </>i( l, k) 
and 1/Ji(/, K) with the difference in case of the latter where blocked jobs (i.e. jobs that are waiting 
inside other stations to enter station i) are assumed to continue the queue outside of the station, 
so we do not require 1/;(l,K) to vanish for l > bi. To keep jobs outside of the station separate from 
the jobs inside the station, we require ¢(/, K) = 0 when l ~ bi and K > bi. 
By the requirements we place on the scheduling discipline because of blocking, it cannot be 
symmetric. To get a product form solution for the general case based on considering the job waiting 
outside of the station as using a "shadow" space in the buffer, we must assume exponential service 
time distributions that are identical for all job classes in those stations that may block. Stations 
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whose size is effectively infinite (because they can be full without any jobs waiting outside) are 
exempt from this requirement. 
3.2 Equivalence between Blocking and Nonblocking Networks 
We set up the balance equations for the blocking network we described above under the assumption 
that if a station is full, there is at most one job outside that station that may try to enter it. This 
simplifies the description of the state, since it is then impossible for a real queue of jobs to form 
outside of the station waiting to enter. In escence, what happens if a job is blocked is that the 
station in which it is blocked becomes functionally just another space in the buffer of the blocking 
station. But if the blocking station had one more space in it, there would never be blocking and 
the network is simply a classical network. This was used by Onvural and Perros [21,22] to derive 
an exact solution for queueing networks with BAS and one job class. Here we extend their results 
to multiple job classes and give a rigourous derivation for the result. 
The basic condition is that whenever station i is full, there can be at most one job outside that 
station in one of the routing chains that visit that station. Considering station i, this gives rise to 
the following: 
2:::: f(r ~ bi + 1 (50) 
rE'Ri 
Furthermore, the job that tries to enter station i from station j has to be alone in station j, 
since otherwise it will affect the other jobs in it. So, all stations j that feed a station i for which 
relation (50) is satisfied as an equality can only be visited by the routing chains that visit station i. 
We can describe the state of a station in the network under the present assumptions by the 
vector of the states of the stations: 
where the state of each individual station i is given by: 
nonblocking states 
when blocking station j 
(51) 
(52) 
Here we distinguished the class of the blocked job, since it is the class the job acquires after 
finishing service and deciding to go to station i. Note also that the station from which the job 
comes has been recorded in the state. 
We will call the states corresponding to Sand Si in (51) and (52) for the nonblocking network 
one gets by waiving the capacity restrictions s+ and st, respectively. Note that many blocked 
states correspond to the same state of the nonblocking network. 
We define the operator Tilcx,jmf3(S) applied to state S of the network as producing the state 
that results when the job in position l of the queue of station i (if it is of class a) is placed in 
position m of station j in class {3. We will also use the inverse operator Til;,jm/3" Whenever the 
operation does not make sense both operators return an impossible state (a state with probability 
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zero). Note that in the case that station j is full under the restrictions we have imposed Tif01 ,jm{3 
just announces that the job will enter station j in class f3 when a space becomes available in the 
blocking network. The operators can be applied the same way in the corresponding nonblocking 
network. 
3.3 Global Balance Equations 
We will set up the global balance equations for this system by considering first the effect of a job of 
a particular class at a given position in a station. We get the global balance equations by summing 
over all possible classes, positions and stations. To keep notation simple, when we refer to numbers 
of jobs or the class of a particular job we mean the values for state S. 
The intensity at which our system enters stateS due to a job in class a at position l of station i 
is given by: 
L Pif3,iOt¢>j(m, kj + 1)J.Lj{3/j(m, kj + 1)1/Ji(l, K.i- 1)7r(Tj~{3,il01(S)) 
jm{3 
The intensity at which the system leaves the same state due to this job is: 




Note that the system cannot leave a state due to a blocked job, so job local balance [12,16], 
which would equate (53) with (54) cannot possibly be satisfied. Neither does summing out over the 
possible job classes help, which would give local balance [11] We have to consider the global balance 
equations we get by summing out over all possible classes and positjons. Summing (53) and (54) 
over l and a, rearranging and taking factors out of the sums whenever possible we get the global 
balance equations: 
ilOt 
L Pi/3,iOt¢>j( m, ki + 1 )J.Lif3fi( m, kj + 1 )1r(Tj~{3,il~( S)) 
jm{3 
= 1r(S) L¢>i(l, ki)J.liOtfi(l, ki) L PiOt,j/31/Jj(m, K.j) 
ilOt jm{3 
(55) 
We have lumped all states in which a station (with a given configuration of its queue) blocks a 
particular job, regardless of the station upstream in which that job is. The global balance equations 
that result have the same form the corresponding equations for the classical network one gets when 
the restrictions on station capacities are dropped. This means that both networks have the same 
state space (up to the lumping of blocked states) and the same state probabilities. 
Actually, we have proved an equivalence. If the nonblocking network has a product form 
solution, so has the blocking network. The nonblocking network, given the fact pointed out when 
we discussed them that the scheduling discipline is not symmetric at blocking stations (which satisfy 
(50) with equality), a product form solution is given only when all jobs have the same exponential 
service time distribution there. Other stations underlie the normal restrictions for product form 
[11] since the corresponding balance equations are in no way affected. This is true even for the 
stations in which there could be blocked jobs. 
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3.4 Equilibrium Probabilities for the Blocked States 
The above method only gives the probability that a job is blocked trying to enter station i, it does 
not give the probability that the job is blocked inside a particular uptream station. We now derive 
the requisite probabilities. 
For a blocked stateS all "neighboring" states, i.e. states from which the blocked state is entered 
and which are entered from the blocked state are all "classical" states without blocking. So, their 
probabilities are given by the expressions for the corresponding classical network. We can then 
set up the balance equation for entering and leaving the blocked state of interest, which gives its 
probability. 
For the network without blocking (assuming that all service time distributions are exponential 
for simplicity) the probability of state s+ is given by: 
7r(S+)=_!_rr[ IT _1 rr(€io)kio] 
G i 1:9~ki Ji(l) o J-lio 
(56) 
Here G is a normalization constant chosen so that the probabilities add up to one. 
For blocked stateS= (ci1 , Ci2, ••• , Cibi' (ja:)) we are interested in the neighboring state in which 
the blocked job has not finished service yet. This state is S13 = Tj!1,ibi+lo(S), whose probability 
can be expressed in terms of state s+ of the nonblocking network in which the blocked job is at 
the end of the queue of station i: 
(57) 
The rate at which state S is left is simply the rate at which jobs finish service in station i, that 
is J-lifi(bi)· So we have the balance equation around state S: 
J-lifi(bi)1r(S) = LPi/3,ioJ-ljf3/j(1)1r(S/3) 
/3 
(58) 
Using the expression (56) for the probability of states+, the probability of state S13 (a "classical" 
state, since the job is not yet blocked) can be written: 
Substituting (59) into (58) we get: 
from which we get, since fi(bi + 1) = fi(bi): 





Note that this probability will usually depend on the class considered. Also, by the product form 
of 1r(S+) we can write (61) as a factor for station j, namely 
(62) 
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Usually we will be interested not in this kind of detailed state (which describes the exact order 
of the jobs in the station) but in the state one gets for a given vector of numbers of jobs in each 
class. This will multiply both 1r(S) and 1r(S+) in equation (61) by the same multinomial coe:ficient, 
since the queue of station i is exactly the same for both. 
By the restriction on the number of jobs of section 3.1. these are the only possibilities of a job of 
class a being blocked in station j by station i, except for other jobs in the rest of the network. By 
the product form of the solution of the network, when we sum out over all the states that have this 
particular configuration in stations i and j, we get a factor that is just the normalizing constant 
for the rest of the network, without stations i and j and without the jobs in the routing chains Ri· 
Tills means that, in a sense, we can analyze this case in isolation. 
The probability of a job in class a blocked trying to enter station i is just the probability given 
by ( 61) multiplied by the appropriate multinomial coe:ficient. Equation ( 61) considers job classes, 
so tills has to be summed over all possible class memberships of the jobs inside station i. As in 
the classical case, the sum is notillng but the expansion of the sum of the class throughputs to the 
power Kr each (except for the chain which contains ia, for which it is one less) multiplied by a 
constant. This allows us to write probability ( 61) in terms of routing chains, not classes. Using ki 
to represent the vector of numbers of jobs in each routing chain in station i, we define 
1 (eir) kir 
Ai(ki) = II '·(1) II -. 
I <l<k · Jt r J.L, --· 
(63) 
Just the part of state s+ that considers the last job in the queue (the blocked job) has to consider 
job classes. Tills leads to: 
( bl k d . . b .) 1 II (k ) (k ) """'Pi/3,icxej{3eicx P a oc e Ill J y z = G Am m A; i ~ . t· (b .) 
m:Fi,j {3 J.lw t t 
(64) 
To get the probability of a job in routing chain r blocked inside station j the above probability 
is summed over all classes a in chain r such that for some class f3 in station j we have 
Pj{3,icx -=f; 0 (65) 
To get the probability that a job of routing chain 1l is blocked inside station i is to add the 
above over the possible destinations of such a job. 
3.5 Performance Measures 
As the probabilities of the states of the blocking network are the same as in the non blocking network, 
we can compute certain performance measures for the network using methods for a classical network. 
Note that the numbers of jobs in the stations are not the same as in the corresponding classical 
network. 
3.5.1 Throughputs 
The trough put of each station for a job class can be expressed as the rate at which jobs of the class 
under consideration finish service at the station. This is clearly the same in the blocking network 
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as in the corresponding network without blocking. The only difference is that in the nonblocking 
case the jobs move out of the station in the moment their service finishes, while a blocked job 
stays some additional time in the station. But it eventually moves out, before any other job in the 
station. So the throughputs are the same in both cases. 
In the corresponding classical network, the eio are relative throughputs, in that: 
eio Aio = 
eif3 Ajf3 
(66) 
for all ia, jf3. As the throughputs of the blocking network and the corresponding classical network 
are the same, this relation also holds in the blocking network, thus justifying the name "relative 
throughputs" we gave them in section 3.1. 
3.5.2 Average Queue Lengths 
The average queue lenths of the blocking and the corresponding classical network are different, 
since in the classical network the queue may extend to length bi + 1, and the blocked jobs are not 
considered to be inside the stations in which they are blocked. 
We will write kir for the mean number of jobs of routing chain r waiting for service at station i 
(this is the value that algorithms for the classical network give for the mean number of jobs in the 
station) and iiir for the corresponding mean number of jobs inside the station. Then we clearly 
have: 
iiir = kir - P( a job in r blocked at i) + P( a job in r blocked in i) (67) 
The probabilities in (67) can be computed using the method outlined in section 3.1. 
3.5.3 Mean Time in the Station 
The time a job stays for service at a particular station is the same for both networks. But in the 
blocking network this includes time spent outside of the station waiting for a free place. This is 
not the same as the time the job stays in the station, since the job also stays in the station after 
its service is finished waiting for available space downstream. 
The mean time a job waits for service is just the mean time in the station for the classical 
network. The mean time in the station is related to the mean queue length by Little's law: 
(68) 
from which we can easily get fir' since both Air and ifir can be computed for the blocking 




Note that several variants of BAS are possible. One possibility is that the blocked job just stays 
in the served position in the queue of the station, denying its use to other jobs and the service 
effort destined to that position being lost, or the server could shut down completely when there is 
a blocked job in the station. We showed in section 2.2 that the distribution of the states in which 
no job is blocked does not depend on the number of service positions. Only the distribution of the 
blocked states does. So, with the above solution we can consider both alternatives by considering 
the case we have called FCFS (one service position) for the case where the server shuts down as 
soon as there is a blocked job inside the station. 
The result for FCFS could also be derived using the equivalence between blocking before and 
after service noted by [7 ,19] and the method of Gordon and Newell [14]. We did not use that method 
here so as to show the fundamental similarity between the three cases discussed. The method used 
gives the complete probability distribution for this simple case, so we could determine closed form 
expressions for the mean number of jobs and the throughput for a symmetric case. This shows that 
for systems with BAS neither the mean number of jobs nor the throughput are independent of the 
scheduling discipline of the stations. This is one of the basic properties of the solutions for classical 
networks, so this reflects the greater complexity of networks with blocking. 
We have shown that if whenever a station is full there is at most one job outside that station 
that may try to enter it, the equilibrium state probabilities of a queueing network with BAS have 
a simple relation to the corresponding probabilities for the same network without blocking. This 
condition is easy to check. Some performance measures for the blocking network can be computed 
directly by methods for classical networks. This is the case for throughput and the mean number 
of jobs waiting for service at a particular station. 
The equivalence allows to compute the full equilibrium distribution for the queueing network 
with blocking. Using the distribution we deduce methods to compute some other performance 
measures (mean number of jobs and probabilities of blocking, that here are also the mean number 
of blocked jobs) for the blocking network based on values that are given by the classical algorithms 
for queueing networks. The algorithms are simple to implement using a convolution method to 
solve the corresponding nonblocking network. 
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Abstract 
We analyze an M1 , M'JiG1 ,G'J/1/N queue with different sch-
eduling and push-out scheme in this paper. Our work is mo-
tivated by the study of the performance of an output link of 
ATM switches with two-class priority traffics. The queueing 
model developed i:o. this paper is more general than that of 
the output link of ATM switches with two-class priority traf-
fics. We can have general service time distributions for classes 
1 and 2, and a general service discipline function, a1(i,~), 
with a 1(i,j) being the probability that a class 1 packet will 
be served, given that there are i class 1 and j class 2 packets 
waiting for aervice. We obtain an exact solution for loss prob-
~bilities for classes 1 and 2, the queue length distribution and 
the mean wa.iting time for class 1 and an approximate cal-
C'il1ation fnr the queue length distribution and mean waiting 
time for class 2. We show that our approximation is an upper 
bound and the error due to the approximation is very small 
when the loss probability of class 2 is small (e.g.,~ 0.01). 
1 Introduction 
In this paper, we analyze an M1 , M'J/G1 ,G<J/1/N queue with 
different scheduling and push-out schemes. Our work is pri-
marily motivated by the study of the performance of an out-
put link of ATM switches with two-cla.ss priority traffics. 
The future Broadband Integrated Services Digital Net-
work {BISDN) will provide an integrated access that will 
support a wide variety of applications for its customers in a 
flexible and coat-effective manner. The transfer mode chosen 
by the CCITT for BISDN is called the ATM. ATM is a high 
bandwidth, low-delay, packet-like switching and multiplexing 
technique. ATM can switch all types of traffic, ranging from 
low-bit rate to high rate traffic, in a packet format of fixed 
length called cell using a simplified end-to-end protocol. Var-
ious different media such as voice, data, video and graphics 
can be accommodated in a ATM network. Each multimedia 
system requires ita own grade of service (GOS). For example, 
voice packets are more sensitive to delay than data packets. 
A data packet requires a higher level of protection against 
loss than a voice packet. Therefore the network should be 
designed and controlled to satisfy these greatly differing per-
formance requirements. Various service and buffer control 
mechanisms have been proposed, ranging from the dedicated 
buffer access for each traffic class to the shared buffer with 
•1an F. Akyildil wu aupported in part by NSF under Grant No. 
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or without push-out scheme [4), [6). 
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Proccuor 
Figure 1: An ATM Switch 
Output 
Buffer 
Consider an ATM switch consisting of a network of pro-
cessors and buffers as shown in Figure 1. Cell delay and loss 
may occur when cells pass through the switch and the out-
put buffer. If we assume that there are two-class traffics in 
the ATM switch, the output buffer can be modeled as finite 
buffer two-class queue as shown in Figure 2. The server in 
the Figure represents the trunk for the transmission of cells 
out of the output buffer. Our work is motivated by the study 






Figure 2: A Queueing Model 
Trunk 
There is only a small number of studies on the push-out 
priority schemes. Doshi and Heffes [3] have described and 
analyzed an overload control algorithm using the push-out 
scheme with replacement strategy FIFO for the M/M/1/N 
queue. Sumita and Ozawa [4] have derived conservation laws 
for systems using a push-out scheme. They have also pro-
posed a mixed head-of-line service discipline for the push-out 
scheme in which, when the server becomes idle, the server will 
serve class 1 packets first with a probability a or class 2 pack-
eta firat with a 1-a. They obtain the mean waiting times for 
packet classes 1 and 2. Their result shows that the two mean 
waiting times are subject to a linear restriction. Furthermore, 
Hebuterne and Gravey [6] have evaluated the loss probabil-
ities of a similar system assuming a Poisson arrival process, 
a deterministic service time and the replacement strategy 
FIFO. Their solution is not applicable to a general service 
time distribution. They observe a tagged low priority packet 
from joining until leaving the system and derive the probabil-
ities that this packet will eHher be served or discarded from 
the system. Kroner [7] presents a method to compute the 
loss probabilities of an Mt, M'l/G/1/N push-out system with 
FIFO service discipline. He considers three different space 
priority mechanisms, namely, push-out scheme, partial buffer 
sharing, and the scheme with a separate route for each traffic 
cla.ss, and determines the push-out scheme as the best scheme 
in terms of loss probabilities. A finite-buffer priority queue 
M 11 M 2fG11 G2 /1/ N is analyzed in [8]. However, no push-out 
scheme and buffer space division are considered in [8]. Most 
recently, Saito (10] analyzes an M M P P1 + M M P P2/G /1/ K 
queue with a push-out scheme. 
In this paper we present an exact method to compute 
loss probabilities, the distribution of the number of class 1 
packets in the system and the mean waiting time of a class 1 
packet. An approximate solution is given for the computation 
of the mean waiting time for class 2 packets. Our model in 
the paper differs from other analyzed push-out models in that 
we allow general service time distributions for classes 1 and 2, 
a general service discipline and a divided buffer management 
scheme. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 
model. Section 3 outlines the calculation of loss probabilities. 
In Section 4, a method for computing the steady state proba-
bilities of the number of class 1 packets and number of class 2 
packets at a service beginning time in the system is presented. 
Section 5 details the computation for the average number of 
losses of packet during a service time, which has been used 
in Section 3. Sections 6 and 7 derive an exact mean wait-
ing time computation for class 1 and an approximate mean 
waiting time computation for class 2, respectively. Numerical 
examples are given in Section 8 with some discussion about 
the results. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper. 
2 Model Description 
We consider an M1 ,M2/G11 Gtf1/N with additional features 
in service discipline and buffer management as will be ex-
plained shortly in this section. Since we allow general, vari-
able length service times, we will call a customer a packet 
instead of a cell called in ATM networks. Two classes of 
packets are denoted by class 1 and class 2. The arrival pro-
cess for class .s (.s = 1, 2) is Poisson with rate A• (.s = 1, 2). 
(Note that we do not consider the bursty traffic here.) The 
service time of a class .s (.s = 1, 2) can be a random vari-
able with a general probability distribution . Let b.( x) and 
b. denote, respectively, the probability density function and 
the mean of the service time of a class .s packet ( .s = 1, 2). 
Service times and arrival processes are independent of each 
other. 
There are N number of total buffer spaces in the system, 
where N is finite and can be divided as N = N 1 + N'J . The 
number of class 1 packets waiting for service cannot be more 
than N1 - 1. (Total number of class 1 packets in the system 
may be N1 if the one currently in service is class 1.) An 
arrival of class 1 packet can join the system by taking an 
unoccupied buffer space, if it finds that there are less than 
N 1 - 1 cla.ss 1 packets waiting for service and there is an 
unoccupied buffer space in the system upon its arrival. An 
arrival of class 1 is lost if there are, upon its arrival, N 1 - 1 
class 1 packets waiting for service in the system, even though 
there is an unoccupied buffer space in the system. In the 
contrast, an arrival of class 2 can take an unoccupied buffer 
space anywhere in the system upon its arrival as long as there 
is one. It is lost, otherwise. However, an arrival of class 
1 can join the system by replacing (pushing out) a waiting 
class 2 packet in the system if it finds that there are less than 
N 1 -1 class 1 packets waiting for service and that there is no 
unoccupied buffer space in the system upon its arrival . The 
class 2 packet being pushed out is lost. 
The service discipline is specified by a.( i, j), s = 1, 2, 
where a 1(i,j) is the probability that class 1 packet will be 
served when there are i class 1 and j class 2 packets in the sys-
tem at the beginning of the service. a'l( i, j) can be similarly 
defined. Obviously, a2(i,j) = 1- a 1(i,j) when i + j > 0. 
a.(O, 0) (.s = 1, 2) is undefined. We also assume that the 
server will not be idle as long as there is some packet in the 
system waiting for service. Equivalently, this is to say that 
a 1(i,O) = 1, i > 0, and a 2(0,j) = 1, j > 0. 
Using the a we can model several different scheduling 
disciplines in the system. 
a) Hetld of Line (HOL) Scheduling 
if i > 0 
b) Shorte.st Line Fir.st (SLF) Scheduling 
{ 
1 if i < . 
( • ') - J Ot 11 J = 
0 if i > j 
{ 
1 if i 2: j 
Ot(i,j) = O 
if i < j 
d) Random {RS) Scheduling 
if i > 0 & j > 0 
i.e., the server will serve class 1 with probability p and class 2 
with probability 1- p. We should point out that although a 1 
ia general, it has to be a function of the numbers of packets of 
two classes, and therefore, it cannot exactly model schemes 
that are not a function of these numbers. For example, FIFO 
and LIFO. Note that from the loss probabilities point of view, 
it does not matter in which order the packets of the same class 
are served and which class 2 packet will be pushed out. 
3 Loss Probabilities 
Packet losses occur only when the server is busy. A packet can 
be lost if either there is no space available in the buffer upon 
its arrival or it is pushed out from the buffer while waiting for 
service. Let lt2 be the loss probability for a packet of either 
class 1 or class 2 and -'t2 be the average number of packet 
losses of either class during a service time. Consider a. time 
period T when the system reaches the steady sta.te. On the 
average there are CAt +A2)T arrivals from classes 1 a.nd 2 in T, 
and ( 1-lu) fraction of them is served. Therefore, the a.vera.ge 
number of total packet losses in Tis (At+ A2)T(1- lt 2)st 2. 
By definition, lu is the ra.tio of the a.vera.ge number of total 
losses in T to the a.vera.ge number of total arrivals in T. Thus, 
z CAt+ A2)T(1-lu).s12 ( 
t2 = (At+ A2)T = 1- lt2)st2 (1) 
From (1) we get 
l "'n u= ---
1 + -'12 (2) 
The computation of .su will be shown later (Section 5 ). 
Similarly, let lt be the loss probability of a. class 1 packet 
and .St be the average number of losses of class 1 packets 
during a. service time. We ha.ve 
Finally, let l2 be the loss probability of a. class 2 packet. 
Using 
we obtain 
l2 = CAt + A2)lt2- Atlt 
A2 
"'t will be computed in Section 5. 
4 Steady State Probabilities 
(4) 
(5) 
The average number of packet losses during a. service time can 
be computed by conditioning on the number of class 1 a.nd 
the number of 2 packets in the system a.t the beginning of the 
service time. In this section, we will compute the probabilistic 
distribution of the numbers of class 1 a.nd class 2 packets in 
the system a.t the beginning of a. service time. We proceed 
as follows. First, the distribution of the numbers of packets 
left in the system a.t a. packet's departure time is computed, 
a.nd then the distribution of the numbers of packets a.t the 
beginning of a. service time is derived from the departure time 
distribution. 
Let ( i, j) denote tha.t there are i class 1 packets and j 
claas 2 pa.cketa in the queue at a packet's departure time. 
Since we restrict our view a.t a. packet's departure time, ( i, j) 
constitutes a Markov chain (imbedded Markov chain), where 
0 ~ i < Nt. j;?: 0 and i + j $ N- 1. Let p(i,j), 0::; i < Nt, 
j ;?: 0 and i + j $ N- 1, be the steady state probability that 
the system ia in sta.te ( i, j) a.t a. packet's departure time a.nd 
P(iJ);(A:,l) be the one step transition probability from sta.te 
(i,j) to sta.te (k,l). Clearly, P(i.i);(A:,l) is a function of arrival 
rates a.nd service time. The Markov chain is totally deter-
mined by P(s.;);(A:,l)· To facilitate the expression for P(i,;);(A:,l)• 
the following definitions are introduced. 
Definition 1. I( n, A, b( x)) is the probability tha.t there are 
exactly n Poisson arrivals with arrival rate A during a. service 
time of which the probability density function (pdf) is b( x ). 
I(n,A,b(x)) 
(6) 
Definition 2. I(;?: n,A,b(x)) is the probability that there 
are a.t least n Poisson arrivals with ra.te A during a service 
time of which the pdf is b(x). 
n-t 
I(;?: n,A,b(x))= 1- :EI(i,A,b(x)) (7) 
i=O 
Definition 3. I I( nt, n2, At, A2, b(x)) is the probability that 
there are exactly nt and n2 arrivals from Poisson processes 
with arrival ra.tes At a.nd A2, respectively, during a service 
time of which the pdf is b( x). 
II(nt,n2,At,A2,b(x)) 
-1oo (Atx)"l -~l;r:(A2x)"2 -~2:~:b( )d 
-
0 
~e ~e x x 
At"1 A2"2(nt + n2)! 
= (' +, )"1 +n2 1 /(nt + n2,At + A2,b(x)) (8) -"t -"2 nt.n2. 
Definition ~- I I(;?: nt, n2, At, A2, b(x )) is the probability 
tha.t there are at least nt and exactly n2 arrivals from Poisson 
processes with arrival rates At a.nd A2, respectively, during a. 
service time of which the pdf is b(x). 
II(;?: nt.n2,At,>.2,b(x)) 
n1-l 
= I(n2,A2,b(x))- :E II(i,n2,At,A2,b(x)) (9) 
i=O 




II("?. nt,"?. n2,At,A2,b(x)) 
=lao E E (Al. ~)ie-~l:~:CA2.~); e-~2:~:b(x)dx 
0 i=n1 i=n2 I. ] · 
n1-t 
(10) 
=I("?.n2,A2,b(x))- :E II(i,"?,n2,>.t,A2,b(x)) (11) 
i=O 
H n2 < 0 in the above definitions, the computation should 
not count the arrival process related to n2. For example, 
II(n1.n2,At,A2,b(x)) = I(nt,At,b(x)) ifn2 < 0. 
Now we are ready to compute P(i,j);(A:,l)· 
Case 1. For i = 0 and j = 0: the class of the packet 
that will be served next depends on the class from which the 
next packet comes. Since both arrival processes are Poisson, 
with probability :x
1 
~XJ the next packet comes from class 1 
and with probability x1~\3 from class 2. Therefore, we have: 
Pco.o);(A:,l) = 
[x1~.\2 I I(k, l, ~~. ~3, bt( z) )+ 
x/'.;x
2 
I I(k, l, ~1 , ~ 3 , b3 (z ))] 
if k < Nt - 1 & k + l < N- 1 
[.\ 1~.\2 I I(k, ~ l, ~~. ~3 , b1(z ))+ 
x/'.t.\
2
II(k, ~ l, ~ 11 ~ 3 , b3(z))] 
if k < Nt - 1 & k + l = N - 1 
[.\ 1~.\2 I I(~ k, l, ~ 11 ~ 3 , b1(z ))+ 
x/'.l:xJI(~ k,l,~ •• ~3 ,b3 (z))] 
if k = Nt- 1 & k + l < N- 1 
[x1~.\2 I I(~ k, ~ l, ~~. ~3 , b1(z ))+ 
x/'J:x2 II(~ k,~ l,~11 ~3 ,b3(z))] 
if k = Nt - 1 & k + l = N- 1 
(12) 
Cue 2. For i = 0 and j > 0: a packet of class 2 will be 
served. Let 6 1 = k and 63 = l- (j -1). 61 and 63 indicate, 
respectively, numbers of changes of classes 1 and 2 packets 
during a ler'Vice time. 63 may become negative if j -1 > N3 
and 61 > N- j. Therefore we have: 
P(o,j);(A:,l) = 
0 
if 63 < 0 & k + l < N - 1 
II(6t, 63, ~., ~3, b3(z )) 
if k < Nt - 1 & k + l < N - 1 
II(6., ~ 6 3 , ~., ~3 , b3(z)) 
if k < N1 - 1 & k + l = N - 1 
II(~ 6., 6 3 , ~1 , ~3 , b3(z)) 
if k = N1 - 1 & k + l < N - 1 
II(~ 61, ~ 63, ~., ~3 , b3(z)) 
if k = Nt- 1 & k + l = N- 1 
(13) 
Case 3. For i > 0 and j = 0: a packet of class 1 will be 
1erved. Let 61 = k- ( i -1) and 6 3 = l. 6 1 and 6 3 have the 
same interpretation aa that in case 2. Note that 6 1 cannot 
be negative. We have 
0 
if 61 < 0 
I I(61, 63, ~ •• ~3, b1(z )) 
if k < Nt - 1 & k + l < N - 1 
II(6., ~ 6 3 , ~1 , ~3 , b1(z)) 
if k < N1 - 1 & k + l = N - 1 
II(~ 6t,63,~1 .~3 ,b1 (z)) 
if k = N1- 1 & k + l < N- 1 
II(~ 61,~ 63,~1.~3,b1 (z)) 
if k = N1 - 1 & k + l = N - 1 
(14) 
Case 4. Fori> 0 and j > 0: a packet of class .s (.s = 1, 2) 
will be served with probability a.(i,j). Let 6~ = k- (i -1), 
4 
6~ = l- j, 6~ = k- i, and 6~ = l- (j - 1). 6t and 
6~ indicate, respectively, the numbers of changes of classes 1 
and 2 packets in a class 1 packet service time, and b.~ and b.~ 
have the similar interpretation except that in a class 2 packet 
service time. Note that it is impossible to have 6~ < 0 or 
6~ < 0 & k + l < N -1 when a class 1 packet is being served 
and 6~ < 0 or 6~ < 0 & k + l < N - 1 when a class 2 packet 




if 61 < 0 
or 63 < 0 & k + l < N - 1 
otherwi.se 
at( i,j)c5(6L 6~)I I(6L 6~, ~11 ~3, b1(z ))+ 
a 3( i,j)c5(6~, 6~)I I(6?, 6~, ~~~ ~3 , b3 (z )) 
if k < Nt - 1 & k + l < N - 1 
at(i,j)c5(6L 6~)II(6L ~ 6~, ~1 , ~ 3 , b1(z))+ 
a 3(i,j)c5(6?, 6~)II(6?, ~ 6~, ~1 , ~ 3 , b3(z)) 
if k < Nt- 1 & k + l = N- 1 
a1(i,j)6(6L 6~)II(~ 6L 6~, ~1, ~3, b1(z))+ 
a 3(i,j)c5(6?, 6~)II(~ 6?, 6~, ~1 , ~3 , b3(z )) 
if k = Nt - 1 & k + l < N - 1 
at(i,j)c5(6L 6~)II(~ 6L ~ 6~, ~~~ ~2, b1(z))+ 
a3(i,j)6(6?,6~)II(~ 6?,~ 6~,~1!~2 ,b2 (z)) 
if k = Nt - 1 & k + l = N - 1 
(15) 
(16) 
This completes the computation for P(a,j);(A:,l)• where 0 ~ 
i,lc < Nt; j,l ~ 0 and i + j,k + l < N. 
The stea.dy state probabilities, p(i,j), should observe the 
law of conservation: 
and also 
p(i,j) = L p(k,l)P(A:,l),(l,j) 
all (A:,l) 
for 0 :5 i :5 N1i j ~ 0; i + j ~ N- 1 




We can compute the values of p(i,j) by solving equations 
(17) and (18) numerically, which involves N1 ( 3N;Nl+t) inde-
pendent linear equations. 
Let q(i, j) be the probability that there are i class 1 pack-
eta and j class 2 packets at the beginning of a service time. 
Except for the first packet, the beginning of a service is pre-
ceded by the departure of the last packet served. There is 
then a one-to-one correspondence between a packet's depar-
ture and the beginning of the service of the next packet. If 
there is some packet left in the system at a packet's depar-
ture time, then the beginning of the service time for the next 
packet coincides with the departure time and they should ob-
lel'Ve the same packets left in the system. However, if there is 
no packet left at a departure time, there will be either (1, O) 
or (0, 1) packet in the system at the beginning of the next 
service time depending on from wltich class the next packet 
comes. It is clear now that the possible state ( i, j) at the 
beginning of a service is i + j 2: 1 and i + j ~ N - 1 for 
N 2: 2. So q(i,j) is computed as follows. 
1. For N = 1, the only possible states are (1, 0) and (0, 1): 
.x1 
q(1, 0) = .xl + .x2 
and 




-"1 + -"2 
l1~X2p(O, 0) 
if i = 1 & j = 0 & N1 = 1 
p(1, o) + x1~x2P(O, o) 
if i = 1 & j = 0 & N1 > 1 
p(0,1) + x1~\2 p(O,O) 
if i = 0 & j = 1 
p(i,j) 
if i + j ~ 2 & i + j ~ N - 1 
(19) 
5 Average Number of Losses during a 
Service Time 
We define L( n, .X, b( z)) as the average number of arrivals after 
the first n arrivals of a Poisson arrival process with rate .X 
during a service time whose pdf is b(z), i.e., L(n,.X,b(:z:)) 
is the average number of arrivals counted after the first n 
arrivals during a service time. By definition 
L(n,.X,b(z)) 
oo looo (A )lc = L (k- n)+,e->.zb(z)dz 
•=n+1 0 . 
" = .XJ;- Lkl(k,.X,b(z))-nl(~ (n+ 1),-X,b(z)) (20) 
•=1 
where b is the mean of b( z ). Suppose there are ( i, j), i > 0 and 
j > 0, packets in the system (including the one wltich is going 
to receive service) at the beginning of a service time. Consider 
the number of class 1 packets that may be lost during the 
service time. If a class 1 packet is served, then the first (N1 -i) 
arrivals of class 1 packets during the service time can join 
the system. After that, all arrivals are lost due to the fact 
that there are (N1 - 1) class 1 packets waiting in the queue. 
Therefore, the average number of class 1 packets lost during 
a service time which begins with i class 1 packets and j class 
2 packets is equal to the average number of class 1 packets 
arrived after the first (N1 - i) class 1 arrivals if the packet in 
service is class 1 or is equal to the average number of class 1 
packets arrived after the first (N1 - (i + 1)) class 1 arrivals if 
the packet in service is class 2. Therefore, 
.5 
.t1 L q(i,j)a1(i,j)L(N1- i,.X1,b1(:z:)) 
i>O,j~O 
+ L q(i,j)a2(i,j)L(N1- i- 1,.X1, b2(:z:)) (21) 
i>O,i~O 
The idea for computing -'12, the average number of losses 
of packets of the two classes during a service time is similar 
but more complicated. Again, suppose there are (i,j) packets 
in the system at the beginning of a service time. First, let 
us consider the case where the next packet to be served is 
a class 1 packet. Let t = Min{N1 - i, N - i- j} and y = 
Maz{O, N2- j}. t can be thought as the maximum number 
of class 1 arrivals during the service time wltich result in no 
packets being lost or pushed out, and y is the number of 
unoccupied buffer spacea that only class 2 packets can take. 
(N - i- j) ia the total number of unoccupied buffer spaces 
at the beginning of the service time. Assuming that there 
are k and l arrivals from classes 1 and 2, respectively, during 
a service time beginning at state (i,j), the number of total 
losses of packets of the two classes during the service time is 
l- (N- i- j- k) 
if k ~ t & l > N - i - j - k 
k- t 
if k > t & l ~ y 
k-t+l-y 




Therefore, the average num her of packets of the two classes 
loat during a class 1 service time beginning at ( i, j) is 
•u l(aJ) 
:;:: 1oo ~ ~ (.>.lz)k -J.,~ (.>.:~z)' -J.,z 
o L...J ~ A:! e l! e 
1:0 I:N -•-J -1+1 
(l- (N- i- j- A:))b1(z)dz + 100 f t (>.~~)& e-J.,z 
O 1:t+11:0 
(.>.~;)' e->-••(A:- t)b1(z)dz + 100 f f (.>.~~) 1 e-J.,z 
0 1=t+11=v+1 
(.>.:az)' J. • 
-1!-e- 2 (A:- t + l- y)b1(z)dz 
). t 
= / L(A: + l)II(A: + 1, 2: (N- i- j- A:), .>.1, .>.:~, b1(z))-
1 1:0 
t 
L(N- i- j- A:)II(A:, 2: (N- i- j- A:+ 1), .>.1, .>.:~, b1(:z:)) + 
t 
(.>.1 +.X:a)'li1- LU(A:,.>.ltb1(z)) -t1(2: (t+ 1),.>.1,b1(z))-
' ). t 
L ll(l, >.:a, b1(z))- >.: L(A: + l)II((A: + 1), 2: y, .>.1, .>.:~, b1(:z:))-
1=0 11=0 
yii(? (t + 1), 2: (JI + 1), .>.1, .>.:~, b1(z)) (23) 
The case of the next packet to be served being a class 
2 packet can be derived similarly. The result will be the 
nme except that t and y are calculated slightly differently: 
t = Min{Nl-(i+1),N-i-j} andy= Max{O,Nl-(j-1)}, 
where j ~ 1. 
Let 
g(i, j, t,y, b(z)) = 
~l t(A: + 1)II(A: + 1, ~ (N- i- i- A:), A1, A3, b(z))-
1 •=0 ' 
• 
~)N- i- i- A:)II(A:, ~ (N- i- i- A:+ 1), A1, A3, b(z)) + 
11=0 
• 
(Al + A3)b- LA:!( A:, A1 1 b(z))- tl(~ (t + 1), A1 1 b(z))-
lo:O 
• A • L 11(1, A2, b(z))- A: L(A: + 1)II((A: + 1), ~ 11, A1, A2, b(z))-
l=O lo:O 
yll(~ (t + 1), ~ (JI + 1), A1, A2, b(z)) (24) 
where b = / 0
00 zb(x)dz. Then, .tu, the mean number of losses 
of packets of the two cla.saea in a service time, is 
112 = L q(i,j)a1(i,j)g(i,j,tt(i,j),y1(j),bt(z)) 
i>O.J2:0 
+ L q( i, j)a2( i, j)g(i,j, t2( i,j), 112(j), b2( z)) (25) 
where 
j>O,i2:0 
t1 (i,j) = Min{N1 - i, N- i- j} 
9t(i) = Max{O,N2- j} 
t2(i,j) = Min{Nt- (i + 1), N- i- j} 
g2(j) = M az{O, N2- (j- 1)} 
(26) 
Speci4l Ca..se: if Nt = N, i.e., class 1 packets can take 
any buffer apace in the system, the computation for .ttl is 
much simpler. Suppose there are i and j classes 1 and 2 
packets, respectively, at the beginning of a service time, any 
arrival after the first ( N - i - j) arrivals from both cla.sses 
either is loat or pushes out a class 2 packet .. Therefore, (25) 
is simplified to the following form: 
+ L q(i,j)al( i,j)L(N- i- j, At + A2, b2(x )) (27) 
j>O,i2:0 
6 
6 Exact Computation of the Queue Length 
Distribution and the Mean Waiting 
Time for Class 1 
In thia section, we compute the probability of i, 0 $ i $ N 11 
claas 1 packets in the system at a random time. The result 
is then used to compute the mean wa.iting time of a cla.ss 
1 packet. Since Poiason arrivals see time average [9], the 
probability that there are i, 0 $ i $ Nt, cla.ss 1 packets in 
the system at a random time is equal to the probability that 
there are i cla.ss 1 packets in the system at the arrival time 
of a cla.ss 1 packet . So we will compute the probability from 
the point of view of an arriving class 1 packet. As before, T 
is used to denote a period of time when the system is in the 
steady state. 
Let """• be the probability that a cla.sa 1 packet finds the 
server idle upon its arrival. This ia possible only when there 
is no packet in the system at a service completion time and 
the next &rrival is a cla.ss 1 packet . Therefore, we have 
(A 1 + A2)T(1- ltl)p(O, 0)~ 
AtT 
= (1- ltl)p(O, 0) (28) 
Let a111 , 0 $ k $ Nt, be the average number of class 
1 arrivala which see k class 1 packets in the system upon 
their arrivala during a service time. The population of cla.ss 
1 packets can be divided into two sets: those lost upon their 
arrivala and those served. The class 1 packets lost can see 
only N 1 - 1 or Nt class 1 pa.ckets in the system upon their 
arrivals, while cla.ss 1 pa.cketa served can see 0 $ k :S N1 - 1 
cla.aa 1 packets in the system upon their arrivals . The number 
of lo111es of class 1 packet in a service time is 
where 
and 




4~1 -1 = L q(i,j)a2(i,j)L(Nt- i -1,At,b2(x)) (31) 
j>O,i2:0 
4~1 - 1 and a~1 are the average numbers of class 1 packets lost 
during a service time which see N 1 -1 and N 1 class 1 packets 
in the system upon their arrivals, respectively. 
The average number of class 1 packets served which see 
lc, 0 :S k $ Nt - 1, class 1 packets in the system upon their 
arrivals during a service time can be computed as follows . If 
there is no class 1 packet at the beginning of a service, there 
should be at least k + 1 class 1 arrivals during the service time 
for only the (k + 1).st arrival will observe k class 1 packets 
in the ayatem upon its arrival. H there are i i > 1 cla.ss 
1 packets in the system at the beginning of a 
1
ser~ce,' there 
should be at least k - i + 1 class 1 arrivals during the service 
time for only the (k- i + 1).st arrival will observe k cla.ss 1 
packets in the system upon its arrival. Obviously, i $ k and 
i + 1 < N 1 if a pa.cket of class 2 is in service. Therefore we 
have 
Ei~111 q(i,j)at(i,j)l(?. (k- i + 1), At, bt(z))+ 
Ei~~~ q(i,j)a2(i,j)I(~ (k- i + 1), A1, b2(x)) 
if 0 $ k < Nt- 1 
4111 = Ei~~~~ q(i,j)al(i,j)I(~ (k- i + 1), ,\t, bt(x)) + a~1 _ 1 
if k = N 1 - 1 
(32) 
Now let B~c, 0 $ k $ N1, denote the probability that a 
class 1 packet finds that there are k class 1 packets in the 
system upon ita arrival. B111 is then 
a) H lc = 0: 
Bo = 
= 
b) If k = 1,2, ... ,Nt: 
= 
It ca.n be verified that 
CAt+ A:o~)T(1 -ln)ak 
AtT 








The mean system time of a class 1 packet can be com-
puted by Little's law. The average number of packets in the 
system equals to the mean system time multiplied by the ef-
fective arrival rate. Therefore, the mean waiting time of a 
class 1 packet, w11 is 
(36) 
7 Approximate Mean Waiting Time for 
Class 2 
We are unable to compute the mean waiting time of a class 
2 packet exactly due to the fact that a class 2 packet may 
get pushed out after joining the waiting queue. However, in 
the context of an ATM switch, the loss probability of a class 
2 packet, which can be computed exactly by the method de-
scribed in section 3, is usually very small. When the loss 
probability is small, we ca.n analyze approximately the mea.n 
waiting time of a class 2 packet by overlooking part of lost 
packets. Particularly, in the following we will present an ap-
proximate method of computing the mean waiting time of a 
class 2 packet with the assumption that only those arrivals of 
clus 2 packets which arrive after the first (N- i- j) arrivals 
of class 2 packets during a service time beginning with i class 
1 and j class 2 packets in the system will be lost and there is 
no push-out loss. 
If there are i class 1 a.nd j class packets in the system at 
the beginning of service, (N- i- j) is the number of unoccu-
pied buffer spaces at the beginning of the service. An arrival 
among the first N - i- j arrivals of class 2 packets during 
a service may or may not be lost, depending on the number 
of class 1 packets arrived ahead of it during the service time. 
The arrivalJ of clus 2 packets after the first N - i - j arrivals 
of class 2 are always lost. Thus the number of actual losses of 
class 2 packets in computing the mean waiting time of a class 
2 packet is reduced. We will comment on the accuracy of 
it shortly. As before, we compute the mean number of class 
2 packets in the system at a random time first, which can 
be carried out equivalently by computing the mean number 
seen by an arriving class 2 packet. We then use Little's law 
to compute the mean waiting time. Because of the assump-
tion, the mean number of class 2 packets in the system at a 
random time computed this way is greater tha.n the actual 
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mean number of class 2 packets served. So the mean waiting 
time computed with the assumption is an upper bound of 
the actual mean waiting time. We can also estimate a lower 
bound of the mean waiting time of a class 2 packet as follows. 
Let Nu be the upper bound of the mean number of class 2 
packets computed with the assumption. As the assumption 
suggests, the actual mean number of cla.ss 2 packets in the 
system is greater than Nu(1- l:~). So the error in the mean 
waiting time introduced by the assumption is, by Little's law, 
no more than l:~ fraction of the actual mean waiting time. For 
example, suppose the loss probability of a class 2 packet is 
10-:1, our approximate computation of the mean waiting time 
of a class 2 packet will have an error of less than 1 percent of 
that of exact computation, which is probably acceptable for 
practical interest. 
Similar to the previous section, let cidle be the probability 
that a class 2 packet finds the server idle upon its arrival, then 
Cidle = (1- lu)p(O, 0) (37) 
Let c~:, 0 ~ k ~ N, be the average number of cla.ss 2 
arrivals which see k class 2 packets in the system upon their 
arrivals during a service time. The arrivals of class 2 during 
a service time ca.n be divided into two sets, depending on 
whether they are lost or not upon their arrivals. Let c~, 
N:~ + 1 ~ k ~ N, be the average number of class 2 packets 
in a service time which see k class 2 packets in the system 
upon their arrivals and are loat at the sa.me time due to no 
unoccupied buffer space, then 
c~ = L q(N- k,j)at(N- k,j)L(k- j, A:~, bt(:z:)) 
jd 
+ L q(N- k,j)a:~(N- k,j)L(k- j, A2,b2(:z:)) 
jd 
(38) 
and c~:, 0 ~ k ~ N is 
[E;~~: 1t i+k<N q(i,j)at(i,j)J(~ (k- j + 1), A:~, b1(x))+ 
E;~A: It i+A:<N q(i,j)a2(i,j)/(~ (k- j + 1), A2, b2(x ))] 
if k < N2 
[E;~~: 1t i+A:<N q(i,j)at(i,j)J(~ (k- j + 1), A:z, b1(x ))+ 
E;~A: It i+k<N q(i,j)a2(i,j)/(~ (k- j + 1), A2, b2(x)) + c~] 
if N:~ :S k < N 
if k = N 
(39) 
Let D~:, 0 ~ k ~ N, denote the probability that a cla.ss 2 
packet finds there are k class 2 packets in the system upon 
its arrival. Then 
1. If k = 0: 
Do = 
( 40) 
2. If 0 < k ~ N: 
(~1 + ~l)T(1 - l12)CA: 
~lT 
(~1 + ~l)(1 - l12)ck 
~2 
(41) 
The mean waiting time of a class 2 packet, W2 , is approx-
imately 
(42) 
8 Numerical Examples 
In this section we present some of the experimental compu-
tations conducted in the study. It is a.asumed, in a.ll of our 
examples, that service times for two classes are constant and 
equal to 1. Three service disciplines, namely HOL, SLF And 
LLF, are used for comparison. Let p = ~ 1 + ~2 be the total 
load to the system (since the service time is normalized to 1). 
An admissible load with respect to a certain GOS for classes 
1 and 2, which is specified in terms of loss probabilities and 
mean waiting times for classes 1 and 2 in the study, is the 
maximum total load without violating the GOS. At a given 
load, three different mixes of loads from classes 1 and 2 are 
tried. The three mixes are ~1 = ~2. ~1 = 2~l and 2~ 1 = ~2· 
The first set of examples (Figures 3, 4 and 5), displays 
relationship between admissible loads and total buffer sizes. 
The same GOS are used in three figures with ~ 1 = ~2 in 
Figure 3, ~1 = 2~2 in Figure 4 and 2~1 = ~2 in Figure 5. 
The GOS is 
11 s 10-10 , zl s 10-6 
'W1 S 1.5, wl S 5 
The admissible loads are represented on y-a.xes and total 
buffer sizes N are on x-a.xes where N = N1 is assumed. Three 
curves in each figure correspond to three service disciplines. 
As we can see, HOL administers the largest admissible 
loads with respect to the GOS used here. This is true not 
only for different buffer size but also for different load mixes. 
In Figure 3, the limiting factor of admissible load is loss prob-
&bility of class 2 in all three service disciplines . In Figure 4, 
where ~1 = 2~l, the limiting f&ctor differs with service disci-
plines. For HOL, the limiting factor is the loss probability of 
class 1 when N, the total buffer size, is less than or equal to 
20 and the loss probability of class 2 when N > 20. However, 
at N = 40 both the loss prob&bility and the mean wait-
ing time of class 2 appro&ch the GOS limit simultaneously. 
For SLF, the limiting factor is the loss probability of cla.ss 
1 when N S 38 and the mean waiting time of class 1 when 
N = 40. For LLF, the limiting factor is the loss probability 
of class 1 when N S 12, the loss probability of class 2 when 
12 < N S 32 and the mean waiting time of class 1 when 
N ~ 34. In Figure 5, where 2~1 = ~l, the limiting factor is 
the loss probability of class 2 for HOL, the loss probability of 
class 1 for SLF, the loss probability of class 2 when N S 26 
and the mean waiting time of class 1 when N ~ 28 for LLF. 
The second set of examples (Figures 6 to 11), shows how 
loss prob&bilities and mean waiting times of two classes vary 
with the total load. Again, three service disciplines and three 
load mixes are used. In all these examples, N = N1 = 40 is 
uaumed and the totallo&d changes from 0.05 to 0.95. Figures 
6 to 8 are curves of loss probabilities versus total load with 
~1 = ~l in Figure 6, ~1 = 2~l in Figure 7 and 2~ 1 = ~2 in 
Figure 8. Figures 9 to 11 are curves of mean waiting times 
versus totallo&d with ~1 = ~2 in Figure 9, ~ 1 = 2~2 in Figure 
10 and 2~1 =~lin Figure 11. 
The loss probabilities of LLF surprisingly resemble the 
loaa probabilities of HOL in a.ll three figures. On the other 
hand, the mean waiting times of HOL &nd LLF are in op-
p.osite directions.J!.OL tends to minimize the mean waitin~ 
~tme of class 1 and ma.xmuze the mean waiting hme of class 
~hile LLF tends to equa:Iize the two. Indeed, this resembling 
and contra.st Character between HUt and LLF holds also in 
the next set of numerical examples when N :::::: N 1 and can 
be explained intuitively. It seems that.l9ss probabilities and 
mean waiting times of HOL are least sensitive to the change 
~e;;'tlo ~ J\1 and ~l for a given tota:I load, While LLF • 
and L are more and most sensthve. --
The last set of examples (Figures 12 to 17), shows changes 
of loss probabilities and mean waiting times of two classes 
i!!_h the !treue of N1. Iri. a:Il these examples, N = 40 and 
p - 0.9" ~e aasumed. Figures 12 to 14 are curves of loss 
probabilities versus N1 with ~ 1 = ~2 in Figure 12, ~ 1 = 2~l 
in Figure 13 and 2~1 = ~2 in Figure 14. Figures 15 to 17 
are curves of mean waiting times versus N 1 with ~1 = ~2 in 
Figure 15, ~1 = 2~2 in Figure 16 and 2~1 = ~2 in Figure 17. 
These examples show tha.t once N1 surpasses certain value, 
it no longer significantly a:H'eds the loss probabilities a.nd 
iiiea::n waiLing tlmes. 
--------------------
9 Conclusions 
In this work, we analyzed a. queueing model M 1 , M 2/G1 , G~/ N 
with different scheduling and push-out schemes. Our work 
ca.n be used to evalu&te the performance of an output link of 
ATM switches with two-class priority traffics and ma.y also 
have other &pplications in computer and communications sys-
tems. 
By introducing the function a, we were a.ble to consider 
various scheduling disciplines such a.a HOL, SLF, LLF and 
Random Scheduling. By dividing the total buffer spaces into 
two parts, we cre&ted a. push-out scheme tha.t permits a. con-
trolled share of the buffer spaces between two classes. We 
gave a.n exact aolution for loaa prob&bilities of both cla.sses, 
the queue length distribution and mean waiting time for class 
1. An approxim&te solution for the queue length distribution 
and mean waiting time for class 2 was also obtained. We gave 
a aet of numerical examples which consider the loss probabil-
ities and mean waiting time simultaneously. It remains to 
extend these results to cases of bursty arrivals. 
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Abstract 
Queueing networks with finite buffers can be used to model communication, computer 
and manufacturing systems. We prove that a multi-job class open network with finite 
capacity queues is pathwise-equivalent to a closed queueing network with finite buffers. 
This implies particularly that the two networks have the same queue length distribu-
tion. Furthermore, the service and interarrival time distributions are assumed to be 
general. We prove that such networks are irreducible if the underlying networks with in-
finite capacities are irreducible. Finally, the steady-state distribution of a multi-job class 
queueing network with finite buffers is computed using the steady-state distribution of 
a single job class queueing network with finite buffers. Moreover, we derive the perfor-
mance measures for the individual classes using only the global performance measures of 
the constructed queueing network. 1 
1 Introduction 
Queueing networks with finite capacity queues are useful to model communication, com-
puter and manufacturing systems (7, 8, 13]. Different types of blocking have been studied 
in the literature: blocking-after-service, blocking-before-service, and repetitive-service with 
random or fixed destination (2, 7, 9, 13]. Some equivalencies between queueing networks 
with different blocking mechanisms have been established in terms of steady-state queue 
length distribution (8, 9, 14]. Also some algorithms have been developed to compute 
performance measures in these networks (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12]. However, the majority 
of the results is applicable only to single job class queueing networks with blocking. The 
major goal of this paper is to develop a tool to extend the known results for single job 
class queueing networks to multi-job class queueing networks. The steady-state distri-
bution of a multi-job class queuein~ network with finite buffers is computed using the 
steady-state distribution of a single JOb class queueine; network with finite buffers. More-
over, we derive the performance measures for the ind1vidual classes using only the global 
performance measures of the constructed single job class queueing network with finite 
buffers. This is an extension of the result given in (4] for BCMP networks. However the 
proof in (4] is based explicitly on the product-form solution for multi-job class and single 
job class networks. However, such proof cannot be extended to finite buffer queueing 
networks since a general solution does not exist currently. The constructed queueing net-
work can easily be analyzed and performance measures for each station can be obtained 
by applying any single job class computational algorithm (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12]. We 
prove also that a multi-job class open network with finite capacity queues is pathwise-
1Tbis work was supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. CCR-90-11981. 
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equivalent to a closed queueing network with finite buffers. This implies particularly that 
the two networks have the same queue length distribution. Furthermore, the service and 
interarrival time distributions are assumed to be general. This extends the results given 
in (14] for an exponential single job class queueing network with finite capacities. This 
extension is based on the exploitation of the notion of residual service time distribution 
in spite of memoryless of exponential distributions. We prove also that such networks 
are irreducible if the underlying networks with infinite capacities are irreducible. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we prove the equivalencies between 
open and closed multi-job class queueing networks with finite buffers and general service 
time distributions. In section 3 we extend the result about the irreducibility property 
in queueing networks with infinite buffers to queueing networks with finite buffers. In 
section 4 we construct the single job class queueing network. We show how the routing 
probability matrix can be determined. We state a theorem showing that both queue-
ing networks with single job class and multiple job classes have the same queue length 
steady-state distribution. We show also that the steady state distribution of the multi-
job class queueing network is equivalent to the queue length steady-state distribution 
of the single job class queueing network up to a multiplicative terms depending only 
on the routing probability matrix. We introduce new formulae for the computation of 
performance measures for individual classes in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2 Equivalencies between Open and Closed Networks 
with Finite Buffers 
In (14], Onvural and Perros show that a single job class open queueing network with 
finite capacity queues is equivalent to a closed queueing network with blocking. They 
assume that the interarrival and service time distributions are exponential. The proof 
is essentially based on the memoryless property of the exponential distribution. In the 
following we extend this result to multi-job class queueing networks with blocking and 
to general interarrival and service time distributions using the notion of residual service 
time distribution. 
We consider a multiple job class queueing network with N stations and R classes. 
Jobs may change class membership according to the routing probabilities (P) = (PirJ•) 
where PirJ•, for 1 ~ i,j ~ N; 1 ~ r, s ~ R, is the probability that a job of class r com-
pletes service at station i proceeds to station j and joins class s. The probability that 
an external arrival first enters station j in class s is denoted by Po.i• and the probability 
that a job of class r leaves the network after receiving the service at station i is denoted 
by Pir,O· The transition matrix (P] defines a Markovian process with states identified by 
(i, r). The Markov process is assumed to be decomposable into C ergodic chains, denoted 
by C1 , ••• , Cc. We denote Cic as the set of classes belonging to chain c, (1 ~ c ~ C) at 
node i, (1 ~ i ~ N). We denote also Copen as the set of open chains. The number of 
open chains will be denoted by CO. The terms Po,i• and Pir,o for closed chains will be 
equal to zero. · 
We assume that for each open chain c, the jobs arrive according to a general distri-
bution G0. The service time distribution is assumed to be general a.nd is denoted by Gi 
for class r in station i. For the buffer capacities, we consider two types of stations: 
• A station i is of type C B (common buffer) if there is a common buffer with capacity 
Bi shared by all job classes in this station. 


























































The total capacity of a station i is equal to the buffer capacities plus the number of 
servers denoted by mi. The blocking mechanism for each station may be one of the 
following types: 
• Repetitive-service-blocking with fixed destination 
• Repetitive-service-blocking with random destination 
• Blocking-after:..service 
• Blocking-before-service 
In the following this network will be referred to as r. We assume that r is deadlock 
free (6] and all the buffer capacities (Bi)ieCB, (B[)ieSB are finite. Hereafter, we con-
struct a closed queueing network referred to as e pathwise-equivalent to r: we say that 
two networks are pathwise-equivalent if there is one-to-one correspondence between their 
trajectories. 
Theorem 2.1 The queueing network r is pathwise-equivalent to a closed queueing net-
work 9 composed of N +CO stations. The N'h first stations in 9 have the same charac-
teristics as the Nth first stations in r. The stations enumerated N + 1, ... , N +CO in 9 
are of type CB and contain a single server each. The blocking mechanism for these sta-
tions is repetitive-service-with-random-destination, the service descipline is FCFS, and 
the service time distributions are GN+c = G0 (1 ~ c ~ CO). The routing probability 
from a station N + c, (1 ~ c $ CO) is 
PN+c,ir = Po,ir, r E Cic 
The routing probability to a station N + c, (1 ~ c $ CO) is 
The service time distributions, the blocking mechanism and the routing probabilities for 
the other stations are identical in both networks. The number of jobs in 9 corresponding 
to an open chain c in r is 
Kc = L L BJ + L Bi + L fflj + 1, C E Copen• {1) 
ieSB rEGie ieCB~cEC; cEC; 
Proof. 
In network r a source for an open chain c behaves as a server with a queue containing 
an infinite number of jobs and evolving according to the service time distribution G0. 
So, the server is always busy. The state of the network r can be represented by: for 
each station (1 ~ i ~ N) the state representing the jobs in this station and the jobs 
blocked by this station, and the service residual time distributions of the jobs being 
served; for each source the residual service time distribution of the job being served. The 
constructed closed network 9 is described by the state of the stations i (1 $ i $ N +CO). 
According to the routing probability p* a station N + c (1 ~ c ~ CO), contains only 
jobs belonging to chain c. We identify the stations 1, ... , N in both networks and the 
stations N + 1, ... , N + CO in 9 with the sources in r. For an initial and identical 
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state for the two networks, let us identify_ each job in r with his corresponding job 
in the network 9. For the stations 1 to N the evolution of jobs is identical for both 
networks since the routing _probability, the service time distributions, and the blocking 
mechanisms a.re the same. There is a particular rule for the station N + c in 9 and the 
source c in r. A job blocked in source c of network r is lost. The corresponding job in 
the station N + c in 9 is also blocked and will receive another service according to the 
repetitive blocking discipline. We identify aga.in this job with the successor of the lost 
job in r. This means that we identify the job being served in the station N + c in 9 
and the job in source c in r. This identification can be done because there is always a 
job in station N + c due to condition (1). Moreover, each station N + c (1 :5 c :5 CO) 
in e ca.n be described only by the residual service time of the job being served (as 
for the sources in f). The number of jobs in these stations can be determined by the 
total number of jobs in cha.in c and the number of jobs in chain c in stations 1 ... N. 
Q.E.D. 
3 Irreducibility 
We consider a single job class closed queueing network with N stations, K jobs and ex-
ponential service time distributions. The routing probability P = (Pij) l~i,j<N is assumed 
to be irreducible. For the infinite buffer capacity case, the vector constituted by the 
number of jobs in each station is an irreducible Markov chain. This is due to the fact 
tha.t for a.ny stations i and j, a job can move from station i to station j without any 
chan~es in the nu.mber of jobs in the oth~~ ~tatio!ls: According to the irreducibility of the 
matnx P, there 1s at least a. sequence &J1J2 .• ·JicJ such that PiitPitn .. . pj,j > 0. Then, 
a. job ca.n move with positive probability from station i to station j following the pa.th 
i,j~,h, ... ,j~c,j. In the finite capacity network, these transitions ma.y be not possible 
due to full stations. However, the move from station ito station j may be achieved with 
respect to the full stations. 
Theorem 3.1 We assume that the network is deadlock free and that the routing proba-
bility is irreducible. Then, the Markov process constituted by the number of jobs in each 
station is irreducible. 
Proof. 
The proof is based on three steps. The first step is that from a.ny unblocked state U1 
the network ca.n evolve to any other unblocked state· U2 • This is due to the fact that 
a job can be moved from a station to another without any changes in the remaining 
stations. Consider two stations i a.nd j with a.t least one i'ob at station i and one free 
buffer at station j. Since P is irreducible, there exist a.t east a pa.th i,j1Jh, ... ,j~c,j 
such that PiiJPith .. ·Pj,j > 0. A job from the last station jl(i :5 P :5 j~c) with at least 
one job, before station j can be moved to station j. The rule will be applied recursively 
to stations P, P, ... until station i = j 1, where P ( i :5 P :5 P) is the la.st station with 
a.t least one job, before station j1, and so on. At the end of these transitions, there 
will be one job less in station i, one job more in station j, and the same number of 
jobs in the intermidiate stations. The second step is that there is at least one unblocked 
state U3 who may lead to a. blocked state B1 • To illustrate this step we consider for 
instance, a type 1 stations a.nd BAS blocking mechanism queueing network. Let us 
consider a blocked state Bt = (k1Jk2, ... ,kit-h(kj17 /i1 ),(kn,fn), ... ,(kh,fiL), ... ,kN) 
where ki represents the number of jobs in station i (1 :5 i :5 N), (kn, /i,) represents 
the number of jobs in station j, ( 1 :5 I :5 L) a.nd that this station is blocked by station 
Ji1• This implies that Pit IJ1 > 0, Ph J,2 > 0, ... , Phlh > 0. So, the transition from 
































u3 = (kJ,2,···,kjJ-hkjpk,n, ... ,kN) (unblocked state) to Bl is possible with positive 
f}robability. The third step is that any blocked state B2 can evolve to an unblocked state 
4 due to the deadlock free assumption. Based on these three macro-steps, the network 
can evolve from any state to any other one. 
Q.E.D. 
Note that this theorem can be ~eneralized to multiple chains as follows: if the underlying 
BCMP network contains R Markov chains, then the network with finite buffer capacities 
and deadlock free condition contains also R Markov chains. 
4 Composition of Multi-Job Classes into Single Job 
Class in Queueing Networks with Finite Buffers 
In [4] we prove that the steady-state distribution of a multi-job class BCMP network 
(single chain) is equivalent to a single job class BCMP network steady-state distribution. 
Here we extend this result to networks with finite capacity queues. 
4.1 Model Description 
In this section we consider a multi-job class closed queueing network with N stations 
and K jobs. The routing matrix, denoted by P = (PirJ•)l<iJ~N. l~r.•<R is assumed to 
be irreducible. We assume also that the service does not depend on tile job class. The 
stations have a finite buffer capacities and the blocking mechanism for each station can 
be either RS-FD, BAS, or BBS. The stations are assumed to be of type CB. We refer 
to this network as r. The class of jobs in station i is described by 
where ki is the number of jobs present at station i and kij = 1, ... , R (1 ~ j ~ ki) is the 
class index of the j~h job in the order of the arrivals. The ph job blocked by station i if 
any, is described by ni; = (n!;, n~;) where n]; is the station index of the ph job blocked 
by station i and n~; is the position of that job in station n!;· If station n!; is of Type 
1, then n~; = 1 otherwise (i.e. n1; is of Type 2, 3, or 4) 1 ~ n~; ~ kn:
1
• H the blocking 
mechanism of station n1; is RS-FD or BBS the destination of then~; job in station n1; 
is station i. We denote by bi the number of jobs blocked by station i, and by b;i the 
number of jobs blocked in station j by station i (bi = Lf:1 bi;). The blocking state of 
station i is described by the vector 
The state of station i is defined by ki = (f<i, Ni), and the state of the entire network is 
represented by the vector 
(2) 
The description k is sufficiently detailed to take into account the class property. The 
blocked state description Ni does not give the class of the blocked jobs by station i to 
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avoid the redundancy. The class of such job can be determined by the position in its 
station and the class description k. As will be shown, the evolution of the number of 
blocked and unblocked jobs can be determined using only the state-space 
(3) 
where ki = (ki,nl1 ,n~2 , ••• ,n~b,). 
Hereafter, we describe a single job class dosed network with the same queue length 
distribution as f. In addition, the steady-state distribution of network f is obtained 
using only the queue length distribution and an argument from combinatorics theory. 
4.2 Constructing Single Job Class Queueing Network 
An analysis of "to-belong-to-a-class" property is needed in order to study the queue 
length distribution separately of the classes. For a tagged job a in r, we define the 
Markovian chain (Yn, Zn)n<l where Yn and Zn are the station and the class indexes of 
the tagged job at the n'h tr'insition. The transition matrix of the Markovian chain is also 
the routing probability matrix [P]. So, the steady-state distribution (eirh~i~N.t~r~R of 
(Yn, Zn)n9 is the solution of the traffic equation: 
N R 
eir = L L e;.p;.,ir (4) 
j=l•=l 
N R 
1 = LLeir· (5) 
i=l r=l 
We denote by ei and er/i for the tagged job a, respectively the steady-state distribution 
to be at station i (just before a transition) and its steady-state distribution to be of class 
r given that it is at station i, i.e., 
ei = P(Yn = i) 
er/i = P(Yn = i, Zn = r/Yn = i). 
(6) 
(7) 
Lemma 4.1 For a tagged job a, the steady-state distribution ei to be at station i and its 
steady-state distribution er/i to be of class r, given it is at station i are computed from 
R 
ei = Lei• 
•=1 




This lemma is a direct consequence of the probability measure and the conditional prob-
ability definitions as given hereafter. 
e, = P(Yn = i) 
R 
= L 
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Lemma 4. 2 A tagged job is routed from station i to station j, without considering its 
class with the following probability [Q] = (Qij )t~iJ~N, where 
R R 
Qij = L L er/iPirJ•· 
r=l•=l 
Proof. 
By definition, we have 
qii = E(Yn+t = jfYn = i] 
{10) 
where E denotes the expectation. According to the conditional probability definition, we 
have 
R 
Qij = E E[Yn+l = j, Zn+l = s/Yn = i] 
~ ~ [ . I . ] P(Yn = i, Zn = r) 
= LJ LJ E Yn+t = J, Zn+t = s Yn =a, Zn = r P(Y. _ .) 
r=l •=1 n -I 
R R 
= L L er/iPirJ•· 
r=l•=l 
Q.E.D. 
Now we can construct the equivalent single job class queueing network which we denote 
by e. The network e contains N stations and K jobs and each station has the same 
queueing discipline (Type 1,2,3 and 4) and the same blocking mechanism (RS-FD, BBS, 
and BAS) as in network r. The routing probability matrix for network e is [Q] = (qi;) 
given by expression (10). The service time distributions and the buffer capacities are 
identical for both networks. 
4.3 Steady-State Distributions 
In the following, the performance measures related to the network r (respectively network 
e) will be indexed by r (respectively e). We convene that X( I) is equal to i if the I'" 
job in station i is not blocked and it is equal to the index of the destination station if 
the job is blocked. Zi(l) is the class of this job. 
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Theorem 4.1 
fa} The network r and the network e have the same number of blocked and unblocked 
jobs steady-state distribution, i.e. 
{11} 
{b) The steady-state distribution of network r is given by 
N •• rA eArrrr P (K) = P (k) ez;(l)/Y;(l) {12} 
i=ll=l 
Proof. 
Firstly, the class of a tagged job a in network r is governed by the same rules as a single 
job in the network since the routing probability does not depend on the blocking scheme 
neither on the number of jobs. For this reason, we excluded RS-RD blocking mechanism 
from this model. Secondly, the class of each job evolves independently from the others. 
According to definitions (2) and (3) of the states k and k, we have 
The conditional probability definition gives 
r A rA r . A . 
P (K) = P (k)P (l';(1), Zi(1), ... , l';(~), Zi(k;), 1 Sa :S Nlk, l';(1), ... , l';(~), 1 Sa S N) 
Using the independence property explained in the beginning of the proof, we obtain 
N •• 
Pr(K) = Pr(k) II II Pr(l';(l), Z;(l)ll'i(l)) 
i=ll=l 
The steady-state distribution of a tagged job to be of certain class given it is in a certain 
station (see equation (7)) implies: 
pr(l';(l), Z;(l)ll'i(l)) = ez;(l)/Y;(l) 
Henceforth 
N ., 
rA rArrrr P (K) = P (k) ez,(j)/Y;(j) 
i=l j=l 
All we need now is to prove that pr(k) = J>9(k), which will be done using the global 
balance equation for both networks. Remark that ( k) is a Markov process in network e 
but not in r. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all stations are of type 1. Three 
different types of transitions may lead to the state k (in network r): 
[a] Transiti· 
j. We c 
station 
state he. 
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[a] Transition from a station to another one: A job moves from station i to station 
j. We assume in this case that station i is neither blocked nor blocking another 
station (b, = 0 ). The set of blocked stations will be denoted by .6. The initial 
state bas to be ]'irJ(K) where ]'irJ(K) is the same state as k but with one more 
job of class r at the the first position in station i and one less job in station j in 
the last position. If we denote s the class of the job in the last position in station 
j for k i.e. s = kj~c1 , This transition occurs with rate l'i(k, + 1 )PirJ•· 
[b] Deblocking transitions: A job of class r in the first postion at station i0 = i moves 
in class s to station j. We assume that station i 0 is blocking at least one station. 
We denote the consecutive blocked stations by i 1 ••• , it, i.e. i 1 is the first station 
blocked by station i0 , i2 is the first station blocked by station ih and so on (I ~ 1 ). 
The initial state Dio,iJ ... ,i,rJ(.k) that may lead to state .k is as follows: the state of 
station j is the same as .kj but minus the last job which is in class s = kj~c1 • The 
state of station i 0 = i is the same as .ki but minus the last job and plus a job in 
class r in the first position. There is also one more station i 1 blocked by station 
i in the first position. The state of station i9 (1 $; g $; I - 1) is the same as K9 
but minus the last job and. plus a job in class ki,o = ki,-l,lci, in the first position. 
For g $; I - 1 there is also one more station i9 +l blocked by station i 9 in the first 
position. This transition occurs with rate l'i(k, + 1 )PirJ•· 
[c] Blocking transitions: A job of class r in station i would move in class s to a full 
station j i.e. kj = Bj. So, the job is blocked. In fact, station i is the last blocked 
station for the state K i.e. i = n}bJ, and s is the class of the first job in station i 
i.e. s =kit· The initial state has to be BirJ(k) where BirJ(.k) is the same state 
as .k but with the first job in station i in class r in spite of class s, and minus the 
last blocked job in station j. This transition occurs with rate p;(k;)PirJ•· 
The global balance equation, according to the transitions described above is given by 
Pr(K) L Pi(ki) = 
if A 
R 
L L LPr(yirJ(K))Pi(k, + 1)PirJ• 
ifA,b;=O i•.t.lci <BJ r=l 
R 
+ L L L L pr(Dio,iJ ... ,i,rJ(k))pi(ki + 1)PirJ• 
ifA,b,>Oj•.t.lcJ<BJ r=l iJ ... i, 
R 
+ L L pr(BirJ(K))p,(ki)PirJ• 
bJ >O,i=n~~J r=l 
We derive from the definitions of K and k and by summing over all the classes that 
L pr(K) = pr(k). 
da .. e• 
In a similar way, we obtain by summing over all the classes but cJass r that 
L Pr(T'rJ(K)) = Pr(T'J(k))er/i 





L pr ( Dir,j ( K)) = pr ( Di,j ( k ))er /i 
cl11 .. e• 
(I6) 
(I7) 
The notations Ti.i(k), Bi.i(k)) and Di.i(k)) are self-explanatory and define the states 
that may lead to state k in network e. We deduce from equations (I4)-(I7), and from 
definition (IO) of Qij that 
Pr(k) L #Ji(ki) = L L Pr(riJ(i:))JJi(ki + l)Qij 
ifA,6;=0 j•.t.lc1 <B1 
+ L L L Pr(Dio,iJ ... ,i,.;(k))JJi(ki)Qi; 
ifA,b;>Oj •. t.ki<B1 iJ ... i, 
++ (I8) 
Equation (I8) is in fact the global balance equation of network e. Thus by unicity of 
the solution of such equation, we deduce that 
pr(k) = pe(k). 
Q.E.D. 
In the following we assume that the performance measures such as mean number of 
unblocked jobs hi and the mean number of jobs hi; blocked in station i by station j 
for network e are completely determined. This step may be done using an analytical 
solution as in [I, 2, 3, 5, IO, 11, I2]. 
5 Performance Measures for Multi-Job Class Queue-
ing Network 
We denote by hir the number of unblocked jobs of class r in station i and by ba;r the 
number of jobs of class r blocked in station i by station j. We define also the following 
rates for the i'h station (I $ i $ N) 
(19) 
Theorem 5.1 The mean number of unblocked jobs hir of class r in station i and the 
mean number of blocked jobs bijr of class r in station i by station j are computed by 
h· I 
"R L..r=l Oirl 
bijr = Otrlbijl, for 1 $ i $ N, 1 $ r $ R. 









































According to Theorem 4.1 and to combinatorics theory, the steady-state distribution 
that there are h,r and bsjr jobs regardless of their positions in the queue is a multinomial 
distribution i.e., 
Pr(hin bijr 1 ~ i,j ~ N 1 ~ r ~ R) = Pe(h,, bij 1 ~ i,j ~ N) 
X fi (hir 1 ~ r ~ R) 
•=1 h, 
X IT (bijr 1 ~ j ~ ~ 1 ~ r ~ R) 
i=l b,, 
N R N N R 
X II II (er/i)hir II II II (er/j)b,ir 
i:lr=l i=lj:lr=l 
So the conditional expectation of hir and bijr knowing h1 and blm 1 ~ l,m ~ N, are 
obtained by 
E[hir/ h1, blm, 1 ~ I, m ~ N] = ·Pe(hl, blm 1 ~ I, m ~ N)hier/i 
E[bijr/ h1, blm, 1 ~ /, m ~ N] = Pe(hl, blm 1 ~ I, m ~ N)b,jer/ j 
(24) 
(25) 
By computing the expectation over hi and bij in equations (24) and (25), we obta.in the 
mea.n number of blocked and unblocked jobs of class r in station i 
hir = shier/i 
bijr = Tbijer/j 
where S and T are two constants independent of the classes. Thus, we deduce that 
hir er/i 
(26) 
hit = - = Oirl, el/i 
bijr = er/j (27) 
bijl 
- = Ojrl 
el/i 




We introduced a new concept which allows to construct a queueing network with finite ca-
pacity queues containing a single composite job class. This constructed queueing network 
model has the same number of blocked and unblocked jobs distribution as the originally 
given multi-job class queueing network with finite capacity queues. In addition, their 
steady-state distributions ar~ equal up to a multiplicative term depending only on the 
routing probability matrix. The performance measures of the multi-job dass queueing 
network with finite buffers are deduced from the performance measures of the single job 
class queueing networks. 
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Abstract 
In order to verify that a blocking network with multiple routing chains is deadlock-free, 
all cycles in the network need to be tested whether they satisfy the deadlock freedom 
conditions. Networks with so-called tandem sequences are characterized by a high number 
of cycles. Finding all cycles in a blocking network with tandem sequences is computational 
impractical if the size of the network is large. It is shown that the effort of finding all 
cycles can be reduced by substituting each tandem sequence in a blocking network with 
a single station. If the substitute network is deadlock-free then the original network is 
deadlock-free. A method is devised that provides a deadlock-free buffer allocation with 
a minimum total number of buffers for blocking networks with tandem sequences. It is 
shown that a deadlock-free and minimal buffer allocation for networks consisting of only 
one tandem sequence can be directly obtained. 
1 Introduction 
In this work we consider the so-called blocking-after-service (BAS), also referred as type 
1 or manufacturing blocking mechanism [1]. A job upon service completion at a station 
i attempts to enter the destination station j. If station j is full at that moment, the job 
is forced to wait in station i's server until it can enter destination station j. The server 
remains blocked for this period of time. It cannot serve other jobs waiting in the queue. 
Finite station capacities and blocking can introduce a deadlock situation. In a simple 
example, a deadlock may occur if a job which has finished its service a.t station i's server 
wants to join station j. If station i is full the job is blocked in station i. Another job 
which has finished service at station j now wants to proceed to station i which is also 
full. It blocks the jth station. Both jobs are waiting for each other. As a result a 
deadlock situation arises. There are two possible solutions for the deadlock problem: 
Either include a. strategy to handle deadlocks in the model or simply restrict oneself to 
cases where deadlock is impossible. We select the second approach and find conditions 
under which a. multiple chain blocking network is deadlock-free. Kundu and Akyildiz [3] 
showed that queueing networks with a single routing chain are deadlock-free if the number 
of jobs in the network is less than the capacity of the directed cycle with minimal capacity. 
• This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCR-90-11981 
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I job of chain 1 
I job of chain 2 
Figure 1: Blocking Network with 2 chains. 
However, the conditions for deadlock freedom with multiple routing chains become very 
complex due to interactions between routing chains. 
We demonstrate these interactions in the network model given in Figure 1. There are 
2 stations and 2 routing chains in the model. Let Bir denote the buffer of chain r at 
station i (fori, r = 1, 2) and let Kr denote the total number of jobs in chain r (r = 1, 2). 
Let the parameters be given by K1 = 5, K2 = 6, B 11 = 3, B21 = 3, B 12 = 4 and B22 = 3. 
Here a deadlock situation occurs, even though the condition for deadlock freedom given 
in [3] are satisfied for each routing chain in isolation. 
In addition to determining the conditions for deadlock freedom another important 
issue is the allocation of station capacities in a queueing network such that deadlocks 
cannot occur. Akyildiz and Liebeherr (2] proved the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for deadlock freedom in multiple chain queueing networks with blocking. They presented 
an algorithm that computes a deadlock-free buffer allocation with the least number of total 
buffers. The algorithm generates the set of so-called buffer cycles. Finally, the deadlock-
free allocation with the minimum total number of buffers is obtained by applying linear 
programming techniques. 
However, for certain network topologies it is computationally impractical to compute 
all buffer cycles. In this study we show for the class of blocking networks with so-called 
tandem sequences that the effort to find a deadlock-free allocation with minimum number 
of buffers can be reduced. .. 
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In section 2 we specify 
the class of queueing networks which is considered in this study. We review the deadlock 
freedom conditions and the buffer allocation algorithm presented in [2]. In section 3 we 
are concerned with finding a minimal deadlock-free buffer allocation for blocking networks 
with tandem sequences. If the entire network constitutes a single tandem sequence we 
prove that a minimal deadlock-free buffer allocation can be directly obtained. We show 
that for blocking networks with tandem sequences a minimal deadlock-free buffer alloca-
tion can be obtained from a substitute network with a simpler structure. In section 4, we 





















2 Deadlock Freedom in Multiple Chain Blocking 
Networks 
2.1 Model Description 
We consider a closed queueing network r with the following properties: 
a) The system consists of N stations and R disjoint routing chains. Stations and 
routing chains are referred to by their indexes. Let .N and 'R denote the set of 
stations and routing chains, respectively. Let 'Ri ~ 'R denote the set of routing 
chains visiting station i. Let .Nr ~ .N denote the set of stations visited by routing 
chain r. 
b) Each station i has a single server. The service time distribution and the scheduling 
discipline of a station is arbitrary, but non-preemptive. 
c) Each station keeps separate buffers for jobs from different routing chains. Bir de-
notes the buffer at station i (excluding the server) for jobs from routing chain r 
(i E .N, r E 'R,). Each buffer may accommodate only a finite number of jobs. Let 
cp be an assignment of capacities to the buffers of r, i.e., 
4>: {B;rli E Jv', r E 'R;}-+ {0, 1,2, ...... } (1) 
Note that a buffer can have infinite capacity ((p(Bir) = oo) or no capacity at all 
( (p(Bir) = 0). 
d) The number of jobs in the system is fixed at 
(2) 
where 
for r = 1, ... ,R (3) 
represents the total number of jobs in routing chain r, and kir is the number of 
jobs of chain r in the i-th station (in buffer and server). The state of the network is 
represented by a vector 1£ = (1£.1 , 1£.2 , ••• , i£N) where l£i is a vector ( ksr1 , kir'l, ... , kiri'R; 1) 
with ru E n, (u = 1, 2, ... ' IRs I). The total capacity of station i is computed by 
Lre'R, cp ( B;r) + 1. 
e) A job of routing chain r which has received service in station i proceeds to the 
station j with probability Pij,r (for i,j E .N, r E 'Rs and r E 'Rj)· The number of 
jobs in the buffer of station j for jobs of chain r cannot exceed its capacity (p( Bjr ). 
If Bjr is saturated, i.e., kjr = (p( Bjr ), the job of chain r is blocked at buffer Bjr and 
has to remain in the server of station i until a place in Bjr becomes available. This 
is the BAS (blocking-after-service) blocking mechanism. 
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2.2 Deadlock Freedom Conditions 
The following definitions are needed to state the conditions for deadlock freedom of a 
network r. 
Definition 1 A buffer cycle (of length t - 1 {1 :::; t - 1 :::; INIJ} is a sequence of buffers 
c = ( Ba1 P1' Ba,p1, .•• , Ba,_l Pt-1' Ba,p,) such that 
UuEN (1 :::; u :::; t) 
u, = 0'1 (4) 
Pu E ~ .. , Pu+l E ~ .. , Pa,.a,.+1·P .. +1 > 0 (1 :::; u < t). 
Let C denote the set of all buffer cycles in r. 
Definition 2 The set of stations with buffers from routing chain r in buffer cycle C is 
defined by 
s~C) = {i I Bir E C,i E N,r E ni} (5) 
The necessary and sufficient deadlock freedom conditions for multiple chain blocking 
networks are given by the following theorem [2]. 
Theorem 1 (DLF condition) A multiple chain queueing network r is deadlock-free (DLF) 
if and only if for all C E C with C = (Ba1p1 , Ba,p1 , ••• , B471 _ 1p1_ 1 , Ba1 p1 ) there exists a rout-
ing chain r E R such that: 
(6) 
In other words, each buffer cycle must contain at least one routing chain which cannot 
both saturate the buffers of its chain in the cycle and have blocked jobs waiting at the 
saturated buffers. If the DLF condition (equation (6)) is satisfied for a buffer cycle C 
they are clearly satisfied for all cycles which include the buffers of cycle C as a subset. 
Therefore, it is not required to test the DLF condition for all buffer cycles to guarantee 
deadlock freedom of the network. This is formalized in the following Lemma [2]. 
Lemma 1 Given a multiple chain queueing network r and the set of all buffer cycles C 
of r. For any C', C" E C let C' ~ C", if the set of buffers in C' is a subset of the set of 
buffers in C". Let C ~ C be such that 
(VC', C" E C)( C' ~ C"). (7) 
Then, r is deadlock-free if the DLF condition (equation (6)) is satisfied for all C E C. 
2.3 Deadlock-Free Buffer Allocation Algorithm 
Once the conditions for a deadlock-free network are known, the problem of finding a 
deadlock-free allocation with the least number of buffers can be investigated. We define 
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Figure 2: Tandem Network. 
Definition 3 A buffer allocation 4>* for a queueing network r is optimal if: 
(i) 4>* satisfies the DLF condition (equation (6}} for all C E C, 
(ii} ~- is minimal, i.e.' no deadlock-free allocation 4> for r allocates less capacities to 
the buffers of r than ~-: 
L L 4>*(Bir) ~ L L 4>(Bir) (8) 
iEJI rE'R, iEJI rE'R; 
In (2], an algorithm was presented that gives an optimal buffer allocation for a blocking 
network r with I<r jobs in each chain r. The computational effort to obtain an optimal 
buffer allocation is dependent on the number of buffer cycles in the network. In the 
following section we show that the optimization procedure can be made computationally 
efficient even if the number of cycles in the network grows large. 
3 Special Network Topologies 
Even though the optimal buffer allocation algorithm is applicable to all network topolo-
gies, the computational complexity of the algorithm increases with the size of C, the set 
of cycles where no cycle is a subset of another. For some networks, the size of C can make 
the optimization algorithm impractical. As a worst case consider the network in Figure 2. 
Here, Cis identical with the set of all buffer cycles in the network. Note that in the net-
work in Figure 2 the set C contains R5 cycles. In the following we show that obtaining an 
optimal buffer allocation can be simplified, if we take advantage of structural properties 
of the network. Here we consider two types of networks, so-called tandem networks which 
have a topology as shown in Figure 2, and networks with so-called tandem sequences, i.e., 
networks that contain tandem networks as subnetworks. 
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Definition 4 Given a multiple chain queueing network r. 
1. A tandem sequence is a sequence of stations ( ~e 1 , ~e 2 , ••• , ~e._ 1 , ~e.) such that 
'R"• = 'R""' (1 ~ v,w ~ s) 
('v'r E 'R".)(p"•"•+ 1 ,r = 1) (1 $ v < s) (9) 
('v'r E 'R"• ){pi"•+l•r = 0) (1 $ V < s, i ::j; ICv ). 
!. A tandem network r with s stations is a tandem sequence (IC], IC2, •.• , Ks, ICS+d 
where Kt = KS+J • 
Next we show that finding an optimal buffer allocation can be simplified if the network 
is a tandem network or contains tandem sequences. In the next subsection we prove that 
optimal buffer allocations for tandem networks with blocking can be obtained without 
running any optimization procedure. Then we prove for blocking networks with tandem 
sequences that the efforts to find an optimal buffer allocation can be greatly reduced. 
3.1 Optimal Buffer Allocation for Closed Tandem Networks 
In the next Lemma we show that an optimal buffer allocation for a tandem network 
assigns nonzero buffer spaces to the buffers of only one station. 
Lemma 2 For a tandem network r with S stations and R routing chains, the following 
buffer allocations ~i (i E JV) are optimal: 
Proof: 
{1) ~i is a deadlock-free allocation 
if j = i and LpER\{r} Kp ~ S and L~=l Kr ~ S 
if j = i and LpER\{r} KP < S and L~=l Kr ~ S 
if j = i and L:~=l Kr < S 
if j # i 
for j E N and r E 'R. 
(10) 
Let us first consider the case: L:~=I Kr < S. In this case, no state exists where all stations 
of r are occupied. Hence, for each cycle C there exists a chain r' E 'R with: 
(11) 
which satisfies equation (6). For the other cases, consider i = IC (1 $ IC $ S). In a tandem 
network, each buffer cycle C has to contain a buffer from station ~e, say B"T ( T E 'R). 
Since: 
~"(B"T) = KT 
~"(BICT) = KT- LpER\{T} Kp 
We obtain for either case: 
1\ IS!C)I > 0, if LpeR\{T} Kp ~ S, 
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This satisfies the DLF condition for chain T in Cycle C. 
(£) 4>i is minimal 
Since buffer allocation 4>i is a deadlock-free allocation we can use it as an upper bound 
for any minimal allocation. To prove the minimality of allocations ~i for chain r (r E 'R.) 
we will show that any other allocation which allocates the same total capacities to the 
buffers as 4>i will contain a deadlock. We have to distinguish four cases: 
{a} L:~=l Kr < S 
In this case, no capacity is allocated to any buffer, i.e., 4>i is minimal. 
(b) Kr ~ S and Lpen\{r} Kp ~ S 
Assume there exists an allocation 4»• different from any 4>i with Lie.N'r 4»•(Bir) = Kr. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that R = 2 with two chains r and r'. Let m 
(m < S) be such that m buffers in chain r (Bif. 1r, Blf.2 r, ... , Blf.mr) satisfy: 
m 
L 4»·(Bif.,r) + m > I<r· (14) 
•=1 
Since J(r > S we have: 
s 
L 4>·(Bif.,r) + (S- m) < Kr, (15) 
s 
L 4>•(Bif.,r) < m. (16) 
•=m+l 
Because of (15) chain r' must satisfy: 
m 
L $•(Bif.,r•) + m > Kr'· ( 17) 
•=1 
This allows to perform an induction over m. 
Induction start: m = 1. 
Then 4»• is equal to al1ocation 4>1(1 • But this violates the assumption that 4>• is different 
from any allocation $i. 
Induction assumption: 
Assume that form= 1-1 no deadlock-free allocation 4»• exists with Lie.N'r 4»•(Bir) = Kr 
which satisfies (14). 
Induction step: m = I 




Assume a state where the jobs of chain r occupy all buffer space in (BK1n Blf.3 r, ... , Blf.1_ 1r) 
and occupy servers (~es, ~~: 2 , ••• , ~~:,_ 2 ). Assume further that jobs from chain r' occupy Blf.,r' 
and the server of station "1-I· Note that due to the induction assumption: 
1-1 




If the remaining jobs from class r and r' can be distributed over the remaining S - I 
stations such that all these stations are blocked, then a deadlock occurs. Since any cycle 
C E C' must be deadlock-free, the following condition must hold: 
1-1 
S -/ > (Kr- L ~*(BK,r)- (/- 1)) + (Kr'- Blr'- 1)- Z. (21) 
•=1 
with z = L:;=I+14>'"(Bif.,p,) (p, E {r,r'}). Let Zr (zr•) be the sum of buffer capacities of 
chain r (r') which are allocated to buffers Blf.,+JP' BI(1+3 P, ... , Blf.sP of C, i.e., 
s s 
Zr = L (4>'"(BK,r) ·7](C, K, r)) Zr' = L ( 4>* ( BK,r') · 17( C, K, r')) (22) 
•=1+1 •=1+1 
with: 
(c ') { 1 if BK,r E C 17 ' ~~:, r = 0 otherwise (23) 
Note that Zr, Zr• < l (equation (16)). Then for chain r: 
I 
L ~'"(Bif.,r) + l- Zr = Kr. (24) 
•=I 
We obtain for equation (21 ): 
S -/ > I<r- (J<r -/ + Zr- Blr)- (/- 1) + I<r'- Blr'- 1- z, (25) 
We can choose a cycle C from C' such that Zr + z ~ l. Then : 
(26) 
Now, consider the set of cycles 
C"= 
{ (Bif.Jr'' Blf.-ar'' ... 'Blf.,_Jr'' Blf.,r, BI(I+1PI+1' Blf.l+lPI+l' ... 'Blf.SPS) I p. E {r, r'}} 
(27) 
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Adding up (26) and (28), we obtain: 
2S > Kr + Kr' (29) 
But this is a contradiction, since Kr ~ S and Kr' ~ S. Therefore, for m = I, ~· is not 
deadlock-free. 
(c) Kr ~ S and LpER\{r} KP < S 
Since in this case 
IS~C)I > S- L Kp 
pER\{r} 
(30) 
we can construct a tandem network r from r with S stations and K p jobs in chain p 
with: s = L: K p 
pER\{r} 
n = n (31) 
J(r Kr- (S- L: Kp) 
pER\{r} 
Kp = Kp (p E "R \ {r}) 
Per construction, r contains a deadlock if r contains a deadlock. Since LpER\{r} Kp ~ s, 
case (b) applies. 
{d) Kr < S and LpeR\{r} Kp ~ S 
Since in this case 
L IS~C)I > S- Kr (32) 
pER\{r} 
we can construct a tandem network f from r with S stations and K p jobs in chain p 
with: s = Kr 
n = n (33) 
Kr /(r 
Kp = Kp- kp (p E "R \ {r}) 
with: 
L kp = S- Kr (34) 
pER\{r} 
Per construction, r contains a deadlock if r contains a deadlock. Since Kr ~ S, case (b) 
applies. 0 
If R = 1, then LpeR\{r} Kp = 0. Therefore, an optimal buffer allocation for a single 
chain network can be obtained from Lemma 2 by: 
(35) 
From the proof of Lemma 2, we can follow immediately: 
--~--~----------------~~-----~·--~--~ 
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Corollary 1 . A buffer allocation ~· for a tandem network with S stations and R routing 
chains with Lpe'R\{r} Kp ~ S (for 1 ::; r ::; R) is optimal, if and only if there exists an 
i EN such that for all j EN andrE 'R;: 
(36) 
3.2 Optimal Buffer Allocation for Networks with Tandem Se-
quences 
With Lemma 2 we are able to directly give an optimal buffer allocation without running 
any optimization. However, the Lemma is only applicable for the special class of tandem 
networks. Next we show how to take advantage of the regularity of networks which contain 
a tandem sequence, i.e, contain a network like the network in Figure 2 as a subnetwork. 
The following Lemma prepares the so-called Reduction Lemma which will be presented at 
the end of this section. The Reduction Lemma allows to perform the allocation algorithm 
in [2] on a network where each tandem sequence is substituted by a single station. The 
optimal buffer allocation from the reduced network can be used to obtain an optimal 
allocation for the original network. 
Lemma 3 Given an optimal buffer allocation ~· for a network r. If r contains a tandem 
sequence of S stations ( Kt, K 2 , •.• , Ks-t, Ks), the following buffer allocation ~ is optimal: 
{ 
L~=l~*(B".,r) ifi=Kt 
~(Bir)= 0 ifi=Kvandl<v::;S 
~· ( Bir) otherwise 
(37) 
fori E N,r E 'Ri. 
Proof: ~ is per definition minimal. It remains to be shown that~ yields a deadlock-free 
network. Assume the network with allocation ~ is in a deadlock. The deadlock has to 
be along a cycle which includes one buffer from each of stations (K 17 K2 , .•• , Ks-1, Ks). 
Otherwise, r has a deadlock under ~·. Note that ~· is equal to ~ for buffers of stations 
not in the tandem sequence. Let the buffer cycle which contains a possible deadlock be 
given by: 
Consider the tandem network \ll obtained from r by eliminating the stations not belonging 
to the tandem sequence. Let Nlfl, 'R'll, K"' ,r denote the set of stations, the set of classes 
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Any allocation ~ for network r defines an allocation for \11. Per definition of \If, allocation 
~for \11 violates the DLF condition for cycle C with: 
(41) 
if C in r under ~ violates the DLF condition. According to Lemma 2, we can find a 
minimal and deadlock-free buffer allocation for \11 with: 
if i = lev and 1 < v ~ s. (42) 
Therefore, if ~ contains a deadlock, then the assumption that ~· is optimal for r does 
not hold. 0 
Lemma 4 (Reduction Lemma) Given a network r with a tandem sequence 
(~~: 11 ~~: 2 , ... , Ks- 11 Ks) with r E 'R"1 • Obtain a network f' by substituting the tandem se-
quence in f by a single station K.. Let i be a minimal allocation for f'. Define for all 
r E 'R~ 
M~r =max{ L (Kp- L i(B11,.p)- ISf>l) I C Cycle in f', Bitr E C}. 
pER\{r} l<u:5fM,.E1,.Cl 
(43) 
If the condition holds that: 
M~r + i(B~r) ~ S for all r E 'R~, (44) 
then the following buffer allocation ~- is optimal for r: 
~·(B·) = ~(B;.r)- (S- 1) + M~r ifi = Kl and M;.r < s -1 l 
i(B~r) ifi = K1 and M;.r ~ S- 1 
tr 0 if i = Kv and 1 < V ~ S ( 45) 
i(Bir) otherwise 
fori E .A!, r E 'Ri· 
Proof: 
( 1} ~· is a deadlock-free allocation 
We only have to consider cycles which include buffers from stations of the tandem se-
quence. Assume a cycle C' in f' which includes buffer B;cT1 ( T1 E 'R;c): 
(46) 
C' corresponds to a set of cycles in f: 
C"= 
{(BI11Pl!BI12P'2!"''B"l'TPB"2'12''"''B"STS!'"!BI1,_1Pr-PBI1rPr) I Tv E "R..-rl!l ~ V ~ S} 
(47) 
{a} M;.r 2: S- 1 




Since C' is deadlock-free in f' with i, it follows from (48) and (49) that all C" E C" are 
deadlock-free in r with ~-. 
{b) M;cr < S- 1 
Recall from (45) that in this case ~·(B;cr) < t(B;cr)· If the DLF condition for cycle C' in 
I" is satisfied by chain p :f. r 1, then equations ( 48) and ( 49) hold for chain p. But then, 
the DLF condition for C" E C" in r is satisfied by chain p :f. r 1 • Now assume that chain 
Tt satisfies the DLF condition for cycle C' in r', i.e., 
L ~*(Ba,.T,) + ISf')l > KT1 (50) 
1 <u5fl\a,. e~~') 
Since M;cr < S- 1, at least ((S- 1)- M;cr) of the servers of stations (~~:2, ~~:3 , ... , Ks) have 
to be occupied by jobs of chain r 1 if a deadlock persists in a cycle C" E C". But then: 
(51) 
Note that from (45): 
(52) 
From equations (51) and (52) we see immediately, that chain r 1 satisfies the DLF condi-
tion for all C" E C" of r. 
{2} ~· is minimal 
Because of Lemma 3 we only need to consider allocations which assign capacities to sta-
tion ICt and no capacities at all to stations "'II (1 < v ~ S) in r. Since i is optimal for 
r', network r' will have a deadlock if we assign less capacity than t(BicTl) to buffer BK.T,· 
Take a cycle C in f' with, which satisfies the DLF condition for chain K if a capacity of 
t(B.cT1 ) is assigned to B;cT" but does n~t so if the capacity is (t(B;cTJ- 1). C has the 
same s_:ructure as the cycle in (46). Let C be the set of cyc~es in_ r which correspond to C 
in f'. C has the same structure as set C' in ( 4 7). For a cycle C E C we distinguish two cases: 
{a) M;cr ~ S -1 
In this case, the servers of stations (~~:2 , ~~:3 , • •• , Ks) can be occupied by jo~s of chains from 
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Therefore, any allocation with: 
(55) 
c!oes _not satisfy the DLF condition for chain r1 , and thus, a deadlock persists for all 
bee. 
(b) M;c.,. < S -1 
Here M;c.r
1 
of the servers of stations (~e2 , ~e3 , ••• , ~ts) can be occupied by jobs of chains from 
'R \ { r} without satisfying the DLF condition for any chain p E 'R \ { r }. If condition ( 44) 
holds, then the remaining ((S -1)- M;c.r
1
) servers can be occupied by jobs from chain T1• 
Then: 
(56) 
But then, any allocation with: 
(57) 
does not satisfy the DLF condition for ch~n T!..." We follow from the construction of C 
that network f contains a deadlock for all C E C. 0 
4 Example 
In Figure 3 we show a multiple chain queueing network with a tandem sequence of length 
S = 5. Obtaining an optimal buffer allocation algorithm for networks which include 
a tandem sequence is a formidable task because of the high number of cycles. Even 
after eliminating those cycles that are a superset of other cycles according to Lemma 1, 
the network in Figure 3 contains 2561 cycles that have to be considered for the buffer 
allocation algorithm. With the Reduction Lemma (Lemma 4) we can replace the tandem 
sequence, i.e., stations (6, 7, 8, 9, 10), by a single station. The reduced network contains 
only 11 cycles which have to be considered for the optimization. Since the Reduction 
Lemma is valid only if the condition in equation ( 44) is satisfied, we have to show that the 
reduction is valid. Note that none of the cycles (C11 C2 , ... , C11 ) includes buffers from all 
routing chains and /(,. > S for r = 1, 2, 3, 4. Therefore, condition ( 44) is clearly satisfied 
for all routing chains. 
Applying the optimization algorithm in (2] to the reduced network yields an optimal 
buffer allocation i. If we let B{6,7,8 ,9,1o},r (for r = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the chain-r-buffer 
of the station which replaces the tandem sequence in the reduced network we obtain an 
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Figure 3: Multiple Chain Queueing Network with a Tandem Sequence. 
optimal allocation for the network in Figure 3 by: 
• { 4>(B{6,7,8,9,10},r) if i = 6 
~ (Bir) = 0 if i E {7, 8, 9, 10} 
~( B,r) otherwise 
5 Conclusions 
We investigated deadlock-free buffer allocations in blocking network with multiple routing 
chains. In order to show that a network is deadlock-free, all cycles in the network need 
to satisfy the deadlock freedom condition. Networks with so-called tandem sequences are 
characterized by a high number of cycles. Therefore, finding all cycles becomes compu-
tational impractical even for small networks. We showed that the problem of finding all 
cycles can be dealt with by substituting tandem sequences of a queueing network with 
single stations. The s<rcalled Reduction Lemma guarantees that an optimal deadlock-free 
buffer allocation for the substitute network is an optimal deadlock-free buffer allocation 
for the original network. In addition, an optimal deadlock-free buffer allocation for net-
works consisting of only one tandem sequence can be directly obtained without applying 
any optimization procedure. 
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Two models of closed queueing networks with blocking after service and multiple job classes are 
analyzed. The first model is a network with N stations and each station has either Type I I or 
Type I I I. The second model is a. star like queueing network also called a.s central server model in 
which the stations may have either Type I or Type IV, with the condition that the neighbors of 
these stations must be of Type I I or Type I I I such that blocking will be caused only by this set 
of station types. Exact product form solutions are obtained for the equilibrium state probabilities 
in both models. Formulae for performance measures such as throughput and mean number of jobs 
are also derived. 
Key Words: Performance Evaluation, Queueing Networks, Finite Buffer Capacity, Blocl.:ing. 
Deadlock, Equilibrium State Probabilities, Throughput, Mean Number of Jobs. 
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1 Introduction 
In recent years there has been an increased interest in the analysis of queueing networks with block-
ing. This is probably due to the realization that these queueing networks are useful in modelling 
computer systems, communication networks, and flexible manufacturing systems. The set of rules 
that dictate when a station becomes blocked and when it becomes unblocked is commonly referred 
to as the blocking mechanism. There are basically only a few blocking mechanisms that have been 
extensively studied in the literature [3,13]. We consider the so-called blocking after service [3,13] (in 
short form BAS) mechanism, i.e., if a job finishes service at a station and wants to enter a station 
which is full, it stays in the server of the source station, waiting for a space to be available in the 
destination station. This blocking policy is also known type 1 blocking, transfer blocking, manufac-
turing blocking, production blocking and non-immediate blocking in the literature [3,13]. Several 
papers consider this blocking policy [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,12,13,14]. Onvural and Perros [14] and Akyildiz 
and von Brand [4] consider closed queueing networks with BAS mechanism for limited number of 
jobs. Akyildiz and Liebeherr [5) determine necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock-freedom. 
Akyildiz and von Brand [4) considered queueing networks with BAS mechanism. In the first model 
they analyze a two-station model with different types of stations and single class of jobs. They 
derive an exact product form solution for the equilibrium state probabilities. In [4) they also an-
alyze a second model with N stations, multiple classes of jobs and the limited number of jobs 
K = minieN {Bi} + 1, where Bi is the buffer capacity of station i. If the stations that will cause 
blocking are type I station in BC M P model, an exact product form solution is obtained. 
In this paper we consider two models of closed queueing networks with BAS mechanism. In 
both models we assume that there are N stations and R classes of jobs. The first model is a general 
topology network with N stations where each station is either of Type I I or Type I I I (8, 10,11 J. 
The second model is a star like queueing network (also known as a central server model) where the 
central server must have the station Type I or Type IV (8,10,11] and the neighbors must be either 
of Type I I or Type I I I stations. In the second model we assume that the blocking will be caused 
only by the central server. For both models we obtain exact product form solution for equilibrium 
state probabilities. We also derive formulae for performance measures such as throughput and 
mean number of jobs. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 introduce common notations and definitions for 
both models. In section 3 we analyze the first model. In section 4 we investigate the central server 
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2 Basic Model Description 
Both models contain N stations, R job classes and K total number of jobs. The types of stations 
we consider in this paper are from BCM P model [8,10,11): 
• Type I: The service discipline is first-come-first-served (FCFS); all job classes have the same 
service time distribution and the service rate can be state-dependent where ll (k) will denote 
the service rate with k jobs. 
• Type II: There is a single server and the service discipline is processor sharing (PS). Each 
job class may have a distinct service time distribution. 
• Type I I I: The number of servers is greater or equal to the maximum number of jobs which 
can be queued at the station; infinite servers (IS). Each job class may have a distinct service 
time distribution. 
• Type IV: There is a single server and the queueing discipline is last-come-first-served pre-
emptive-resume (LCFS-PR). Each job may have a distinct service time distribution. 
Here we assume that all service times follow exponential distribution which depend on the 
station and on the class. Note that our results can easily be extended to general service time 
distributions for Types II, III and IV. For the sake of simplicity here we give results only for 
exponential cases. 
The transition probabilities are denoted by PirJ•• 1 ::; i, j ::; N and 1 ::; r, s $ R, where a class 
r job departs from station i and visits station j and becomes a class s job. We also assume that 
the routing matrix P = (pi,rJ,~J, is irreducible. We define 
N R 
Oj• = L L OirPir,j~· 
i=l r=l 
(1) 
Let the vector n = (Xt, · · ·, XN) denote the number of jobs in N stations and their positions 
in each station, i.e., Xi = (Xil, · · ·, Xin; ), where Xil denotes the class of the job in station i at the 
position l. Let ni be the number of jobs in station i, and ni = njl + · · · + niR, where 7lir is the 
number of class r jobs in station i. We note that if station i is of Type I I or I I I, then there is no 
requirement for the order of the jobs, thus, we denote Xi as Di, Di = (nil,···, niR). 
A product fonn solution for equilibrium state probabilities exists when there is no blocking in 
the network (8,10,11]: 
N 
p(n) =en /dxi), (2) 
i=l 
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where C is the normalization constant such that the sum of equilibrium state probabilities will be 
equal to one and /i (xi) is defined by the type of station i, 
(t) n; n~l Oiz;p 
ni!TI!.1 ;6 (~)"ir, 
TI!.t ;6 (~) n;r t 
n~ (~). l-1 1-'iz;/ 
if station i is Type I 
if station i is Type I I 
if station i is Type I I I 
if station i is Type IV 
(3) 
We define T1 as the set of Type I or IV stations, and T2 as the set of Type I I or I I I stations. 
Since we are considering the models with blocking, we need to define Bi as the capacity of station i 
(i.e., buffer and server capacity). In addition to avoid the self loop that cause deadlock we assume 
that 
Pii = 0, fori= 1, · · ·, N. 
For convenience we define the following quantities for each station type. For type I I and I I I 
station, the service rate are dependent on the number of jobs in the station and on their classes 
but independent of their order. Thus, we let Di = {nil,···, niR) fori E T2, where nir denotes the 
number of class r active jobs in station i. A job is said to be active if it is not blocked. Also we let 
n; =nil+···+ niR be the total number of active jobs in station i fori E T2. 





0 < b < K- min {Bi}· 
- - l$i$.N 
(4) 
(5) 
We assume that a job will choose its destination station and the class when it finishes its service. 
Considering the b blocked jobs we need to know their locations and their classes. We also assume 
that t.he blocked jobs will join that station, which caused blocking according to First -Come -
First- In (FCFI) scheduling discipline. Thus, we let y = (Yi) and Yi = {Yil, · · ·, Yib;) if bi ~ 1 
otherwise Yi = 0 where bi denotes the number of jobs blocked by station i, and Yil• 1 ~ Yil ~ N 
denotes the location of the lth job blocked by station i. Similarly, z = (zi) and Zi = (zi1, · · ·, Zib;) 
where zil, 1 ~ z;t ~ R denotes the class of the lth blocked job. To have the complete information 
about the system we define the state space S = { (n, x, y, z)}, where x = (xi , i E TI) and n = 
( Di, i E T2). For a given a state ( n, x, y, z) the service rate of station i for i E T2 is J..l.i ( n;) = 
J..l.il (nil)+···+ J..l.iR {niR) where J..l.ir (nir) = flirJ..I.ir if station i is of Type I I I, and if station i is of 
Type I I, then J..l.ir ( nir) = ~ J..l.ir. For i E T1 then the service rate is: if station i is of type I, then 
J..l.i (xi) = J..l.i for ni > 0, otherwise it is equal to 0. If station i is of Type IV, then J..l.i (x;) = J..l.ini for 
ni ~ Bi. 
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Let eir denote an NxR matrix with all zero elements except the element at the position of ith 
row and rth column with value 1. 
3 General Topology Network with Type II and III Stations 
In this section we consider a general topology network with only Type I I and I I I stations. We 
assume the following constraint in the model: 
K < min {Bi + B;}, 
l$i.j$N;p;j>0 
(6) 
This constraint says that only one of theN stations may cause blocking at any time. The reason 
of making this assumption is to avoid more than two jobs moving at one event. Thus, the state 
space is reduced to S = (n,y,z), where y and z are b by 1 vectors, because if there are any blocked 
jobs, then they are all blocked by the same station. 
Now we consider the transitions of the jobs for a nonblocking state (n,y,z), where y and z 
are empty vectors 0. In this case the system will reach the state (n- fir+ fj~,0,0) with rate 
J.Lir (nir) PirJ.s, if n; # B;. Otherwise, a class r job from station i will be blocked by station j and 
the transition will occur from state (n, 0, 0) to state ( n- eir, y',, z') where y' = (YI) and Yl = i. 
The same occurs for z' = (zi) and ZJ = s. The rate to reach this state is the same as before, i.e .. 
llir ( nir) PirJ.s· 
Now we consider the transitions from a blocking state. Suppose station k is full, i.e., nk = B1.: 
and the current state is ( n, y, z), for b ~ 0. Then a class r job leaves station i and moves to station 
j, fori'# k,j '# k and becomes a class s job and the system reaches the state (n- fir+ ej~,y,z) 
with rate #Jir (nir) PirJ~· If a. class r job moves from station i to station k and becomes a class s 
job, then the state (n- fir, y + 1lb+1, z + zb+d and 1IH-1 == i, Zb+I = s will be reached. Note that 
in this case the transition rate is J.'ir (Jl.jr) PirJ~· 
Let y = (YI. · · ·, lJb) then the operator y + 1IH-1 will be (YI, · · ·, Yb+d· Similar is also valid for 
the operator z + z!M- 1• When considering a. class r job which moves from station k to station j 
and becomes a class s job with the transition rate J.Lkr ( n~rr) PkrJ~, then one of the first blocked jobs 
will move to station k at the same time. Thus, the new state is ( n- ekr + e;.s + ek:, y', z'), with 
y' = (11~,···11~- 1 ), 11; = 111+1 and z' = (z;, ... z~_ 1 ), z; = z1+1 for 1:51:5 b-1. 
From these state transitions we obtain the global balance equation for a state ( n, y, z) E S if 
'li < Bi for 1 :5. i :5 N, thus y = 0 and z = 0: 
N R N R N R 
P (n, 0, 0) L L P.ir (~r) = L L L LP (n + eir- ej,, 0, 0) J.Lir (n;r + 1) Pir.j~, (7) 
i=1 r=l i=1 r=l j=l 3=1 
and the global balance equation for a blocking state (suppose n~.- = B~.-): 
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N R 
p (n, y, z) L L P.ir (n;r) 
i=1 r=1 
N R N R 
L L L LP(n+e;r-e;,,y,z)p.;r(n;r+1)p;rJ1 
i=1~~kr=1j=1J~k•=1 
R R N R 
+ L L L L L P (n + e~cr- e;,- ekzo,Y +yo, z + zo) P.kr (n~cr) PkrJ• 
j~k •=1 r=1 110=1 ro=1 
R 
+ L p (n + er••• y - !lb. z - Zb) P.r•• (nJf•' + 1) pJf,,.kz,. 
•=1 
(8) 
The first term on the right hand side of (8) is the total flow-in rate to the state (n, y, z) from 
state (n + eir- e;,,y,z). We note that the moving job is from station ito station j, i ~ k,j ~ k. 
The second term on the right-hand side of (8) is the flow-in rate to state (n, y, z) by a class 
r job moving out from station k, and in the mean time another blocked job, which is class zo, 
will move into station k from station !/0· As a consequence a transition occurs from the state 
(n + e~cr- e;,- ekzo, y +yo, z + zo) to the state (n,y, z). 
For notational convenience we let Yo, zo denote the location and the class of the blocked job 
that will move into station k while a job leaves station k and joins station i. The third term in (8) 
is the flow-in rate to the state (n, y, z) by a joining job at station k. 
We note that a given state will be visited and the departure job is from a station i, i ~ k, then 
we know where the job comes from, i.e., Yb = i and its class is switched from s to Zb. So that the 
transition is from the state (n + elf•'' y- Yb, z- Zb) to the state (n, y, z). 
Theorem 1. The model has the following product form solution for equilibrium state proba-
bilities 
where /i (n;) is defined 
if station i is type I I ) 




Proof. We escape the proof of the nonblocking states since it is exactly the same as in the 
BCM P model [8,10,11]. For the global balance equation of blocking states we-assume that the 
state k ha: 





















state k has nk = Bk and the number of blocked jobs is b, then for (9) and {10) we have 
( ) ( ) 
Oir l-'j6 (n;6 ) 
p n + e;r- e;.,y,z = p n,y,z ( 
1
) 
1-'-ir flir + OjiJ 
if i =F k and j =F k. 
Next we consider the departure event of a job leaving station i ::/:- k and visiting station k 
and for the departure event of a job leaving station k and visiting station i 
( ) ( ) o"•" Ef!:tl-'kt (nkt) p n + e11,.,y- 1/b,Z- Zb = p n,y,z ( + 1) "R 1-'II•IJ nil•" L..,t=l o11•tP11•t,kz• 
By substituting (12) - (14) to the right-hand side of (8) separately a.nd using (1), we obtain 
N R N R 
L L L LP(n+e;r-ejtJ,y,z)l-'ir(nir+1}p;r,j6 
i=l~¢kr=lj=lJ¥k•=l 
_ N R ~[ N R ] -p(n,y,z)}:j=l,j¢kE•=l Oj, Ei=l,i#Er=lOirPir,jiJ 
By combining (15) and (16) we have 
(15)+{16) = p(n,y,z)L:tl-'j•(~j•) [ t tOirPir,jiJ+tol..-rPkrJ•] 
i¥k•=l 0 J• i=l,i¥kr=l r=l 
= p(n,y,Z)Ltl'j•(~j•) [ftOirPir,j•] 












In (14) we substitute the third term of (8) and obtain 
R 
LP (n + e11 •• , Y- Yb, Z- z,) ll11 •• (n11 •• + 1) p11.a,kz• 
•=1 
( ) L:fl:11lkt (nkt) ~ = p n,y,z ~R ~aY••PY••,kz• 





Thus, with (17) and (18) we have p (n,y) Ef=l L~=llli• (nja) which is equal to the right-hand side 
of (8). QED 
Now we derive the throughput of the system).= L:f: 1 Ai, where Ai is the throughput of station 
i, and the mean number of jobs ki in station i. 
Theorem 2. The throughput of station i is computed from 
Ai = L p(n,y,z) [t/lir(nir) (1- f.tPir,k•I{n,=B~c}) 
(n,y,z)ES r=l k=l•=l 
+f. l{n,=B,}I{II1 =i} (t /lkr (nkr))] 
k=l r=l 
(19) 
The mean number of jobs at station i is 
(20) 
Proof. For any given state (n,y, z) we consider the throughput of station i. Suppose the number 
of class r active jobs is njr, thus, the service rate is /lir (nir). However, a job which completed its 
service in station i can leave station i only by choosing a nonfull station j, i.e., nj < Bj with 
probability L:~1 PirJ•· When considering the blocked jobs, if the first blocked job in station i is 
blocked by station k, i.e., 'Yl = i, then this job has the same rate with which will leave station i 
and join the station k as the service rate of station k, i.e., L~=lllkr (nkr). Thus, (19) follows . 
Similarly, for given a state (n,y, z) we have the number of jobs in station i which will be equal 
to the active jobs L~=l nir plus the blocked jobs in this station, i.e., Et=l I{y,=i}• so that (20) 
follows. QED 
4 Central Server Model with Different Types of Stations 
In this section we analyze central server models (star networks) with BAS mechanism. We put the 
constraint that the central server must have station type either I or IV and all other stations may 
be of Type Il 
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be of Type I I or I I I. We further assume that only statiOIU! of Type I or IV will cause blocking, 
and the neighbors of such stations must be of Type I I or I I I. The total number of jobs must 
satisfy the constraint min;ET1 { Bi} < K < miniET2 { B;} and PirJ~ = 0, if i, j E T1. 
We note that PirJ"' = 0 if i,j E T1 and for all r, s, then (1) will become: 
R 
Oj_, = L L OirPirJ• 
iET2 r=l 
for j E T1 (21) 
We denote TA as the set of stations in T1 if n; < B;, and TB as the set of stations in T1 with 
n; = B;. Note that TAU TB = T1. In the following we give the global balance equation for a given 
state (n, x, y, z ). 
p {n, X, y, z) (L 11;(x;) + L t /1ir (n;r)) 
iET1 iET2 r=l 
R 
L L LP ( n + e;r,X- Xjnj,y, z) /1ir (n;r + 1)PirJ:ri"j 
jET.~a iET2 r=l 
R 
+ L L p ( n + elli•jr, X, y- Yjbj' z- Zjbj) 1111i•jr ( nlli•j r + 1) pl/),6) r.j:J6) 
jETs r=l 
R R 
+ L L LP (n + e;r- eja,X, y, z) /1ir (n;r + 1) PirJ• 
iET2JET2 J=l r=l 
R R 
+ L L L p (n- ej.,, x + x;o, y, z) /1i (x; + x;o) Pi:r;oJa 
iET.~aJET2 •=1 :r;o=l 
R N R 
(22) 
+ L L L L p(n-eja,x+x;o-XiB;,Y+yiO,z+zi0)/1;(X;+xiO-XiB;lPix;oJ-' · 
We consider a given state (n, x,y, z) then the total flow-out rate from this state is p tn, x, y, z) 
(LieT1 /1i (xi)+ LiET2 L~=li1ir (n;r)). In order to check the flow-in rates we consider the different 
events caused by these jobs: The first term on the right hand side of (22) denotes the departure 
event of a class r job from station i E T2 to station j ETA to class Xjni· The second term denotes 
the events of a class r job in station 'Yjbi E T2 which completed its service and is joining station 
j E TB. However, since station j is full, nj = Bj, this job is blocked and becomes a class Zjbi job 
and joins the list of blocked jobs waiting for station j. The third term denotes the event of moving 
of a class r job from station i E T2 to station j E T2 and becoming a class s job. The last two tenus 
describing the events of moving of a class x;o job from station i ETA, i E TB t.o st.at.ion j E T2 anrl 
becoming a class s job. We note that x;o denotes the class in which the job leaves station i. !/iO 
and z;o denote the station and the class of the blocked job at the first position of the list of blocked 
jobs which will move to station i. Note that z;o = XiB;. 
Theorem 3. The model has the following product form solution for equilibrium state proba-
bilities: 
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p (n, X, y, z) = c rr h (Xi, Yi, zi) rr /dnd, 
and /i ( Di) for i E T2 , is defined a.s 
where C is a normalization constant 
if i is Type I and i E T A 
if i is Type I and i E TB 
if i is Type IV and i E TA 
if i is Type IV and i E TB 
if station i is Type I I 
if station i is Type I I I 
c-l = L rr fdxi,Yi, Zi) rr h (ni). 
(n,x,y,z)ES iET1 iET2 





Note that the la.st term on the right hand side of (31) is "'Ji~~i);ol = 1, because if the station i 
is of Type I, then the service rate is independent of the class. However, if the st.a.t.ion is of Type 
IV then Jl.i (:>. 
and XiB; = Z, 












IV then lli (xi) = llizisi. Since we assume the blocked jobs are FC F I, then lli (Zi + ZiQ) = Jl.izio 
and XiBi = ZiO· Now we substitute (27) - (31) on the right-band side of (22) separately, and use 
(1) to obtain 
R 
L L LP(n+eir,X-Xjn.i,y,z)llir(nir+1)pirJz.i•j 
jETA iET1 r=1 
R w (x ·) 
= p(n,x,y,z) L L L ~airPirJzj•j 
jET A iET1 r=1 aJz.i•j 
p(n,x,y,z) L #lj(Xj) 
jET A 
R 
L LP (n + ell.i•jr,x,y- Yjb.i,z- Zjb.i) lll!j•.ir (nll.i•jr + 1) pll.i.•.irJz.i•.i 
jETs r=1 
R W (x ·) 
p (n, X, Y, z) L L ~R a 1 1 . all.i•.irP11.i .'.irJz.i•.i 
jETs r=1 t=1 ll.i•.itPII.i•j'•JZ.i•.i 
= p(n,x,y,z) L llj(Xj) 
jETs 
R R 
L L LP (n + eir- ej.,x,y,z) llir (nir + l)PirJ-' 
iETJJETl •=1 r=1 
( ) ""' ~ llj•(nj 0 ) ""' ~ = p n,x,y,z L...., L...., . L...., L....,OirPirJ' 
jET1 •=1 a,, iETl r=1 
R R 
L L L p(n-ej,,X+XiQ,y,Z)JldXi+Xio)PizioJ-' 
iETAJETl •=1 Zio=1 









L L L L p (n- ej.,X + XiO- XiBjl y + y;o, z + Zio) lli (xi+ XiO- XiB;) Pi:rioJ-' 
iETsJETl •=llfio=1 zio=1 
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(40) 
By combining (36) - ( 40) we have 
(36) + (38) + (40) = p (n, x,y, z) L t J.l.j~(~j•) (t t O:irPir,j~) 
jET1 ~=1 o:J~ i=l r=l 
( 41) 
The result follows by checking the flow-in rate equal to the flow-out rate. QED 
Theorem 4. 
The throughput of the ith station is computed from 
(42) 
The mean number of jobs in the ith station is 
fori E T1 
(43) 
fori E T2 . 
Proof. Consider a state ( n, x, y, z). Since the jobs from stations of T1 can never be blocked, 
thus the throughput of such station i E T1 is J.l.i (xi). For stations in T2 we have the throughput 
rate as the service rate E~1 J.l.ir (nir). However, the job may choose the next station in TB and a 
blocking may occur. If station i E T2 has blocked jobs which has the first priority to get into the 
destination station that caused their blocking, then the throughput rate of those jobs from station 
i is equal to the service rate of the station which caused blocking. Thus (42) follows. 
The mean number of jobs is also obtained from given a state (n,x,y,z). The number of jobs 
in station i fori E T1 is ni. If i E T2, then the number of jobs in station i will include the active 
jobs of all classes nil + · · · + RiR and the blocked jobs in that station. Thus, we take sum over the 
stations that cause blocking, j E TB, and check the vectors Yi if Yil = i, then the lth job is located 
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We derived exact product form solution for the equilibrium state probabilities and computed 
throughput and mean number of jobs in two different models. We used a property of Type I I 
and I I I stations that the locations of the blocked jobs bas no effect on the service rates in those 
stations. Thus, we used this type of stations as kind of optional storage spaces for the blocking 
station. In other words, the system is treated as a virtual nonblocking system. By the well-defined 
state space, particularly the vector of the locations for the blocked jobs, we obtain the exact product 
form solutions. Another observation is that by the construction of the models we always have the 
constraint that no more than two jobs will move on a single departure event. The first model has 
a stronger constraint that is only one of the stations will cause blocking at a time. However, for 
the second model we allow more than one station to be of Type I or IV which may cause blocking 
at the same time. This is due to the constraint of the neighbors which will not cause blocking. 
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Blocking c&n lead to a deadlock state due to the finite buffer capacities in queueing 
network models. In this paper deadlock freedom is investigated in multiple chain queueing 
networks with blocking, and necessary and sufficient conditions are given. An algorithm 
is presented for finding a deadlock free buffer allocation with the least number of buffers, 
thus the optimal allocation. The algorithm maps the queueing network into a directed 
graph. A procedure for finding a subset of all cycles in the directed graph is used to 
generate the conditions for deadlock freedom of the network. Finally, the optimal buffer 
allocation is obtained from these conditions by applying linear programming techniques. 
1 Introduction 
Queueing networks have increased their importance in performance evaluation of com-
puter systems and communication networks in the last two decades. Numerous methods 
have been developed for the analysis of systems with infinite station capacities. Since in 
actual systems the resources have a finite capacity, queueing networks with blocking must 
be used for performance analysis. Each station of a queueing network with blocking can 
be thought of as a device with a finite length. The network is simply a set of arbitrarily 
linked stations. Blocking arises due to the limitations imposed by the capacity of these 
stations. In particular, blocking occurs when the ftow of jobs through one station may 
be stopped for a moment if a destination station has reached its full capacity. The set of 
rules that dictate when a station becomes blocked or unblocked is commonly referred as 
the blocking mechanism. There are few blocking mechanisms that have been studied in 
the literature [1). 
In this work we consider the &<rcalled blocking-after-service (BAS), also referred as 
•Tbi.e work was aupported by t.be Nat.ional Science Foundat.ion under Gran~ No. CCR-9011981. 
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type 1 or manufacturing blocking mechanis~. A job .upo~ .service completion at a stat~on 
i attempts to enter the destination station J. If station J IS full. at that. mor_nent, the JOb 
• r ced to wait in station i's server until it can enter destination station J. The server 
IS 10f . • • • h 
remains blocked for this period of time. It cannot serve other Jobs ~a.Jtm.g m t e q~eue. 
Finite station capacities and blocking can introdu~ a d~adloc~ situation: In.~ simple 
1 deadlock may occur if a job which has fimshed 1ts service at station a s server examp e, a . . A h · b 
waits to join station j, whose capacity is full. That job is blocked in s~ati~n a. not er J~ 
which has finished service at station j now wants to proceed to stat1on t, whose capacity 
is also full. It blocks the jth station. Both jobs are waiting for each other. As a result 
a deadlock situation arises. There are two possible solutions for the deadlock problem: 
Either include a strategy to handle deadlocks in the model or simply restrict your~l.f to 
cases where deadlock is impossible. We select the second solution and find co~d1~10ns 
nder which a multiple chain blocking network is deadlock free. Kundu and Aky1ldiZ [2) 
:bowed that queueing networks with a single routing chain are deadlock fr~ .if the num~r 
of jobs in the network is less than the capacity of the direc~ed cycl~ with ~1mmal capacity. 
However, the conditions for deadlock freedom with multiple routmg chams become very 
complex due to the interactivities between the routing chains. . . . 
We demonstrate these interactivities in the network model g1ven m F1gure l. There 
are 2 stations and 2 routing chains in the model. Let Bar denote the buffer of chain r at 
station i (for i, r = 1,2) and let Kr denote the total number of jobs in chain r (r = 1,2). 
Let the parameters be given by: 
Q Job of ctulln 1 I Job of c:tulln 2 
Figure 1: Blocking Network with 2 chains. 
K1 = 5; K, = 6 
B11 = 3; B21 = 3 
Bn = 4; Bn = 3 
Here a deadlock situation occurs, even though the condition for deadlock freedom given 
in [2] are satisfied for each routing chain in isolation. 
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In addition to determining the conditions for deadlock freedom another important 
issue is the allocation of station capacities in a queueing network such that deadlocks 
cannot occur. 
Yilmazyildiz and Onozato [3) attempted to find conditions for deadlock freedom in 
multiple chain queueing networks with blocking. However, they failed to consider the 
interactions between different routing chains because they tried to extend the results of 
(2) straightforwardly. Therefore, they were not able to formalize the necessary conditions 
for deadlock freedom. Consequently, the algorithm in [3) for a deadlock free allocation of 
buffer capacities cannot guarantee optimality. 
In this study, we provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for a deadlock free 
blocking network with multiple routing chains. In section 2 we describe the class of models 
which is considered in this study. The conditions for deadlock freedom are stated and 
proved in section 3. In section 4 we give a definition of an optimal buffer allocation. 
Then we present an algorithm to find an optimal allocation buffer capacities. Since the 
algorithm is not restricted to certain topologies, the algorithm generalizes the algorithm 
in [2) for the case of single chain networks. A crucial element of the allocation algorithm 
is an efficient method to identify cycles in a directed graph. This method is discussed in 
section 5. In section 6, we show applications of the allocation algorithm. We conclude 
our results in section 7. 
2 Model Description 
We consider a closed queueing network f with the following properties: 
a) The system consists of N stations and R disjoint routing chains. Stations and 
routing chains are referred to by their indexes. Let N and 'R, denote the set of 
stations and routing chains, respectively. Let ~ ~ 'R, denote the set of routing 
chains visiting station i. Let .Nr ~ N denote the set of stations visited by routing 
chain r. 
b) Each station i has a single server. The service time distribution and the scheduling 
discipline of a station is arbitrary, but non-preemptive. 
c) Each station keeps separate buffers for jobs from different routing chains. Bar de-
notes the buffer at station i (i EN) excluding the server for jobs from routing chain 
r (r E 'Ra)· Each buffer may accommodate only a finite number of jobs. Let c) be 
an assignment of capacities to the buffers of r 1 i.e., 
~: {Barli E .N, r E 'Ri}-+ {0,1,2, ...... } (1) 
Note that a buffer can have infinite capacity (c)( Bar) = oo) or no capacity at all 
(c)(Bar) = 0). 
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d) The number of jobs in the system is fixed at 
K= (KI1K,, ... ,KR) (2) 
where 
for r = 1, ... ,R (3) K, = E ki,, 
iEIIr 
represents the total number of jobs in routing chain r, and kir is the number of jobs 
of chain r in the i-th station (in buffer and servers). The state of the network is 
represented by a vector k = (!1,!,, ... ,!N) where !i is a vector (kir1 , kir,, · .. , kiri'R;I) 
with r. E 'R.i (u = 1, 2, ... , I'R.il). The total capacity of station i is computed by 
Ere1l; ft(Bir) + 1. 
e) A job of routing chain r which has received service by station i proceeds to the 
station j with probability Pij,r (for i,j E }/, r E 'R.i and r E 'R.;). The number of 
jobs in the buffer of station j for jobs of chain r cannot exceed its capacity ~(B;r)· 
If B;r is aaturated, i.e., k;r = ~(B;r ), the job of chain r is blocked at buffer B;r and 
has to remain in the server of station i until a place in B;r becomes available. This 
is the BAS (blocking-after-service) mechanism. 
3 Conditions For Deadlock Freedom 
In this section we present the deadlock freedom conditions for a queueing network as 
described in section 2. Before we state the theorem, we need the following definitions: 





Btt,hl ... , Btt,_1,,_1 , B •• ,.) such that 
u,. E }/ (1 ~ u ~ t) 
Uc = Ut 
Pu E ~., P•+l E it,., Ptt•tt•+t•~'•+t > 0 (1 ~ u < t). 
(4) 
Let C denote the set of all buffer cycles in r. 
Definition 2 The set of stations with buffers from routing chain r in buffer cycle C is 
defined by 
s~c) = {i I Bir E C,i EN} (5) 
Theorem 1 A multiple chain queueing network r is deadlock free (DLF) if and only 




,B11,h 1 ••• ,B11,_1,,_11 B11,,.) there exists a routing chain 
r E 'R such that: (6) 
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Therefore, in each buffer cycle there must be at least one routing chain which cannot' 
both saturate the buffers of its chain in the cycle and have blocked jobs waitin at the 
saturated buffers. g 
Proof: 
1. Necessity: 
Assume there exists a cycle C =(B • .. B B B ) w'th· 1,.11 t1Jhl'''l 11f_1 p1_ 1 , t1fPf I • 
('v'r E 'R.) ( L ft(Btt.r) + IS~C)I ~ Kr)· (7) 
t<u:SiA•.e.s!c) 
Then, r has a feasible state where all buffers inC are saturated •. e B contaJ·n 1 • 'I t1•P• f 
t(Btt~p.) j~bs of ch~n Pu (1 ~ u < i). Additionally, the server of station uu rna) 
co~tam a JO~ of ~ham Pu+t· Note that the entire network will have IS~C)I server1 
wht~h ~ntam ~JOb ~f chain r (r e. 'R). Th~re exists a positive probability tha' 
the JOb m statton u.s server has ptcked station Uu+t as its next destination. 1~ 
this state, no server can release a job and eventually, each station u. is blocked 
Since the scheduling is non-preemptive this state will persist and a deadlock stat~ 
is reached. o 
2. Sufficiency: 
Assume the multiple chain queueing network with allocation t is in a deadlocl< 
state. Then there must exist a permanently blocked station say u which hold 
· b r ' 
1
' a JO rom routing chain, say p, (p, E 'R.111 ), in its server. The job is blocked 
at a saturated buffer, say B11,h of some station say u.. i e k - ""(B ) • • I •I • 'I 11Jh - "1' 11'lh • 
Statton u2 ttself must be blocked, otherwise a space in B11,h will eventually become 
available and station u1 would not be blocked anymore. The job in the server of 
~tation u2 may be blocked at a saturated buffer, say 8 113 , 3 of some station, say u3, 
t.e., ka3P3 = ~(Bal113 ). We can continue to apply this argument. Because of the· 
finiteness of stations and buffers, we wiJJ encounter a station uc-t which is blocked, 
at a buffer of station Ut 1 say B111 , 1 • Then, buffers B B B define a ;.. t13hl t13P31 • "1 t1JPJ 
buffer cycle C = (B B B B ) (B B ) F ;oo. ~1P11 a,h, • .. , tt~ 1 p1_ 1 , t1jPf a 1p1 = t1fPi • rom C we 
construct the sets s~c). Note that IS~C)I jobs of chain r are blocked in servers of 
stat~ons which have a buffer in the cycle. If we sum up the number of jobs which 
are m buffers and servers of the cycle for each chain r, we obtain for each chain: 
L •(Btt.r) + IS~C)I (8) 
l<u:SiAa.e,s!c) 
The sum of each chain r is less or equal the total number of jobs Kr. Therefore: 
(9) 
However, this is a violation of the DLF condition (equation (6)) for cycle C. 0 
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The following Corollary follows directly from Theorem 1: 
rrLe DLF condition is satisfied for a cycle C E C' if there e:rists an r E 'R. 
Corollary 1 .1. n 
with: (10) 
. of stations with buffers from a routing chain in a cycle 
In other words, If the numb~ h h . th the deadlock freedom condition for 
d the total number of Jobs of t at c am, en 
excee s . d d' d' the ca.pacities of the buffers. 
that cycle is sattsfie. . lsregar ~~g (6)) f fled for a buffer cycle C' they are clearly 
If the DLF conditions (equation are sa. IS subset Therefore it is not 
satisfied for all cycles which include the buffers of cycle C ~ a . t 'd adlock 
. d t test the DLF conditions for all buffer cycles m order to guaran ee e 
reqmre o · Le · 
freedom of the network. This is formalized in the followmg mma. 
rna 1 Given a multiple chain queueing network f and the set of all buffer cycles C 
Lem C' C" E C let C' C C" if the set of buffers in C' is a subset of the set of 
off. For any , - ' 
buffers in C". Let C ~ C be such that 
(VC', C" E C)(C' cz C"). (11) 
Then, f is deadlock free if the DLF condition (equation (6}) is satisfied for all C E C. 
f C
' c C" th S(C') c s<CH) for all r E 'R.. Therefore, if the DLF condition is 
Proof: I _ .' en.,. . - ,". "' t(B
11 
,.) + IS~C)I > K,., it clearly is 
satisfied for a routmg cham r m C' I.e., L...J " 
l<t~9AI1to€~C') 0 
satisfied for any superset of C' · 
4 Deadlock Free Buffer Allocation Algorithm 
Once the conditions for a deadlock free network are known, we can investigate the problem 
of finding DLF allocation with the least number of buffers. 
Definition 3 A buffer allocation t• for a queueing network r is optimal if: 
(i) t• satisfies the DLF condition (equation (6)) for all C E C' 
(ii) t• is minimal, i.e., no deadlock free allocation t for r allocates less capacities to 
the buffers of r than t•: 
E E t"(B,,.) ~ ~ E t(B,,.) 
ieJI reR; aeJI rER; 
(12) 
In the remaining part of this section we will present an alg~rithm wth•d· c~ fitnds satnepo:.timal 
. k r Th lg rithm IS execu e m wo . buffer allocation for a queuemg networ . e a o 
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1. Find the set C of buffer cycles in f and esta.blish the sets S~0) (r E 'R.) for eac 
cec. 
2. Obtain a linear program from s~c) ( r E 'R., c E C). Solve the linear program wit 
respect to the objective that the total number of allocated buffers be minimal. 
In the foiJowing subsections we will discuss these steps in detail. 
4.1 Finding Buffer Cycles 
We approach the problem of finding the buffer cycles of a queueing network as the problen 
of finding so-called elementary cycles in a directed graph. The following Lemma allow 
to map the queueing network into a directed graph: · 
Lemma 2 Given a multiple chain queueing network r. 
Obtain a directed graph Gr = (Vr, Er) with a set of vertices Vr and a set of arcs Er /ron 
r by: 
{i) Vr = {B,,.I i EN', r E R;}, 
(ii) Er = {(B,,., Bi,)l r E 'Rt 1\ (3s E 'R.)(s E R; 1\ s E 'Ri 1\ Pii,• > 0)}. 
Then, C is a buffer cycle in r i/ and only if C is a cycle in Gr. 
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the definition of a buffer cycle and the 
construction of the directed graph. 0 
To obtain the list of cycles in a directed graph, we will apply an algorithm which 
is based on a method to find elementary cycles in a directed graph [4]. The algorithm 
in [4], referred to as Johnson's algorithm, generates a complete list of elementary cycles. 
However, we are not interested in all cycles of Gr. Rather, motivated by Lemma 1, we 
want to find the set of cycles C where no two cycles are a subset of each other. This 
restriction allows to improve the cycle finding algorithm significantly, compared to the 
original version of Johnson's algorithm. We discuss the details of the algorithm in section 
5. 
Corollary 1 states that the DLF condition (equation (6)) is satisfied for certain buffer 
cycles disregarding the capacities which are allocated to the buffers of the cycle. Therefore, 
buffer cycles which satisfy the condition in Corollary 1 (equation (10)) can be eliminated 
in the forthcoming steps of the algorithm. Note however, that the elimination is dependent 
on the total number of jobs in each chain K,.. 
4.2 Optimization with Linear Programming 
The algorithm presented in the previous subsections provides us with the set of buffer 
cycles C. These cycles need to be examined to determine deadlock freedom of an allocation 
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t. If the deadlock condition is satisfied for all buffer cycles in C, then the netw~rk is 
deadlock free. Finding an optimal buffer allocation t• for a given net work f ts the 
solution of the following optimization problem: 
Find ~· which minimizes E E t• ( B,r) with the constraints: 
ieJtfrE7li 
(VCEC)(3re'R) (C=(B,,",B,,", ... ,B,,_,,,_"B,,,,) (13) 
-+ L ~(B,.r) + IS!C)I > Kr) 
l<•~tM.Es!C) 
Let the elements of C be ordered, i.e., C = { Ct 'C2, ... 'Ctcl}' and lett, denote the number 
of buffers in cycle c,. In the following, we denote t(B1r) by bir in order to stress that 
the allocation of capacity to a buffer is a variable for the optimization process. Then, the 
optimization problem ca.n be written as: 






(i EN, r E 'Ri)· 
By introducing additional (0, 1 )-variables which allow to. replace the disjunctions in the 
constraints, we can state the optimization problem as a hnear program: 
minimize 
subject to 
L ba.r- Ylr·(Kr-S!C')+1) ~0 
1<"9"""'•e~c,) 
L Ylr ~ 1 
~c,>~• 
bir ~ 0 
Y1r E {0, 1} 
(I= 1, 2, ... , ICI; s~c,) # 0) 
(I = 1' 2, ... ' lCD 
(i EN, r E 'R,) 
(I= 1, 2, ... , ICI; Sf•) # 0) 
(15) 
Note that Ylr is not needed for cycles which contain buffers from only one routing chain, 
i.e., 
(3r E 'R)(Vr' E 'R)(r # r'-+ S!c,) = 0). (16) 
The optimization of the equation system in (15) can be solved with any program package 
· Th 1 t' f th r ear program provides values for bir for integer hnear programs. e sou ton o e m 
which are an optimal buffer allocation~· for network f. Note that.in gener~l, the system 
will have more than one optimal solution, since a linear problem wtth the gtven structure 
will have considerable degeneracy. 
5 Cycle Finding Algorithm 
5.1 Algorithm 
Here we discuss the algorithm which finds the set of cycles C •in a directed graph wi 
the constraint that no two cycles are a subset of each other. The following terminolot 
is needed for the discussion: 
Definition 4 Given a directed graph G = (V, E). 
• A cycle in G is elementary, if no vertez but the first and the last appear twice. 
• G is strongly connected, if for any two vertices u and v there is a path from u to 
• A strongly connected component (SCC) of a directed graph G is maximal stron9 
connected subgraph. 
• The adjacency list A a( u) (u E V) of G contains v if ( u, v) E E. 
structure A a is the list of all adjacencJI lists A a( u) for u E V. 
For our purposes we extended Johnson's algorithm (see section 4.2) to achieve a bett 
performance for the cycle finding procedure. A simple extension is a fast search fc 
Single-Vertex and Two-Vertex Cycles, i.e., cycles which involve only one vertex or t 
vertices: 
• Single-Vertex cycles are not considered in (4). However, they do frequently occur i: 
a graph obtained from a queueing network. Therefore, we added a feature whic 
looks for single vertex cycles and eliminates a vertex v from G, if a cycle (v, v) exists 
V := V \ {v} 
Aa := Aa \ {Aa(v)} 
Aa(w) := Aa(w) \ {v} (for wE Va). 
• A Two-Vertex cycle, i.e., a cycle (v,w,v) (v,w E V), can be easily identified fro 
the adjacency structure. Assuming that vertices with a Single-Vertex cycle havt 
been removed from the graph, any cycle along an arc ( v, w) or ( w, v) is a superset 
of a Two-Vertex cycle ( v, w, v ). Since Lemma 1 allows to disregard the supersets 
of any cycle without violating the DLF conditions, we eliminate the edges (v, w) or 
(w,v) from the graph after a cycle (v,w,v) has been detected, i.e.: 
Aa(w) := Aa(w) \ {v} Aa(v) := Aa(v) \ {w}. (18) 
•Since buffer cycles in r can be mapped into cycles of sraph Gr (Lemma 4.1), we uee C to denote the 
set of cycles in a directed graph. 
If the set of vertices in a path of a cycle C is a superset of the set of vertices of a cycle 
C', then C ~ C'. Therefore, we are able to disregard cycles before we have complete 
knowledge of the set of vertices in a cycle. Since cycles are developed along a path, we 
included a procedure which compares the current path with the set of already detected 
cycles. As we will see at the end of this section, the improvement in running time is 
mainly due to this extension. 
A complete description of the extended version of Johnson's algorithm is given in the 
Appendix. 
The algorithm finds cycles by constructing paths where no vertex appears twice. The 
current path is stored on a stack. Calling CIRCUIT() appends a vertex to the stack, 
a return from CIRCUIT() causes the vertex on top of the stack to be removed. To 
prevent a vertex from being added more than once to the stack, a vertex is blocked when 
CIRCUIT() is called. Unblocking of vertices is done before a return from CIRCUIT(), 
by calling procedure UNBLOCK(). Procedure CIRCUIT() returns value TRUE if a cycle 
has been found on the current stack, and FALSE otherwise. The details of procedures 
CIRCUIT() and UNBLOCK() are discussed in (4]. 
Procedure SIMPLE_CYCLE() detects Single-Vertex and Two-Vertex cycles as dis-
cussed earlier in this section. 
Each time a cycle is found, it is added to a list. Note that we are not interested in 
finding all cycles of the graph. Rather, we want to find only those cycles which are not a 
subset of each other (Lemma 1). Therefore, before a cycle is added to the list of relevant 
cycles, we call a procedure UPDATE_CYCLE() which checks if the new cycle is a superset 
set of an already included cycle. In this case the new cycle can be disregarded. If the new 
cycle is a subset of some existing cycles, these cycles are eliminated and the new cycle is 
included into the list. 
Procedure CHECK..STACK() tests the current stack against the existing list of cycles. 
If the contents of the stack is a superset of any already detected cycle, the search along 
the current stack is interrupted. 
5.2 Evaluation of the Algorithm 
The following examples will demonstrate how the performance of Johnson's algorithm 
is improved with the presented extensions. We compare the discussed algorithm with a 
version where the procedures SIMPLE_CYCLE() and CHECK_STACK() are not included. 
This version corresponds to the original Johnson's algorithm. We show examples of 
directed graphs where the adjacency structure is generated randomly with Prob((u, v) E 
E) = p ( u, v E V, 0 < p < 1 ). We do not consider Single-Vertex cycles, since Single-
Vertex cycles result in a deletion of a vertex. Table 1 and Table 2 show the results for 
a graph with 10 and 20 vertices, respectively. The first column of the table provides 
the value of probability p, the second column the number of cycles in set C. Note that 
both algorithms provide the same output, i.e., the set C. The last two columns show the 
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results for Johnson's algorithm and the new version of the cycle finding algorithm. For 
each version we provide the number of cycles in the graph which are generated during 
the execution of the algorithm and the running times of each algorithm. We terminated 
program runs, if their CPU time exceeded 105 seconds. The algorithm is implemented in 
C and run on a Sun .Spare workstation. We see in Tables 1 and 2 that the running time of 
Johnson's algorithm increases fast and becomes soon computationally impractical. Note 
that Johnson's algorithm wastes the running time by examining a very high number of 
cycles even when the size of set C is small. 
I lVI = 10 I Johnson I New I 
p = 0.2 ICI = 1 Cycles examined: 1 1 
CPU time (3ec): < 0.1 < 0.1 
p = 0.4 ICI = 12 Cycles examined: 520 16 
CPU time (.!ec): 0.2 < 0.1 
p= 0.6 ICI = 21 Cycles examined: 15,287 22 
CPU time (sec): 9.0 < 0.1 
p = 0.8 ICI = 27 Cycles examined: ll7,004 27 
CPU time (sec): 36.5 < 0.1 
Table 1: Finding Cycles in a Graph with 10 Vertices. 
I lVI =20 I Johnson I New I 
p= 0.2 ICI = 17 Cycles examined: 3,718 39 
CPU time (sec): 3.4 0.2 
p = 0.4 ICI = 64 Cycles examined: - 70 
CPU time (sec): > 105 0.2 
p= 0.6 ICI = 113 Cycles examined: - 127 
CPU time (.!ec): > 105 0.4 
p= 0.8 ICI = 129 Cycles examined: - 130 
CPU time (.!ec): > 105 0.1 
Table 2: Finding Cycles in a Graph with 20 Vertices. 
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6 Examples 
In this section we show applications of the deadlock free buffer allocation algorithm. We 
give two examples, one for a single chain queueing network, and another for a multiple 
chain queueing network. All linear programs shown in the examples were solved with the 
programming package LINDO [5]. 
6.1 Example 1 
Note that the deadlock free buffer allocation algorithm for single chain queueing networks 
in [2] is only applicable to so-called cacti networks, i.e., queueing networks where no two 
cycles have more than one buffer in common. Our algorithm does not have any restrictions 
on the structure of the network. We will show the allocation algorithm for the network 
shown in Figure 2. Since we have a single chain network, the chain identifying index 
Figure 2: Single Chain Queueing Network. 
has been omitted, i.e., Bi denotes the aingle buffer of station i. Although the networks 
contains 28 elementary cycles, the cycle finding algorithm in section 5 produces only 7 
cycles which a.re relevant for a deadlock free allocation. The cycles a.re: 
C1 = (B., B2, Bt) 
C2 = (B2, B3, B2) 
(B3,B4,B3) 
(B&, B6, Br, B,, B.o, B&) 
eli = ( B&, B6, Br, Bto, Bu I B&) 
C6 (B&, B6, Br, B12, B&) 
C1 (B • ., B12, Bu) 
The linear program corresponding to the .et of cycles has the following structure. Recall 
from section 4.2 that we use bi to denote the variable for the capacity assigned to buffer 
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minimize ~ + ~ + b:J + b4 + b,; + ~ + b-, + bs + bo + bto + bu + b12 
subject to 
ht + b2 ~ K-1 
b2 + b3 ~ K -1 
b3 + b4 ~ K-1 
b5 + htJ + hr + hs + h1o ~ K-4 
b5 + he + br + hto + hu ~ K-4 
h& + htJ + br + h12 ~ K-3 
hu + h12 ~ K-1 
hi ~ 0 (i:::: 1,2, ... ,12). 
Note that we do not need (0,1 )-variables Ytr for single chain networks. Table 3 presents 
the solution of the linear program for different values for the total number of jobs K. B'" 
denotes the sum of buffer allocations. We obtain an optimal deadlock free buffer allocation 
t• for the network in Figure 2 with: 
t•(Bi) =hi (i = 1, 2, ... I 12) 
I K I 4 Ito I 35 I 
a· 9 33 133 
h. 0 0 0 
b2 3 9 34 
b3 0 0 0 
b4 3 9 34 
b5 0 2 0 
b6 0 0 0 
br 0 0 0 
hs 0 4 0 
bg 0 0 0 
hto 0 0 31 
hu 0 4 0 
hu 3 5 34 
Table 3: Results for Example 1. 
For K = 4, the condition of Corolla.ry 1 (equation (10) is satisfied for the following cycles: 
(B&,B6,Br,Ba,B.o,B&) 
(Bs, B6, B1, Bto1 Bu, B&) 
(Bs,B6,B7,Bt2,Bs) 
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The~fore, w~ can eliminate the constraints in the linear program which were derived 1 
from these cycles. 
6.2 Example 2 
Figure 3 depicts a queueing network with three routing chains. In the first step of the 
Figure 3: Multiple Chain Queueing Network. 
algorithm, we construct a directed graph according to Lemma 2. The directed graph has 
429 elementary cycles. However, the algorithm described in section 5 yields only 19 cycles 
which are relevant for the optimization: 
c, = (Bt,tt B2,1, Bt,t) 
c'J = (.8g,2, Bto,'J, .8g,2) 
c3 = (Bs,3, Bs,3, Bto,3, B6,3, Bs,3) 
c4 = ( B2,1t B4,tt Bto,tt B2,t) 
c,., (B2,~t B4,tt Bs,tt Bto,2, B2,1) 
Ce = ( B2,t, B4,t, Br;,2, Bs,3, Bto,3, B2,1) 
c1 = ( B2,1, B4,t, Br;,2, Bto,2, B2,1) 
Ca = (B2,11 B4,h B1,2, Bto,2, B2,1) 
Cu = (84,2, Bs,~t Bs,3, Bto,3, B3,3, 84,2) 
Cto = (B4,2 1 Bs,t, Bs,3, B1o,3, 89,2, B3,2, B4,2) 
Cu (B4,2, Bs,t, Bto,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
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cl'J = (84,2, Bs,2, Bs,3, B1o,3, B3,3, B4,2) 
cl3 = (B4,2, Bs,2, Bs,3, B1o,3, 89,2, B3,2 1 B4,2) 
cl4 = (B4,2, Bs,2, Bto,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
Cu = (B4,2, Bto,l! B3,3, B4,2) 
Ct6 = (B4,2, Bto,l! _8g,2, B3,2, B4,2) 
C11 = (B4,2, B1,2, Bto,2, B3,3, B4,2) 
Cts = (Bs,3, Bto,2, B6,3, Bs,3) 
To write the linear program we first have to establish the sets SJC•)(r = 1,2,3; 1 = 
1,2, ... , 19). Then we obtain: 
minimize b1,1 + b2,1 + b4,1 + h5,1 + b10,1 
+b3,2 + b4,2 + br;,2 + b1,2 + hs,2 + b1o,2 
+ b3,3 + hs,3 + be,3 + bs,3 + bto,3 
subject to 
c. : bt,l + b2,1 
c'J : hs,'J + bl0,2 
c3 : bs,3 + hs,3 + ba,3 + bl0,3 
c4 : b'J,l + b4,1 + bto,t 
Cs : b2,1 + b4,l + bs,t - (Kt - 2) · Ys,t 
b1o,2 - K2 · y5,2 
Ys,t + Ys,2 
C6: b2,1 + b4,t- (Kt - 1) · Y6,t 
bs,2 - K2 • Ye,2 
bs,3 + b1o,3- (K3- 1) · y6,3 
Y6,t + Y6,2 + Y6,3 
C1 : b2,1 + b4,t - (Kt - 1) · Y1,1 
bs,2 + b10,2- (K2- 1) · Y7,2 
Yr,t + Yr,2 
Cs: b2,1 + b4,t - (Kt - 1) · Ya,t 
br,2 + b1o,2- (K2- 1) · Ya,2 
Ya,t + Ys,2 
Cg : bs,t- Kt. Ys,t 
b4,2 - K2 . Yu,2 
b3,3 + bs,3 + bto,3 - ( K3 - 2) · Y11,3 
Y9,t + Y11,2 + Ys,3 
Cto: bs,t - Kt · y10,1 
b4,2 + b3,2 + hs,2- (K2- 2) · Yto,2 
bs,3 + bto,3- (K3- 1) · Y1o,3 



















































Cu: h&,t- K1 · Yu,t ~ 0 
h-4,2 + h1o,2- (K:t- 1) · Yu,2 ~ 0 
b3,3- K3 · Yu,3 ~ 0 
Yu,1 + Yn,2 + Yn,3 ~ 1 
Cu: h-4,2 + h&,:a- (K2- 1) · Y12,2 ~ 0 
b3,3 + he,3 + h1o,3- (K3- 2) · Yu,3 > 0 
y 12,2 + y 12,3 ~ 1 
C13: h3,2 + h-4,2 + h&,2 + he,2- (K2- 3) · Y13,2 > 0 
ha,3 + h1o,3- (K3- 1) · Y13,3 ~ 0 
y 13,2 + y 13,3 ~ 1 
h-4,2 + h5,2 + h1o,2- (K2- 2) · Y1-4,2 ~ 0 
b3,3- K3 · Y1-4,3 ~ 0 
y 1-4,2 + y 1-4,3 ~ 1 
Cu: h10,1- K1 · Yu,1 ~ 0 
h-4,2- K:a · Yu,2 ~ 0 
b3,3- K3 · Yu,3 ~ 0 
Yu,1 + Yu,2 + Yu,3 ~ 1 
C1s: h1o,1 - K1 · Y1s,1 ~ 0 
h-4,2 + he,2 + h3,2- (K2- 2) · Y1s,2 ~ 0 
Y1s,1 + Y1s,2 ~ 1 
C11: hu + h1,2 + h1o,2- (K2- 2) · Y11,2 ~ 0 
h3,3- K3 · Y11,3 ~ 0 
Y11,2 + Y11,3 ~ 
h2,1 + h-4,1 + h&,t- (K1 - 2) · Y1e,1 ~ 0 
ha,3 + h1o,3- (K3- 1) · Y1a,3 ~ 0 
y 18,1 + y 18,3 ~ 1 
hto,2- K2 · Y1s,2 ~ 0 
hr;,3 + hs,3- (K3- 1) · Y1s,3 ~ 0 
Y1s,2 + Y1s,3 ~ 
Note that all Ylr are (0,1 )-variables. Table 5 shows the solution of the linear program for 
different values of K = (K1, K2, K3). We included only variables which evaluated nonzero 
values. The solutions for variables her are an optimal allocation ~·. 
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K1 3 10 46 
K2 3 10 4 
K3 3 10 125 
B* 8 36 175 
h:a,1 2 9 45 
h-4,2 3 10 4 
h10,2 3 10 4 
he,3 0 7 122 
Table 5: Results for Example 2. 
For K = (3, 3, 3) the deadlock conditions for cycle C3 and Ct3 are satisfied without allo-
cating any capacities (see Corollary 1 ). Therefore, the constraints in the linear program 
which were derived from cycles C3 and C13 ca.n he eliminated for the optimization. 
7 Conclusions 
We presented the necessary and sufficient conditions for a deadlock free blocking network 
with multiple routing chains. The correctness of the conditions was proved in section 3. 
Then, we addressed the problem of finding a.n optimal deadlock free buffer allocation for 
a given network. We presented a general algorithm which generates an optimal allocation 
for multiple chain networks without any restriction on the topology. The algorithm was 
made efficient by a.n improved method to find a certain subset of cycles in a directed 
graph. This method was discussed and evaluated in section 5. Examples in section 6 
demonstrated the application of the optimization algorithm. 
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Appendix 
The following algorithm describes the extended version of Johnson's algorithm as discussed 




G = (V, E) represented by the adjacency list Aa. 
c 
A stack is used with operations POP(), PUSH(), INIT..STACK() 
and GET .STACK() (write current stack into a list). Set operators 





blockedfl .. N); 
vertex &; 
vertex list array B(l..N); 
vertex list V .cci 
vertex list array A.cc(l..NJ 
list of vertex lists Cycle; 
UPDATE_CYCLE (vertex list newcycle) 
begin 
for (C E Cycle) do 
if (C ~ newcycle) 
return; 
else if ( newcycle ~ C) 
Cycle:= Cycle\ {C}; 




for (v E V) do 
if (v E Aa(v)) 
begin 
Cycle:= Cycle U { v }; 
Aa := Aa \ {Aa(v)}; 
V := V \ {v}; 
for (wE Va) do 
Aa(w) := Aa(w) \ {v}; 
end 
for (v,w E V) do 
end 
if ( v E Aa( w) A w E A a( v)) do 
begin 
UPDATE_CYCLE({v,w}); 
Aa(w) := Aa(w)\ {v}; 






boolean CHECK_STACK(vertex list &tack) 
begin 
for (C E Cycle) 







blocked(uJ := FALSE; 
for (wE B(u]) do 
begin 










blocked(v] := TRUE; 
if (CHECK..STACK (GET ..STACK())) 
/lag:= TRUE; 
else (wE A .. c(v)) do 
for (wE A .. c(v)) do 
if(w = .!) 
begin 
UPDATE_CYCLE(GET ..STACK()); 
flag := TRUE; 
end 
else if ( -,b/ockedfwJ) 
if(CYCLE(w)) 




for (wE A • .c(v)) do 
if(v ¢ B(wJ) 






Cflcle := 0; 
SIMPLE_CYCLE( ); 
CLEAILSTA CK( ); 
for(veV)do 
begin 
A.cc := adjacency structure of SCC with 
least vertex in subgraph of G induced by {n, n + 1, ... , N}; 
V .c:e := vertex list corresponding to A1cci 
if' (IV .eel > 2) 
end 
begin 
a := vertex with least index in v.cci 
for (i e v.cc) do 
begin 





for (C e Cflde) do 
PRINT( C); 
end 
' 
